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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
AFFiriTITS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GIOVANNI PASCOLI AND ENGLISH
AND FRENCH POETS - ENGLISH AND FRENCH INSPIRATION IN HIS POETRY.
Part I: The pcet's life, character and spiritual development,
 TRfe^iwrr— ■ -----------------  *■
Life at Bologna, 1P72-1P02 - family tragedy - anarchism - 
Pasooli’s sentimental mysticism begins to assert itself against 
the positivistio tendencies of his environment - cultural 
atmosphere of Bologna alien to him - spiritual isolation ~ 
condemnation of contemporary ideas. Affinities with 
Leopardi - differences in temperament and art - reasons why 
his inspiration could not have guided Pascoli to complete 
poetical expression - affinities between Pascoli and mystical 
romantic poets - interest in foreign literature - shares 
dominant characteristics of romanticism - differences between 
his qualities and ideals and those of many romantic poets. 
Foreign influence disputed by critics - inspiration of Poe and 
Galletti's assertion that Pascoli guided by him to foreign 
poets - evidence to support this theory.
Part II; Affinities and differences between Pascoli and English 
and F'rench poetsV possible reminiscences from their 
poetry.
Pascoli’s conception of poetry, spontaneous expression of 
the poet's purest self revealed to him by emotion. Identifica­
tion of "fanoiullino" with "Imagination" of English romantic 
poets - found also in Baudelaire and Rimbaud - neo-platonism 
in Pascoli and other poets. Poetry of childhood in Blake, 
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Coppée, Hugo and Pascoli. Broad concep­
tion of poetry - language - attitude towards nature. "Cosmic" 
poetry of Shelley, Lamartine, Byron, Wordsworth, Baudelaire, 
Hugo, Rimbaud - affinities, differences, possible reminiscen­
ces in Pascoli - preoccupation with evil in Pascoli and Hugo - 
obsession with death in Pascoli, Poe, Hugo, Baudelaire, Car- 
ducci, Maeterlinck - "romantic" atmosphere in Pascoli - mystic 
awe in poetry - Wordsworth. Poetry, objectified dreams in 
Pascoli, German, English and French poets. Mystery and super­
(9:
natural elements in Pascoli, Coleridge, Novalis, Baudelaire, 
French symbolists, Shelley, Foe, Maeterlinck, Hugo, Intuitions 
of mystery conveyed by symbol and music. Resemblance between 
Pasooli's use of symbolism and that of Rossetti and Hugo, 
Conclusion
Pascoli has less affinity with French symbolists than with 
English romantic poets - nearest in spirit to Poe and Hugo - 
Pascoli's originality.
\£a r t ..i.8 , .THE,
DEVELOPMENT /
1855- 1891.
The poetry of Giovanni Pascoli stands distinctly apart, 
not only from the general tendency of artistic ideals in 
Italy during the same period, but from all Italian literature.
He was born in 1855 at San Mauro di Romagna^ the fourth 
child of a large family His father was steward for the 
estate of the Prince Torlonia, and the poet's happy child­
hood was spent playing in the woods and fields round his 
home so that he early acquired a deep love and intimate 
knowledge of nature. Whilst still at school he distin­
guished himself for his remarkable prowess in classical 
studies, but although, but although later he became a 
scholar of international repute he never set much store by 
erudition in itself, retaining all his life the child-like 
simplicity which was one of his essential qualities.
Life at Bologna - 1873-1882» Family tpagedy - anarchlsm» . 
Pascoli*a sentimental mvetlolea beglne to assert itaelf 
apialnat the positlviatic tendencies of M e  environment.
He entered the University of Bologna in 1873, but he did ^
not discover the real nature of his ovm t^operament - either 
as or as poet - until some years after ttiat date# At 
first his own modesty and lack of self-confidence prevented 
him from asserting his own indivi<iuality and bre^Aking away
from the uncongenial spiritual atmosphere with which he came
/
into contact* In politics, philosopJiy and literary stan­
dards he accepted the opinions <£ his companions, although he
*
became aware of a growing sense of dissatisfaction with them 
- as time and events brought to light his true oonvictions and
I
qualities#
On 10th Adguat 186? - a date which was to be forever^ 
printed indelibly on Pascoli r/iCmory 1) his father had been
X
murdered at the hands of an unknown assassin, and his tragic 
" death was followed by t W  loss in quick succession of most of 
the poet's family, and a few years after, of his betrothed#
This series of calamities must have had an overwheliaing effect 
upon the young man's mind, especially as he possessed an ab-
*
normal sensibility, acut(^y responsive to every impression 
with which it came into contact# The fact that üie murderer 
was never apprehended, added to the suspicion that he was be­
ing atiiielded by influence or bribes, filled him with a
burning indignation*at tkie unfair privileges of the rich and power-
1) Of. X ages to (Myricae), etc, .
fui. It was not s u r p r i s ! therefore that he Joined the ranks 
of the Anarchist Party, then very active in Bologna, for his 
innate optimism and sentimental socialism led him naturally to 
identify his own dreams of a golden age, all men should be
equal, witki the pre-marxlst prograinme of the International, and 
for a time he probably found relief from his a m  turbulent feel­
ings in the deuionstrationa perpetrated in the name of brotherhood 
and freedom# In one of these demonstrations during September 
1879 he was arrested, and iriprisoned until Deoeid)ei: of the same 
year, and it was probably during these three apnths c^* enforced 
solitude and leisure that he first realised how his sensitive, 
gentle nature instinctively shrank from any kind of violence, 
and he became aware that he was growing to bate the recent ten­
dencies of the Anarchist Party which was gradually losing its
y
former tone of idealistic carominisni and taking on a militant 
note with the iEg>er80nal rationalism cf Marxist collectivism#
This reaction have been the first inkling which he 
received of the essential nysticism of his temperament whidi 
chafed against any kind of restraint icposed by the intellect#
M s  painful awakening to self-knowledge seems to have begun only 
when he first really grasped the full implications of the tra-
4gio train of events which haa struck down his family leaving^him 
desolate in an indifferent world# Up to this time he apparent­
ly had not realised the enormity of his loss, but now he 
would inevitably tuin to the past bitterly oontrastihg his happy 
childhood surrounded by his family with the loneliness and po­
verty cf his present lii'e# In this state mini'he cannot bear 
the idea universally accepted by the prevailing posivistic trend 
of thought that death extinguishes the spirit with the bo^# In 
vain he tries to recapture the Catholicism taught him by his mo­
ther, but this has been too much undermined by the scepticism
with which he has oome into contact for him ever to embrace a-
■/
gain an accepted form cf reli^on# In his gentleness,, loving­
kindness and in tïie austerity of his life he exemplifies many of 
the Christian i^ xeals, but the criticism directed against the 
Church by anti-clerical groups, the lack of livi% faith in maqy
'
of the priests and the sceptical attitude nourished by positi-
I
vim had sapped the vitality of Christianity in Italy so that it
V
had become petrified into an unHiinkipg acceptance of dogma or a
mere observance of ritual# Pascoli would fibd no inspiration in
the mediocre time-serving clergy of Bologna, and thus begins the
life-long conflict between his intellect - forced to believe the
dismal conclusions reached by scientific deduction - and his
longing for faith. His mental anguish is increased by the thought
of his mother's pain at his unbelief, for he is aware of her 
watdiing over him and she appeared to him once when his despair ^
5
' m
had drivm him to the point of euioide*
At first we m%r imagine him preoccupied exclusively with his
own personal sorrow, hut in time this continual brooding on sin
/
and death would inevitabl, lead him to consider the origin and
-4
nature of evil and the destiry of man and the universe# His 
oystical tendencies and his precocious acquaintance with grief % 
caused him to feel an impatient contempt for tlie prevalent facile 
satisfaction with the outward aspect of events and phenomena which 
failed to take into account tl^je remote, intangible significance 
which often lies behind them# Pascoli's aysticiam, however, was 
not strong enough to enable him to evolve a satisfying philosophy
I
which would banish completely from his mind tide posivistic theories 
vAiich he had absorbed during his most impressionable years, so that t 
the mystical aspirations which gain increasing ascendancy over his ! 
spirit never bring him to the peace of a lasti% belief in aiy of 
the convictions which momentarily claim him# liis oo%%)lex and n ;
impressionable nature succumbs instantly and nAiole-heartedly to almost 
aiy form of mystical philosophy, but M s  faith in it is. always of 
short duration, being founded on an instinctive and sentimental 
reaction rather than on a gradual and consistent progress cf
Ihought# Moreover his spirit inevitably rebels against aiy
1
finite conclusions for him the uystexy in life is its most 
beautiful quality and he knew no greater joy than .that #iich he
experienced in savrouing that mystery when at last he was able to " 
reconcile his spiritual disquiet ty giving it artistic expression^^^|^
It was many years, however, before he succeeded in creating the form
of poetry which could adequately convey the essential quality of his
/
complex inner life composed of over-whelming sensations and half-realised 
intuitions.
Cultural atmosphere of Bologna alien to Pascoli - spiritual isolation - 
condemnation of contemporary ideas in Italy - probability of foreign 
influences.
His first poems v/ith their impersonal content and regular rhythm are 
colourless imitations of Carducci, the greatest Italian poet of the time. 
He had been one of Pascoli*s professors at the University, and he had won 
the younger poet's lasting love and gratitude for his kindness during 
those difficult days. His influence was increased by the admiration 
which Pascoli naturally felt for his force of intellect and character, and 
for the energy and tenacity in which he himself was so deficient so that 
it"was only gradually that he realised how profound was the spiritual 
gulf between.them. Both were great poets with utterly diverse ideals; 
whereas Carducci*s feelings and imagination were always controlled by 
the exercise of canmon sex.se and logical reasoning, Pascoli was liable 
to be carried away by the stream of sensations and visions which 
continually beset him. ?or him the poet is not a realist nor a stylist 
but a seer who follows the divine guidance of his instincts and gives 
spontaneous and musical expression to his feelings. According to this 
conception Carducci*s poetical technique was not productive of "pure
7poetry", and Pascoli expresses definite disapproval of his style when * 
he hiroself had at last discovered the real nature of his own genius;
"II poeta e poeta" he protests "non oratore o predicatore, non filosofo,
non maestro, non tribuno o demagogo, non uoino di stato o di corte. E
>
neinmeno e, sia con pace del maestro, un artiere che foggi spade e scudi 
e vomeri; e nerniaeno, con pace di tanti altri, un artista che nielli e 
cesselli I'oro che altri gli porga. A costituire il poeta vale 
infinitamente piu il sentimento e la sua visione, che il modo col quale 
agli altri trasmette I'uno e I'altra. " 1.) True poetry is not the
polished impersonal representation of reality: it is the incoherent cry
of wonder of him who has preserved intact the fresh impressionability he
ft
possessed as a child so that he sees all things as new. Thus in his 
essay II fancuillino which contains the essence of Pascoli*s poetic ^
I
doctrine he calls upon the Poet as; "il fanciullino eterno, che vede tutto
I
con meraviglia, tutto come per la prima volta. b'uomo le cose interne 
ed esteme, non le vde come le vedi tu;" 2) Hence a real Poet is also a
seer. i 1
Pascoli*8 nebulous, mystical aspirations, his preoccupation with the 
unknown and perhaps most of all his general attitude of uncertainty must 
have been incoimrehensible to the clear-cut minds of Carducci and of 
Soverino Ferrari whose serenity was unperturbed by the vague
1) II .fanciullino (Pensieri e discorsi, pp.29-30*
2) Op. cit., p. 13-
8
/
by the vague premonitions of thc.nystical mind# Thus Oarducoi 
declares that ”la matura civil ta Italians non ammette volontier^ 
il poeta mero, 1'aedo” 1)# These two poets, however, represent
the best elements in the literature of the period and it was
/
only gradually that he perceived that neither the vigorous 
trenchant manner of Carducci nor the impersonal classicism of 
Ferrari could ever succeed in ejqjressing his furtive intuitions 
of an intangible world beyond the concrete reality with which 
they were mainly concerned# His admiration for them a M  his 
intimate knowledge of their work is evident from the many reminis­
cences in the early l^ioae^ but the./ seem to have failed to 
appreciate his equally great gifts - his exquisite sensibility, his 
awareness of the aystery of life and the music of his verse# Ttmy 
regard him with affection as a **dolce spirito" 2) but at times 
Carducci even denies that he is a poet, and he is sedd to have 
thrown aside a book of his verses exclaiming "quests non e poesial"
For his part Pascoli scorned the general enthusiasm for minute 
biographical, bibliographical and historical research which had 
practically taken the place of aesthetic valuation of literature, and 
another factor v^ich cade him shun contemporary writers was his disgust 
at the pornographic witticisms with which Carducci and others
1) Saggio on G# Prati in; Boasetti e scheriue# Cp# III, p# 395s
(Quoted by Galletti, Qp# oit» > p# 16jj# Cf# also ; Idilllo ma
nmno (idme nuove. L.V. LXVII;
"Meglio oprando obliar, senaa indagarlo,
Que8to enorme mister de I'universol"
2) Ave; In morte di G. # (Cui barbare# L#U)#
reia-
: 9 .
entertained literary gatherings in the Bologna coffee-houses: 
such use of poetical gifts must have seemed to him a sacrilege*
M s  growing indifference to everything which the prevailing standards 
held to he of the first in^ortance probably exasperated the erudite, 
pedantic circles of Bologna, and may have roused in them an an­
tagonism and iispatienoe of which Pascoli with his hypersensitive
f
nature would be acutely aware and it was inevitable that such a
critical atmosphere would have a disturbing effect upon him* More-
.
over his diffidence and extreme modesty probably helped to prolong 
this period when he was painfully groping towards a complete 
knowledge of himself* These obstacles could not, however, destroy 
his growing oonyiotion that he possessed something which was lacking  ^
in even the. greatest of his oontauporaries* *
During his first years at Bologna he had taken part in 
the rowdy college activities, but when he resumed his studies 
in 1880 he must have felt himself set apart from his fellow-students 
because of his tragic memories as well ds by his alien teuperament, 
while his antipathy towards every aspect of his cultural 
environment would drive him more and more within himself so as 
to esoa|)e from all .the elements which disturbed his spiritual 
peace* In his voluntaiy• renunciatibn of all worldly contacts we 
sense in him a feeling that he possessed hidden within him a
10
precious and divine gift which he was not yet ready to briitg 
forth. This he must guard jealously from the contaminating 
touch of the world and he calls poetry itself "custode d'un segreto 
tésoro di lagrime é sorrisi" 1). We can imagine his sense of 
frustration as he felt it pulsating within him athirst for
\
sensation and aystery, striving for tté harmony #iioh he was as 
yet unable to give it# We realise his ima^ense diffioulty in finding 
the exact poetical tone capable of reproducing the imaginery world 
which was becoming more real to him than his actual surroundings 
when we consider that twelve years were to elapse between his 
irnprisonment in 1879, when he may be said^to have caught his 
first giic%)se of himself, and the publication of his first book of 
poems# The reason fbr this slav poetical development must have been I
• I
that his poetical genre was completely alien from the tradition of
'
Italian poetry, for in the follwing passages he states that he 
ideals cf, his native literature are absolutely false# Thus he 
says contemptuously: "In Italia la pseudopoesia si desidera, si 
demanda, s'ingiunge# In Italia noi siamo vit time della storia
letterariaj* He admits that these mistaken notions have taken root 
elsewhere, but asserts that Italy has .strayed farthest from the ri^t 
path: "Per vero, ne in Italia soit an to, mi pare ohe delle lettere si 
sia ingenerato un concetto false# Le lettere 5ono gli stru-
1) II fanoiullino. p# 13#
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I
menti delle idee, e le idee fan no di se tanti gruppi che si 
chiamano science# Ma noi, fissati sugli strumenti, abbiatuo fi-
e
nalmente diuentioato 1 fini. Siamo agricoltori che non pen-
\
sano se non alle vanghe e non parlano se non di aratri, e piu 
delle loro bellurie ohe delle loro utilité. Delle semen te, 
della terra, dei oonoimi, non d  curiamo piu. ( uindi awiene 
che abbiamo, come fisioi, filosofi, storioi, matematioi, cosî 
letterati..... E almeno li faoessero essi, oodesti strumenti: no,
li "gLudicano" e li "oolleaionano". Oodeat'osio noi chiaœiazno 
ora oritica e storia letberaria.•... Ha o^e pure, tra le tante 
branche della letteratura, la poesia che sta a se, la poesia ohe
\ N
comprende in se tutto oio che si dice c sorive per diletto....
V
Qtiesta non a rispetto alle science quelle ohe lo strumento ri-
■ V
spetto al fine..... £, ponismo, la ooltivasione, affatto native, 
della psiche primodiale e perenne. Ma m>i la mettiamd insieme 
oon I’altra letteratura "strumentale", e ne ragioniamo adlo 
stesao mode# La dividiamo per seooli e scuole, la ohiamiamo 
arcadioa, romantioa,'olassica, veristioa, natur alistioa, idea- 
listioa, e via dioendo..... né o*e poesia aroadioa, romantioa,...
V V
ma poesia aoltanto, soltanto poesia, e non poesia. Si: c'e la
oontraffasione, la aofisticasione, I'imitazione della poesia,
.. .. Ma in Italia, e altrove, non stiamo pa^i a questo compendia.
A'■ ' 12.
Bagionatso e distingaiamo troppo. ....La poesia benefioa e
I
la poesia pur a, la quale di rado si trova. In Italia poi, che
V V
e la nda patria#,..#in Italia e piu rara ohe altrove. Invero 
non mai da noi fu amata la poesia elementare e spontanea. Gome 
in genere la nostra letteratura, oosi in' ispecie la nostra poe- 
sia ha a vu to innanad se dei model li. Noi abbiamo specohiato 
il nostro stile nell'arte latina, come i latini avevano fatto
I N -  V
ooi greci. d o  puo aver giovate a dare conoretexaa e maesta
N
alle nostre soritture; ma gianto a poesia, oio I'ha soffooata; 
la poesia non si fa sui librà. * poi amiamo troppo 1 ' ornamenta&ione ;
' ^  N  *
e que8to gusto lo dimostriauno specialinente in oio che meno lo .
comporta: nella p o e s i a N o i  vogliamo farci sempre onorex.....
V
S anche piu che a noi, badiamp al pubblioo.. e oosi facciamo tutto 
senaa garbo .e senxa soioltessa... .Peroio la nostra poesia (per 
chiamarla oosi) e per lo piu d'imitaxione, anasi di oollezione, e sa
I
di .lucerha, non di guaasa e d'erba fresca. Noi studiamo' troppo, 
per poetare;" 1)
The above passages contain the germ of the romantic rebellion 
which had shaken France and England during the early part of the 
century, but wtiich had not taken such firm root in It^y where 
the defects most strongly condemned by Pascoli and the early 
romantics had again crept back. One cannot help noticing that
1) of. II Fanoiullino. pp.. 33^38« Of. also Patria e umanita, 
pp. 6  and 190.7
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the qualities which according to Pascoli are essential for the 
production of true poetry are those which were most highly esteemed '
S
by the first romantic thinkers - obnç>lete naturalness and sinplicity, 
and unstudied spontaneity. These qualities he fails to find in ^
ItMian poetry and in the above passages there is a sort of unspoken ;|
'I
comparison between Italian poets and other poets - presumably foreign 
poets, and we must conclude that, having at last acknowledged his 
complete lack of ^n^athy for the tone of Italian writing he began
'f
to read more and more deeply in foreign literature where he would f 
find that the perfect expression of qualities and ideals identical 
to his own had the effect of shedding a light through the confusion
which for so long had obscured his mind. To those who will demand ;
i
why his genius could not reach-full fruition without guidance from ^ j 
ether poets we would say that; (!) his deficienqy in intellectual | 
power and original thought would cause him to be worsted in any , J
aesthetic discussion by the logical reasoning of his oontenporaries;
(ii) his deprecatory nature and humility would hinder his departure 
from the accepted standards and (iii) these defects "%^ ere undoubtedly 
aggravated by his poverty, his humble birth and his grief #iich, it
i.j
seems, had permanently bruised his spirit, sapping his vitality to a^ucdi J
\ ■ ' 
• À 'n
an extent that he feels a continual desire for rest, for quiet, for^  7 i i 
solitude I it had also tlie effect of render! him incapable of the
Best and the virile intensity \#iioh we enjoy in most poets. %  oanno
IJ
il.
14
wonder, havever, that Jasooli never couple tely recovered from 
M s  early experience of death when we consider that the short span 
of his iDoat in^ressionable years had been filled with as much 
grief as most men have to bear at scattered intervals during 
the course of a long life-time, but his joy and relief at the 
discovery of his own secret convictions boldly declared by 
poets of the. first rank would give him the courage to admit to 
himself, and later to the world, that his ideals were not those 
cf his native literature, and the example cf üu>se poets with 
whom he had the deepest affinity - probably the early French 
and English romantic poets - would give him the self-confidence 
which gradually succeeded in dispelling all his doubts 
and unoertMnty, gliding him to a full recognition of the essential 
nature of his genius and showing him the means whereby he could 
give it adequate artistic expression.
Affinities with Leopardi - differences in temperament and art - \
reasons why his inspiration would not have been sufficient to 
^ide' pasœïi' W  ftuLl poetical expression. Aff^ni^ es \TiW^ ^
w s ^ c a ï  rormntio poet^ ^^
4M
•:F;
The only Italian poet Wiose spirit was in any way akin to
that of Pascoli was Leopardi for whom he had a great admiration,
as we may see from the foUcwipg passage where he says;- v|
15
"Ripensavo le sue notti. Booo una notte tormentata dalla tern-
a  V
pesta; a un tratto non piu tuoni, non piu ventoj. buio e si- 
lensio. TJn'altra: una notte buias la luna sorge dal mare
e illumina un caropo di battaglia tutto ancora vibrante del fra­
casse del giorno: gli ucoelli dorifiono, e appena rosseggera il
I
tetto della oapanna, gorgheggeranno come al soli to. Un'ultra 
ancora: una notte illuminata; la luna tramonta, aparisoono 
le mille ombre "e una Oscurita la valle e il monte imbruna (1) e 
il oarrettiere saluta con un melanoonioo stornello 1*ultimo rag- 
gio. O M  i canti c i rumori notturniJ il fanoiullo che non
‘•N
puo dormire, c ode un canto "per li sentier! Lontanando* morire a 
poco a pooo% o mentre aospir^ il mattino, sente, porta to dal
I
vento, il suono dell'oraj Nessuno in Italia, prima e dopo il
Leopardi, rappresento oosi bene I'estasi di una notte estiva;
\
\
(1) 11 tramonto della luna. lines 13-14. \
16
I %
"••tacito, aeduto in verde aolla,
Delle sere io aolea passar gran parte 
Mrajodo 11 cdelo, ed ascoltando il oaato 
della rana rixnota alia caiJGpagnal 
B la luociola errava appo le siepi 
B in su I'aiole, sussurrando al vento 
I viali odorati, ed i cipressi 
La nella selva; e «otto al pa trio tetto 
Sonavan vocd alterne e le tranquille 
Cpre dei servi." 1)
E nessuno meglio sentiva la poesia d'un risvegliarsi in campagne 
al picohierellare sui vetri della pioggia mattutina; e nessuno 
espresso meglio il riprendere della vita dopo un temporale : lo
sdiiamaBsar di galline, il grido dell'erbaiuolo#. . 2 ) .  In fact 
he admires in Leopardi the acute sensibility whic^ he himself 
possessed and M^ioh both poets shared, with the English and 
French romantic poets, and when he declares that no Italian poet 
can vie with him in evoking the atmosphere of renewed life after 
a storm we cannot l:elp wondering if he is thinking of Wordsworth 
who often describes such scenes 3)# and perhaps he is tacitly com­
paring this picture of a summer evening with "les tiedes voli^ 
tes des nuits melancholiques” of kdsset 4); with the wonderful 
Song in Tencyaon's Princess;
"Now sleeps the crimson petal, now the white"
1) Le ricordatue.
2) 11 aabato: IteOTieri e discorsi. p. 61.
3) çÿ. Kcbiesiaatioaï sketches. VII. MeGovery.
4) Mu&set, Nuit de ' . '
•  17
*
or with Choses du soir 1) which is ao veiy similar to Pasooli's
»
L' Avemaria 2). He would find also incomparable moonlit nights 
in Shelley and Byron. In the same essay Pascoli writes that 
Leopardi "rappresenta a noi cose Vedute e udite in un giorno, anzl 
in un'ora: e bene le rappresenta, come non soleVano i poetl itali­
en! del suo teoipo e del tempi addietrp" 3).
Pasooli's admiration for Leopardi almost makes us wonder 
whether it was not after all hé, rather than foreign poets, who
revealed the true quality of the youi%er poet to himself, but
' ' *
although they have such a great deal in oommon, Pasooli's * 
temperament is mudi nearer to that cf the French and JSnglish 
romantic poets than to that of Leopardi. Moreover Pascoli's 
.appreciation cf his poe try is some times tempered by a tone of 
critioiam whioh is absent from his unstinted praise of the ‘
•
English poeta. 4) • For instance he disapproves of his having 
put roses and violets in the same bouquet 5) saying that "11
poeta oosi nuovo cade - va in un error é tanto conaine alia poesia
itafiana anteriore a lui ; 1'errors dell'indeterminatexaa,'per
* '  "  .
la quale, a modo d'eseoipio, so no generalisaati gli ulivi e l
' ‘ ■ .
1) Bugp L'art d'etre grand'pere. '
2) La sementa (primi poemetti).
3) ,0p. citi, p. 58.
4) Of. p. 15.
5; Of. II 8abate del villgi^ jgio.
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oipressi col nome di alberi, i giacinti e i rosolacci oon 
quelle di fiori, le CÉpinere e i falc^etti oon quelle di ucoelli# 
Brrore d'indeterudnateBBa che si alterna oon l'altxo del falso 1)
But even Pascoli's passion for exacitu&e must have been satisfied 
by the minute descriptions cf Wbrdsworth and Tennyson whose 
representations of natural objects aie characterised by the
scientific aocuraqy which is found in Pascoli himself, and if he
' '! 
ever read any of the works of Scott he would have found %ere also
the same meticulous observation of even the smallest natural
phenomena#
There fs at least one instance, havever, where it is possible 
that Pasooli may have been inspired by the philosophy of Leopardi, 
for, seeing that he was admittedly weak in the power of independent, 
abstract thought, it is probable that the philosophical theories 
he considers often had their origin in the mind of others: bot^
poets were convinced of die necessity for men to band themselves 
together in fraternal love against the blind, inimical forces cf 
nystery and the universe; but even here, we must take into 
account that this idea is one that Pascoli might have been led 
to naturally by his intense preoccupation with mystery# All 
the same, reading Pasooli's e^çositLon of ihis tkieory in II cioooo 2)
1) Op# cit#, pp#59 and 60*
2) Ganti di Qastelveoohio#
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we have a definite impression that üiis poem was directly in­
spired by La ginostra, for besides the similarity in the content 
the poems contain several identical motifs - that cf the ants
for exac^le. Notwithstandipg the external similarity, when we
*
examine the reaction of each poet toward the possibility that ' 
death is probably the end of all things we see how great is the 
difference between the stoic resignation of Leopardi and the much 
less virile temper of Pascoli who seeks refuge from this terrifying 
possibility in a series of spasmodic ani incoherant alternatives#
I
The spiritual development of Leopardi consists of a constant 
and logical progress towards extreme pessimism; in Pasooli, 
however, there is, as we have seen, 1) no definite spiritual 
growth, and his attitude towards aljrtost every aspect of life 
is characterised by a continual uncertainty# The conception 
of nature in Leopardi, on the other hand, seems to have taken shape 
in-his mind very eaily in his poetical development, only gadMng in 
intensity to reach its climax in La ginestra# In one of his 
early odes - Alla primavera - we get the impression that at first 
Leopardi believed nature to be kindly disposed towards humanity, 
so that iiumbinl perceives an affinity between him and foreign
t
1) Of. p. 5.
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poets - Wordsworth, Keats, Shelley, Platen, etc* 1)* Pioooli 2) 
contradicts this theoiy, pointing out that even here Leopardi 
adheres to his usual iuea of nature, and he sees her beauty only as 
a false show put on to deceive men as to her real character, to 
make them forget that she is still
"•••veraiaente rea...dei mortali 
*.*.#. madre in parto ed in voler matrigna* " 3)
But Pasooli*8 conception varies; some times he sees nature as 
full of love for humanity; other times as indifferent - even 
cruel 4)« In the preface to the Primi poe met ti, however, he de­
finitely repudiates Leopardi's conception: "Perche in oio rioo-
noscere un atroce sgarbo della matrigna Nature, che il poco bene
che ci da, ci din sole a patto di male?# lo dico: 0 Madre Natura,
siano graade a te che anche dal male rioavi per noi il bene#*
This profound difference of outlook is accompanied by an equally 
great difference in style, seen most clearly when the subject is 
identical as in the description of the ants in II oiooco and 
La ginestra# Pascoli loves to create minute sketches filled with 
a mass of detail which sometimes makes the reader forget the 
main subject - a method which is the opposite to tlmt of Leopardi 
who evokes a con^lete image in a few masterly strokes, 5).
1) s^îumbini, B# Studi sul Leopardi* 1902, I, 264 seq#
2 j I canti# Paravia, 1924, p#b3#
3/ La ginestra# .
4) Compare prefaces to Myricae and Primi poemetti with II ciodoo 
and Passeri a sera (Can^i di Cas telvecohdoT#
5) Of# La quiete dopo la tempgjtta. etc.
\
\
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Besides these differences in outlook and manner there is . 
also a marked contrast between the actual language used by 
these two poeta, for whereas the poetry d, Leopardi is -charac­
terised hy the grandeur of classical simplioity and sometimes 
becomes rather too didactic in tone, Pascoli's verse possesses 
another kind of simplicity - the naive spontaneity of the "Pan- 
oiullino" whose spasmodic utterances sometimes descend to puerility, 
but which possess that musical suggestiveness which alone has 
the power to express Pascoli's inner life of sensation and 
mystery - elements whioh are either entirely absent or held 
under control in Leopardi, who, far from being dJaost overooiae by 
them as Pasooli and some of the romantics were, regards ttom 
scornfully as "ameni inganni" whose sole justification was the 
function of consoling those weaker spirits who, unlike him, 
were unable to bear the contemplation of what ha knew to be 
the terrible truths of life# Hovy Pascoli's heart must have 
contracted in horror at tlie hopeless pessimism of Leopardi'& . 
philosophy, and with what joy and relief he would drink in 
the healing optimism cf Wordsworth's unshakable faith in* a divine 
and beneficent spirit vhose invisible presence informs all
I
beiqg, while we know front his own words 1) that he was
1) Cf. p. 15.
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deeply by the way in which Shelley’s ethereal iaag-
ination pictures the vwhole universe as interpenetrated with the
Spirit of Lovel Pasco 11 mày also have derived coiofort from
the Christian nystioisia of Lamartine, althou^ he would not
#
. have been able to share Hie ever-increasing faith in a Supreme 
Being, v^ich in Lamrtins was strengthened by that iqystioism, 
and he must have felt an ardent admiration at the persistance 
with which Baudelaire and Tennyson wrestle unceasingly with the 
sin and scepticism in their own seuls until at last they attain 
to a firm belief in the divinity ad# immortality of the spirit.
On reading the works cf these poets Pasooli would perceive in them ^  
that spiritual liberty which he himself needed so much, but which he 
would not find in apy Italian poet - not even in Leopardi - and 
probably he would never have fully realised his need of it had 
he not become acquainted with the (xystioal poets of romanticism
of T/diich be himself became the only representative in Italy. As 
Geilletti writes:-
**La misticaHbera&ione, ecco il aogno di tutte le anime nelle 
quali la vita sveglia sensaaioni oo^ intense ohe sembra loro 
di poter ricreare ex novo il mondo, le sue par venae e le sue 
riposte armonie: ecco 11 fantasticate ritorno dell'uomo alle 
sue origini, fuori degli schcBii fissati dall’intelletto, fuori
2)
delle tradizioni e delle formule, fuori della storia, alle
■m V
sorgenti dell’illusione e della favola, la ove I’umanita si 
confonde colla natura, e una colla vita delle cose. Fochi 
artist! hanno senti to piu intensamente d ^  Pasooli questo im- 
pul80 come fosse una legge del loro istinto vitale, e per tale 
carattere egli esoe dalla tradizioæ della nostra poesia e dal­
la sohiera del nostri naaggiori poeti per rioonguingersi al 
gruppo di quei solitaxl sognatori ohe rappreseritano I’estrema 
sinistra del romantid smo europeo, al Novalis, al Poe, a D.G. 
Bossetti, al Verlaine, al Maeterlinck. Poiohè fu certo il ro­
man tied smo ohe libero le anime di tali poeti dal car cere del- 
I’intellettuailismo olassico ed aperse innansi a loro il campo 
dell’arte#*’ 1)
ife see from the above passage that not only did Pascoli break
away fraa the dear-out tradition of Italian literature by giving
expression to the tr^scendental tendencies which he shared
with all romantic poets, but that he finally became one of the
'*artist-drearner** poets, who feel themselves to be alien from
the world of concrete reality, for, like them, he found that
only by giving fUll rein to his love of sensation, image and
\
1) Galletti, (jp# cit. pp. 46-47#
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rlçrthm was he able to enjoy for a moment tiie peace and hamony 
which resolved the.inner conflict between his positivisite edu­
cation and classical background on the one hand and his roiaan- 
tic, nystioal aspirations on the other#
Evidence of Pascoli’s interest in foreign literature - He 
possesses the domnant charaoteristioa of romanticism important 
differences oetween his qualities and ideals and those of maxy 
romanii o and isynkoïï at poe ts. ^
€
In determining the extent to which foreign poets took 
part in the poetical development of Pasooli,‘ we must first 
establish the fact that his interest in fori^gn literature 7 
ranged over a vexy wide field, and this we know from the list 
he cites in L’era nuova 1) to shew that the nineteenth century 
is rich not only in great scientific discoveries but also in •
poetry# **Oome **, he excMims, **non so no poeti Goethe, Shelley, 
Tennyson, ^yron, Lamartine, Hugp, Musset? Sorrilla e Gampoamor,
• If
ilan^ bni, Leopardi, Carducoi, Mickiewit* e Tolstoi? hte knew sc«æthi%
• . . # . •
also of the Vyasa and Vafnomdinon for "vecdriio e I’aedo### veochio
V  •
e jDssian, vecchi molti degli skaldi Cssian he would read in 
Hacpherson’s adaptations which had spread Hiroughout Europe since 
1761# his mention of these poets and his masterly translations
1) Pensieri e discoid, p# 117 '
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from foreign works do no more than show his interest in them, 
but his own words recorded by Briganti prove that he was fully 
aware of the deep affinities which existed between himself and 
the,poets of English romanticism. He records how "II Pasooli mi 
parlo della letteratura inglese - gustava la squisita cesellatura 
dell’arte in^eccabile del fedsw’orth, di oui ammirava il profonde 
senti men to della natura, e soppratutto dello Shelley, di cui senti va, 
oltre lo splendore alato delle immagini, il oommosso anelito al 
Bene. IiH parlàva della sua antologia ove avrebbero trovato posto 
anche poeti stranieri raa prinoipalmente poeti inglesi del secolo 
scorso che gli sembravano i piu vicini al sue sentiinento J).
Or vie to states that "i suoi favori ti erano i poeti del
romanticisme francese - Victor Hugo, de Musset, Leconte de Lisle,
Alfred de Vigny" 2). According to Arullani "il Pasooli 
appartiens alla gloriosa sohiera francese di Victor Hugo, Le­
conte de Lisle e Sully Prudhomme" 3); without mentioning any 
particular poet Bulferetti calls him "Gultore amoroso di poeti 
diversissimi - Nutrito di studi svariati" 4), while Serra observes 
that "gran parte dei suoi canti...e fiorita sul margine dei libri 
altrui come una trasfigurazione e fantastica e simbolica...
Poiohe questo e non altro sono molti ramoscelli delle tyricae,
e tut to, c- « uasi, il gruppo dei Qonviviali. 5), while the same
1) Briganti, (Jabriele : Testimonianze e valutazioni pascoliane, p. 150,
2) Orvieto, Angelo, II Pascoli e i suoi amid, p. 118
3) Arullani, V.Â., II poeta Giovanni Pascoli, 1903> p.9»
4) Bulferetti, Domenico, Uomini d*Italia - Giovanni Pascoli, pp.577-378
5) Serra, Renato, Scritti critici, 1919, p.34
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critic speaks of Pasooli’s poetiy as "la piu profonda e la piu 
nuova poesia del nostro tempo^ calling him "I’unico che 1’Italia 
possa mettere accanto ai Verlaine e ai Rimbaud e ai Kipling del­
le altre nazioni agli inventori e ai oreatori di canti#** 1)
*
Another indication of Pascoli*s familiarity with foreign 
works is the presence in his poetiy of a great number of re­
miniscences, some of which may be fortuitious* A certain pro­
portion of them, however, are without doubt remembrances from 
other poets, although the use of motifs, phrases or images for 
which Pascoli was indebted to another poet is no reason for sup­
posing that he necessarily received from him any kind of spiritual 
guidance, especially when they have little else in common, 
for, with his super sensitive year, pascoli is naturally liable to 
assimilate very easily the style of another writer, and, as
Galletti observes, he possesses "grande attitudine ad assimilare
/
le forme stiliatiche degli sorittori, un’agile maestria.#### 
nell’impadronirsi deïl'arte o délia maniera propria di questo o 
di quel pœta e nel ri far la con baldanza### virtuosi ta grande" 2)
That Pascoli was apt to assimilate the style of poets with whom 
he had little spiritual’ affinily is proved by the number of re-
I
minisoences from Carducoi and Sevezlno Farrari in the early iyricaeo.
1) Le letters. 1920, p. 44
2) Galletti, Alfredo, Op. cit., p. 39: Cf. also: Valentin, ' 
Albert, Giovanni Pascoli,. p. 415. \
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The list of reminiscences compiled by Vischi 1) also 
contains references to writers with whom he had little in common, 
while his poetry abounds in adaptations translations from the 
classical writers 2) which was only to be expected seeing that jie 
was one of the greatest classical scholars of his age* His point of* 
view, however, and the atmosphere of his poetiy is completely 
diverse from that of the literature of classical antiquity*
,'Ve are not, .therefore, justified in supposing that Pascoli may 
have been guided to the fulfilment of his genius by any poet 
who has not only left traces of his inspiration in the shape of." 
reminiscences, but with whom Pascoli has also deep spiritual 
affinities;
Pasooli’s own words, however, 3) prove that he was aware 
of his deep affinities with the English romantic poets, while 
the following shows that he possesses the mgpn qualities and ideals 
of romanticism as it appeared to one of the most eminent French 
critics:- .
"Le romantisme (et c’est là sa grandeur) est tout travers! de 
frissons rnetaphysiques: OÙ allons nous? la mort?. Qu’y a-t-il 
au delà?,,de la le caractère éminent de son lyrisme, qui •
1) Vischi, Luciano, Heminiscengee imitazioni nel la letteratura 
italiana durante la seconda met^ del Sec. XIX, 1911, Vol* IX. 
i T Ï Ô Ô T T ---------------------------:----------------
2) Cf. ailliacus, Emil, Giovanni Pascoli et l'antiquité.
3) Cf. p. 25.
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^«fiK I'ejqjanslon sentimentale et dans les tableaux pittoresques» 
nous propose des méditations ou des symboles de l'universel 
ou de l'inconnaissable. « le romantisme est une littérature 
où domine le lyrisme - et lyrisme est d ’abord l'expansion-de ■
l ’individualisme: nous sommes facilement et oonstamment
/
individuels non pas par les idees de notre intelligence mais par 
les phénomènes de nostre sensibilité* Ces'phénomènes sont de 
deux sortes:
i) Des sentiments d'amour et d'espérance de haine et de déses­
pérance» d'enthousiasme et de uélancolie:
ii) Des eensati ons:
I •
Parmi nos sensational
a) Ij^ b un&s sont représentatives de l’univers et sont les 
matériaux avec lesquels nous oonstcuisons le monde extérieur dont 
nous portons en nous 1’image#
b) Les autres ne sont pas representatives, comme certaines 
sensations Kïusculaires, et pour la plupart des horiimes, lës * 
sensations d ’odorat et de «sut* Ces dern#res les romantitjufis en
. abandonneront l'ex^aession a leurs suooessoxrs**»*. " 1)
i
The limitation contained in M* Lan son's last words does not apply
to Pasooli for be had a great deal in oowmon with the
poets: he» like many of them» was primarily a man of sensation
' 1) Lansctt, Gustavo. Histoire de la littérature française.
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with a sense of smell as highly developed as that of 
Baudelaire, and he shares with almost every poet of symbolism 
his intense awareness and love of nysteiy, for the transcendental 
tendencies remarkable in the first phase of romanticism are 
even more evident in the symbolists*
Bis many affinities with the foreigi romantic poets are, 
accompanied by equally striking differences and Pascoli* gives 
the ingression of having unconsciously absorbed only as,much of 
their spirit as he needed to strengthen his own inclinations 
and convictions, rejecting those elements which he found in­
compatible with his own temperanent. The same originality is 
to be seen in the way in which even direct reminiscences in his 
poetry give the impression of having been completely assimilated 
so that, having lain dormant in the poet’s mind, they rise again
I
to the surface, to be reproduced, perhaps unconsciously, when • 
they haVe acquired the particular savour v/hieh characterises all 
his poetiy# Again, although the Canzone di Re Enzo and other 
poems of an epic nature m%r have been suggested to Pas(^li by | 
the outwardly similar works of cE&teaubriand (Genie de cjristian- 
istæ) J of Hugo (légende des sieclês); of Leconte de Lâsle 
(Poemes antiques); Banville (Les "Sdlés); Heredia (Les trophèes)j 1); 
Vigny (Poemes antiques et modernes)/:; Me does not conform to the 
early romantic manner of accurate reproduction of "couleur locale"
# -
 ^ . Valentin
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and historical data# The historical and classical themes
of the Cdi e i^ nni and the Poemi conviviali are interpreted
bolically, and the real significance of the poetry lies in the
secondary meaning which we sense behind every word and every
action of these traditional character^#
Another example of Pascoli*s divergence from the
opinions of many romantic poets is his admiration for science
which is probably due to the persistence in his mind of his
belief in positivisids ideas# Most of the poets of romanticism
deplore modern advances in science which, they believe, have
the effect of forcing the poet to see the world by the "light
of common day" and not by the - '
"Light that never was on sea or land" 1)
"Down with NewtonJ ""cries Keats,
‘ "##.##•••••Do not all charms fly" he declares.
At the mere touch of cold philosophy?
Philosophy will clip an angel’s wings. 
Conquer all mysteries by rule and line,
. Empty the haunted air, and gnomed mine - 
Umeave a rainbow" 2)
and Foe writes his disparaging 
, *^3onnet to science"
"Soiencel true daughter of Ola Time thou art! *
#%o alterest all things with tljy peering eyes#
Why preyest thou thus upon the poet’s heart.
Vulture, whose wings are dull realities?.
1) Wordsworth, Stanidfb on a picture of Peele Castle in a storm#
2) Lamia, Fart II, 11# 229-237#
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How should he love thee? or how deem wise.
Would at not leave him in his wandering 
To seek for treasure in the jewelled skies,
Albeit he soared with an undaunted wir^?
Hast thou not dragged Diana from her car?
And driven the Hamadryad from the wood 
To seek a shelter in some happier star?
Hast thou not torn the Naiad from her flood.
The Elfin from the green grass, and from me 
The summer dream beneath the tamarind tree?"
Sully Prudhomme also finds that science sheds no light on 
the mystery of life and death. 1)
Other romantic and symbolist poets - Ooleridge, Rossetti,
Verlaine and Maeterlinck - go a step further and ignore its
very existence, and it is noticeable that this hatred of
science seems strongest in the very poets with whom Pasooli has
most in common. It is true that Sieiley is enthralled by the
"•••••••murmuringd
Of the unsealed springs 
#)Bre Srclençe bedews her Daedal wings."
and it was only natural that the vigorous anu adventurous ,
:ï
1spirit of Verhaeren should be stirred by contemporary 
activities in the realms cf scientific discovery and industry, j
but Pascoli*s conception of the role of science in the life of 
men is of a very different nature, for the benefits widch Science 
confer on humanity are, according to him, spiritual rather than |
material. Pasooli *s admiration for science is bound up wiüi
N
1) la mort IV, and Défaillance et scrupule II (Les
vaines tendresses).
. . . w .  Æ
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his religion - witiri that utopian vision of his where he saw 
all men and all nations united in brotherhood and love as the 
result of an inner regeneration which could be brought about 
only by rendering them fully conscious of the awful powers of 
mystery and death which surround them; making them realise 
that death is the end of all things. Science can play an 
important part in this spiritual renewal by awakening in 
man a salutary sense of his own mortality, by revealing to 
him with each new discovery the unprobed depths of the universe 
yet to be explored, thus rousing him to cookie te knowledge 
of his own insignificance and finally by increasing the 
material amenities of life which ^ v e  him more leisure in which ■
to brood over the great problems of his destiny# Thus pascoli 
writes:-
"La scienza ha ricoodotto le nostre menti alla tristexsa del 
momento tragi oo dell’uomo; del momento in cui acquistando la 
cosoienza d ’essere mortale, differ! istantaneamente, dalla sua |
muta greggia c^e non sapeva di dover morire e resto piu felloe 
di lui# II brute divento uamo, quel giomo. S l^uomo dif­
fer! dal bruto per I’ineffabile triste&aa della sua sooperta.K j
He goes on to say that at first the discovery that there is
nothing beyond the grave would bring Joy and relief to the
I
%
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wicked, but that in the long run they would be more terrified
»
of the Nothingness of death than of any definite punishment 
which they could undergo in an afterlife - ”0 W  tutto tutto 
tutto, mi pare ohe dioa lo soellerato, fuorche I’annullamento!
•••••inoancellabile! irreparabilei eterno!
Questa è la luce. La acienxe in cio é benefica, in cui si 
proclama f alii ta. Essa ha oonfermata la sanzione della 
morte. Ha risuggellate le tombe. He trovato, credo, ohe non
I
si pub libare il nettare della vita con Glove in cielo. II 
rimprovero ohe le si fa, e il su6 van to....." '.Vhen man becomes  ^
aware of his fate he will be filled witti sorrow and will turn 
in pily to his neighbour and all enmity will cease sara 
dunque una religione, la religions anal, che soiogliera ii 
nodo che sembra ora insolubile. La religione: non questa o
quella in oui il terrors dell’infini to si a o consolato o tem­
per ato o annullato, ma la religione prima e ultima, oioe il 
riconosoimentc e la vcneraaione del nostro destine." 1)
Pasooli may have noticed that Wordsworth also dreamed 
of a collaboration between the Scientist and the Poet - 
"If the labours of Men of Science" he writes "should ever 
create any natwal revolution, direct or indirect, in our
1) L’era nuova (Penaieri e disoorsi) pp. 123-126.
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condition, and in the iaspressioas which we habitually receive, 
the Poet will sleep then no more than at present; he will 
be ready to follow the steps of the Man of Science, not only 
in those general indirect effects, but he will be at his aide, 
carrying sensation into the midst of the objects of Science 
itself." 1)
This interest in scienoe, ooid>ined with the jiatln good 
sense bequeathed to him by his peasant forebears, long rooted 
in Romagna - most latin of all Italian provinces - and still 
furthfir developed by his ridi classical education, may account [ 
for the moderation and clarity which governs his attitude 
towards many tendencies which form an integral part of the 
romantic tradition.
One of the fundamental ideas of romanticism is a 
belief in the ultimate perfectibility of man. Prom the 
Renaissance onwards the inoreasir^ ascendency of humanistic 
trends of' thought has favoured this assun^tion which has been | 
acomnpanied by a corresponding weakening of faith in the dogma 
of Original Sin. Hence the tendenpy of post-renaissance 
thinkers to ignore the effect produced upon human nature by 
man’s initial fall, thereby denying the essential ioperfeotiVilit^
1) Preface to the second edition of the lyrical Ballad»-
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of all earthly creations# Tj
This point of view reached its culmination with the
■ .
assunçtion held by Jean-Jaoquea Eousseau and his followers who 
declared that man had only to be guided by his instincts, and, 
casting off the false conventions and restrictions imposed 
upon him by civilisation, lead a single life in the heart of 
nature to attain to oomplete perfection and happiness, 
pasooli participates in these ideas, but only up to a point.
He shares the romantic faith in the great spiritual benefit 
which can be derived from a life spent alone in close intimacy 
with nature, but he cannot rest satisfied that man can succeed in 
eradicating all evil from the earth and from his own soul simply 
by reverting to his primitive state. He shares also the. 
romantic belief in progress, but states that the only way to 
bring about a state of universal peace and happiness is by the 
regeneration of each individual soul by fostering in all wea
\
feelings of love and pity towards their fellows. As we have 
seen 1} he believes that this state of mind can only come about 
when man is made to realise the full significance d" death.
V/hen we realise that, he says, "saremo piu buoni. E saremo 
anche piu mesti... quella sara... la povera e melanconica
1) Of. p. 32.
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palingeneai che sola puo toocare a questi poveri e oielanoonioi 
esseri..." I). Hew different from Rousseau’s theory!
In his preoccupation with death, nystery and the 
subconscious, and in the suggestive musicality and impression- 
alism of his poetry pascoli realises the ideals of the symbolists: 
in the first poets of English romanticism he must have recognised 
his own delicate responsive sensibility seeking in the solitude 
of nature an atmosphere where his genius could flower undisturbed 
by the distractions of civilisation: he is in couple te ac­
cordance with the rebellion of all Üie eat'ly romantic poets
V
against the stilted artificiality, the slavii^i imitation and 
the pedantic restrictions of the literary standards of the 
preceding century, and he must liave rejoiced at the challenge 
which the Preface to Cromwell had flung in the face of French 
literary tradition* He is not entirely in agreement, however, 
with Hugo, for instead at' accepting absolutely the French 
vie^oint which sees tjie ugly and grotesque as equally 
suitable for artistic treatisent as beauty he writes:-
1) L’era nuova* pp. 125-126,
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"si trova....ohe impoeticjo e oio che la morale ricojaosoe cat- 
tivo e cio che l’eatetica proclaim brutto....il fanciullo.... / 
coroe narrando le imprese dei suoi eroi*..e figurando a noi, per 
esempio, i loro oavalli, e ridioencb che brucavano e sudavano e 
spumavano, pur non dice mai*...che stallavano; cosi délia nostra 
anima non racconta che il buono e délia visions non ri corda ohe 
il bello." 1).
Moreover he expresses unqualified disapproval for one 
aspect of modern poetzy which is prédominent in the French 
nineteenth century poets:- #
"Non sono gli amori, non sono le donne, per belle e dee ohe 
siano, che premono ai fanoiulli; si le aste bronzee e 1 oarri 
da guerra e i lunghi viaggi e le grandi traversie# Cos! 
codeste cose narrava al vecchio üiæro il suo fanciullino, piu- 
ttosto che le bellezze della Tindaride e le volutta della dea 
della notte e della figlia del sole. " Pascoli evidently wishes 
to emphasise this ppint so he adds the follcwing footnote 
"Non solo i poeti moderni, cos! assolutamente fissati sul- 
I’amore e sulla donna, ma anche gli antiohi. poeti tragioi e 
persino i poeti corali icunediatamente successi. alia poesia 
epic a, si diedero a oolorire 1 ’ elemento femminile ed erotioo 
die poemi omerici. B le donne designate e incntcvate in essi
1} Fanciullino. pp. 27-26. *
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poemi, non bastarcno, e se ne crearono di nuove. Oio accrebbe 
1* intéressé dramatico del oiclo, ma segna in esso la dindnuziohe 
di essenza poetioa# Coe! Orlando innamorato e furioso per 
amore e piu dramatioo, ma meno poeti oo di Rolando nella Canzone. " 
1).
The only love-poetiy we have cf Pascoli besides lA
\ •
tessitrice 2) - a tender and nostalgio record of the love which
belongs to early youth - are one or two outbreaks of crude
eroticism 3) and a few fragments in the first Myrioae sadti
#
as the poems to the "reginella" and the last verse of 
#
!• ultimo canto:
"Canta una sfogliatrice a piena gdla:
Amor oomincia con oanti e con suoni 
e poi finisee con lacrime al cuore."
This may be a reminiscence of Wordsworth’s lUghland .
girl, although Vischi records it . in his list as an echo of
The Tuscan "rispetto"
"L’senor comincia con suoni e con oanti
S poi fini see con dolori e pi anti"# • •
•1
or
"L’ amor comincia con pianti e con suoni ]
E poi fini see con pianti e dolori." 4)# *
.  ^    : ■'■■"“  \
Wibid. pp. 4^5 •
2)Canti di Qastelvecohio.
3)11 30gno della vergjne (Oanti di Qastelveochio; II chiu (Kuovi 
poemetti ] which may be a reminiscence of Baudelaire: A celle
qui est trop gaie ecaves) —
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There is nothing in his poetry to equal the wonderful 
portrayal of sensual delight in Lea fleurs du mal; the aching 
regret of La tristesse d’Olympic and the elegies* of Lamartine 
or Hie bitter torment of Musset’s Souvenir and Nuits, so that 
we liïuat aondude that after the loss of his betrothed pascoli
\ ft
deliberately shut this element out of his-life.
Influence of foreign poets disputed by critics#
ft
When Pascoli had at last found the means to express his 
essential spirit we see a poet who is intrinsically romantic, 
but who cannot embrace all the important ideals of romanticism, 
for he was never able to quiet the spiritual unrest which urges 
. him to make continual but useless efforts to reconcile his 
romantic impulses with the scruples of his intellect. The
r •
very urgency of this mental anguisii, ho,7ever, produces in his 
poetry a most original tone of profound emotion and piercing 
sincerity, and it is therefore not surprising that by reason 
of this trait alone, his individuality always stands out 
distinctly even from those poets with whom he had many deep 
affinities, and from those who contributed most towards helpirig 
him to discover the true quality cf his art. ^
Pascoli’s debt to these, however, is considerable, al-
• N
though some critics have attempted to belittle the extent of
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foreign inf'luenoe upon his artistic development during the 
formative years at Bologna. Thus Borgese cautions oritios 
against exaggerating his acquaintance with foreign literatvare 
by drawing their attention to the fact that he "sentiva una 
certa antipat i a per la storia le Titer aria e non era istrutto 
intorno ai recenti ssimi laovimenti idealogioi e letteran 
coiae i.l D’Ann,unzio." l). Valentin, also, speaking of the 
possibility of his having been influenced by the syaibolista, 
end adiûitting that his translations from Poe, Pennyson, Sielley, 
Wordsworth and Victor liugo are proof of his acquaintance with 
foreign poets, adds a similar warning:- **SiÆ-il suffisant 
pour parler d'influences? Remarquons que pascoli a traduit 
de meme.de nombrau.x passages d'auteurs anciens, ctonts 
populaires bretons, les extraits de la Chanson de Roland...
'
Il semble bien «j^ue nous avons la les traces de ses lectures 
plutôt que des preuves d'une filiation spirituelle. Gardons- 
nous d'aoctrder a ces faits une valeur exagérée et d'en tirer , 
des "oonolusions hâtives. On risquerait de prendre pour une 
influence d'école une parenté d'esprit" and commenting on- the
I ’
deep affinity between PaBOoli,* and Maeterlinck and the English 
and German aymbolist poets he says:- "II ne peut donc etre
) Borgese, G.A., Idee e forme di G. Pasooli in La vita e
libro, Serie 3a, Torino, lyl3, p. 467; quoted by GaJ'
- p. 56. -------- - ------- --------------
aquestion entre ces deux poetes que d’affinité d ’ame. O’est 
 ^ /
a quoi se réduisent probableujent les relations enitre Pasooli 
et les symbolistes anglais ou alleimnds# " 1) The writer 
concludes by ex^jressing himself in agreement with the views of 
Borgese and of Croce, who, though he contenttuoualy dubs 
Pascoli "piccolo-grande poeta" 2) fully recognises his 
originality in a note which he adds to Vischi*s list of 
pasooli*s borrowings published in La oritioa. Here he denies 
tliat pasooli*s owed anytMng to foreign influence:- "quale 
sia il giudisio die per altri rispetti si faocia del suo valore, 
il Pascoli é un poeta che non ha imitate mai, o quasi mai" J).
It is evident, however, that Croce does not fully appreciate 
every aspect of Pascoli*s nature or poetic quality for he 
makes the questionable statement that, although "La oonoezione.
che il pasooli ha della vita è stata considerate come una
/
forma di romanti ci amo... . # romanti oa essa non e mancando 
dell'eesenza stessa del romantioismo sentimentale, il uisqwlli" 
brio#*.#L*ideale del Pasooli invece à antiroixantido, %)crohe 
chiaro e deterniinato ; e, d’altra parte, esolude la lot ta# " 4)
X) pp. cit. pp. 184-186.
2) Giovanni Pasooli, 1907, p. 57*
3) La Critioa/ Vol. IX, p. 254.
4) Cp. oit. p. 47.
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Non© of these critics take sufficiently into account 
either the inoongeniality of Pascoli *s associates at Bologna 
or the conflict \\hidx would inevitably be produced by the pre­
vailing rationalist tendencies when they came into contact 
with his sensitive, nystical temperament. They also fail to 
appreciate the extent to which his modesty and lack of self- 
confidence must have impeded him from striking* out indepen­
dently, away from the traditions of Italian literature, with 
which he had little syn^athy, as we know from his own words. 1) 
Galletti, however, approaches the problem with more sympathetic 
insight, and fully understanding how irksome Pascoli must have 
found the ultra-intellectual atmosphere of contemporary modes 
of thought in Italy, cannot help Hiinking how much more con» 
genial England or Germany would have been to him during thé 
time cf his spiritual development, for in these "paesi di 
rnistioiamo endemioo, paesi ove il sentimentalismo e lo scu- 
diero legittimo ohe rigoverna Pégase.... il Pasooli sarebbe 
state aiutato dagli studi, dalla religione, dall’eaempio di 
cento altri poeti ed artisti a cogliere nel suo carattere
I"
profonde la vena della propria spontaneita 2) and lie gives as 
his opinion that "il piu antistorico e anticritioo dei poeti
1) Of. pp. 11-13
2) Galletti, Op. oit. p. 11.
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modemi, àbbia oeroato e trovato nel pensiero e nell’opera 
altrui aiuti teorioi ed esetrpi alia propria poesia. Era ben 
giusto die I’eta eruditissima e pedantissiroa nella quale
/
egli ai trovo a vivere si prendesse una qualohe rivincita
su questo spirito coai originalmente istintivol" 1)
* '
Inspiration of S.A. Poe.
Galletti does not, however, assume without adequate proof
I
that Pascoli was inspired by any particular foreign poet, 
and althougji he shews himself in agreement with Croce on the 
subject of Pascoli *s originality - "la tempra poctica del Pasooli 
fu certo delle piu originali" he asserts that / le sue letture 
e le sue ouriosità furonô niaggiori di quelle ohe si creda
ooifiunemente" 8). He cioes not base these assumptions, moreover,
\
only upon psychological deductions, but furnishes'indisputable 
proof of Pascoli’s debt to Edgar Allan Poe, by drawing attention
' • I
to his translation of the Haven, which was published by 
Pio Schinetti in the bècolo XX of Mey, 1912 in a section 
entitled Pagine inedite. These contain also a passage of
prose of great significance because of its striking resemblance
\
• •
to a passage of Hie Mar^^nalia. According to Schinetti this
piece of writing was intended to form a preface to a collection 
of verses of wliioh the young poet writ es
1) Op. cdt., p. 56 '
02) Op. cit., p.t,^ .
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"Tutte le poesie hanno un legame fra loro. ïï l’enfant du
siéole ohe si è perdu to nella notte dei aecoli : sente vooi
strane e terribili e ad ora ad ora una melodia di lire eolie
e di liuti, Tutto gli si vi^ica intorno; le nuvole
sembrano guerrieri, gli alberi sembrano dei. Le memorie ciel
passato brulicano per dove passa e le ombre cjonversano con
lui. Egli e oppresse da tanta vitalité esteriore e si lasoia
trascinare fuori del presenter egli si trova tra un sogno e
una visions, tra il passato e l’swenire; ma la visions é
incerta © vaporosa; colora appena d’oro i lembi delle sue
«%
méditazioni angosciose. La poesia ohe ne esoe 'e pèroio 
soggettiva; ma l’oggettivo prend© per lo piu il soprawento.
Il poeta non afferma, non scopre, non pro va nul la. Egli 
rende una sensaaione ohe ha sul^ita corne l’ha subite; è la 
malattia dell’astrazione, ohe e oomune ai poeti primitivi.
Egli âstrae dal mondo piccolo borghese e si slanoia corne falco ne­
lle lande mis üeriose illuminate dalla calma luce crépus oo lare. " 5
Accordidg to Schinetti this passage and the translation
of the Raven go back to the period when Pasooli was at the
' . . . • \ i
University, and if this is so they were written about 1876; -
that is to say the same year that Mallarmé*s translation of
the Raven was published 1). Pellegrini, however, is of the |
1} Of. Eepubliuue des lettres» août, 1676. è
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opinion that Pascoli discovered Poe through the translation© 
of Baudelaire which had appeared from 1852 onwards. 1). This,
I think, is Hie more probable conclusion, as it is* not likely, 
especially in view of Borgese’s observations 2), that Pascoli 
would Imve seen tiiallaruie’s version so soon after it appeared, 
and also when we remember that the first Italian rendering of 
the poems, in t’he prose of Ulisse Ortensi, did not coiob out . 
until 1892.
Galletti draws oui attention to the striking resemblance
between the dream-ataicsphere evoked by Pascoli and the aysterious,
• • •
unearthly landscapes created by Poe -
" a wild weird clime that lie Hi, sublime.
Cut of SPAOS - out of TIME.
the lakes Hiat thus outspread 
Their lone waters, lone and dead, •
By the disraal tarns and pools
Where dwell the Gliouls, - "
#  see here the same effect of nysterious. animism as in 
Pasooli’s passage - as if the objects in the scene were 
controlled by some supernatural force -
1) Pellegrini,' Carlo ; Pascoli e Baudelaire in Êassej^na 
nazionale, 2a serie, llnno XLI, Vol. SKIII, p. 19 '
2) Cf. p. 40.
J
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% thing there is motionless - 
Nothing save the aii*s that brood 
Over Hie magio solitude.
Âhp by no wind are stirred those trees 
That palpitate like the chill seas 
Around the misty Hebrides!
Ah, by no wind those clouds are driven 
That rustle throngh the unc^ juiet Heaven 
Uneasily, from morn till even, "
The sensation which is described by Pasooli as - 
"tra un sogno e una visione, tra il passato e I’aweniret" 
is found also in the Marginalia 1) where Poe calls the moments 
when he is conscious cf experiencing this sensation "fancies" oi' 
which he says -
"They seem to me rather psyohal than, intellectual#
They arise in the soul (alas, hew rarely!} only at 
its epochs of most intense tranquility - when the 
bodily and mental health are in perfection - and at 
those mere points of time where the confines of the 
waking world blend with those of the world of dreams.
I am aware of these "fancies" only ihen I am upon the 
very brink of sleep, with tlie consciousness that I am 
so. I have satisfied myself that this condition 
exists but for an inappreciable point of time - yet 
it is crowded with these "shadows cf shadows";........
These "fancies" have in them a pleasurable ecstasy, as 
far beyond the most pleasurable of the world of wake­
fulness, or of dreams, as the lieaven of the Northman 
theology is beyond its hell. I regard the visions, 
even as they arise, with an awe which, in some measure, 
moderates or tranquillises the exstasy - I so regard 
them, through a conviction.... that this ecstasy, in
itself, is of a character supernal to the human na­
ture - is a glimpse of the spirit's outer world;"
1) Thoughts aid words.
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According to these poets, then, poetry msy be described 
as the spontaneous reproduction of a moment cf ecstasyj it 
should be as unpremeditated as Üie cries of Joy of the 
Fanciullino» Pasooli' a conception of the essential nature 
of what he calls *pure poetry’* explains why he likens the 
bivlna commedia and the Iliad to oceans where the pearls are 
these transitory moments of lyriem# 1).
This point of view, also, is expressed by Poe, who also 
takes as his exaaaple the Iliad, and Paradise lost of whidh he 
writes •
"This ^eat work, in fact, is to be regarded as 
poetical only when, losing sight of that vital re- 
qulsite in all works of Art, Unity, we view it merely 
as a series of minor poems# #. #,. After a passage of 
what we feel to be pure poetry there follows, inevit­
ably, a passage of platitude whid\ no critical pre­
judgement can force us to admire# **•••••• The value of
the poem is in the ratio of this elevating exciteoent# e
But all excitements are through psychical necessity, 
transient. "
Foe says of the Iliad that -
** we have, if not positive-proof, at least very good
reason for believing it intended as a series of lyrics**. 2).
This conception of poetry seems tc guide Fasooli vdien 
compiling his antholo^gles where lyrical passages,- each with a
1) II FanduHino# p# 43* 
. 2) Poetic principle.
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title of their, own, appear as a aerios cf short poems.
Coleridge also bad the same ideas for he writes: "whatever
specific imx>ort wc attadi to the word "poetry", thei’e will he 
found involved in it, as a necessary consequence, that a poem * 
of any length neither can be, nor ought to be, all poetry” 1)# 
Pasooli and Poe, with their common antipathy towards long 
works of epic character, hold similar views on the most fertile 
sources of poetic inspiration: "intense il sentimento poetioo
e di ciii trova la poesia in d o  oho lo ciroonda, ” says Pasooli,
V
”e in ci'o ohe altri suole spregiare” 2) and we find the same 
sentiment in the Poetic Principle: ”î7e shall reach, iKWever,
more immediately a distinct conception of what the true Poetzy 
is, by mere reference to a few of the single elements which 
induce in the Poet himself the true poetical effect. ife 
recognises the ambrosia whioh nourishes his soul, in the bright 
orbs that shine in Heaven - in the volutes of the flower - in 
the clustering cf low shrubberies - in the waving of the grain 
fields - in the slanting of tall. Eastern trees - in the blue 
distance of mountains - in the grouping of clouds - in the 
twinicling of half-hidden brooks - in the glemiing of silver 
lakes - in the star-mirroring depths of lonely wells. He
1) Biographia liter aria. Ghap. JdV*
2) Tl fanoiullino, p. 21.
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perceives it in the songs of ,birds - in the harp of xEolus - 
in the sighing of the night-wind - in the repining voice of the 
forest in the surf that ooiaplains to the shore - in the fresh
V
breath of the woods - in the scent of the violet - in the 
voluptuous perfume of the fcyacdnth - in the suggestive odour that 
comes to him, at eventide, from far-distant, undiscovered islands,
over dim oceans, illimitable and une^lored# ** ’B'lis is the
1
writing of a poet who, like Paacoli, is a fervent lover of 
nature* The senses of both are continually enthralled by the 
beauty of the‘visible world, but they are aware at the same 
time cf a nysterious and unattainable sphere of spiritual beauty 
beyond these outward forms so that their spirit yearns to 
penetrate the mystery whioh In their eye^ adds a new beauty 
to all things, and which is a most fertile source for poetic |
Iinspiration* "Nulla e piu propriç della fanoiullea&a della
I
nostra anima che la contemplaaione dell* invi si bile, la pere- 
grinasione per il mistero, il conyersare piangëre e sdegnarsi e 
godere coi morti 1).
While the constant preoccupation with mystery and with 
death in these poets was for them a spiritual necessity their 
obsession .with the physical aspect of deatix' and decay was due
1
to a great extent to the tragic circumstances of ttieir life
iullino. p. 44.
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which was darkened from fciieir earliest years onward by the 
loss of those most dear to them. Ve feel the presence of 
‘Death as a perpetual slaadow over their poetry, even when it is 
net directly mentioned. All too often, however, the poet*a 
imagination io tortured by the imaginary spectacle of a dark 
and rain-drenched cemetery where the dead are conscious of their . 
putrefying bodies. This is thé desolate scene described by 
pascoli in II giorno del morti 1)
"Gibila tra la festa lagrimosa
Una folata, e tutto agita e sbanda.
Saxio ogni mor to, di mauorie, posa.
(urtava, come un povero, alia porta, 
il tramontane con brontolio rooo),*
The expression "festa lagrimoaa" may be taken frcm the
following lines of Poe*s Qommeror worm where deaiii is acooiapanied
by tte same wild symphony of the elements j-
"Loi *tls a gala night 
Witiiin the lonesome latter year si 
An angel throng, bewipged, bedight 
. In veils, and drowned in tears,
Sit in a theatre, to see 
A play of hopes and fears,
»?hile the orchestra breathes fitfully 
The music of the spheres. "
pee seems to experience a kina of sadistic delight in
reproducing the gruesome activities of decay. This
element is not present in Pasooli, whose mind is filled
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with horror at the thought cf his mother with her mouth 
choked by "aimri bocoonlwl terr^ " 1).
This type of mind, whioh cannot enjoy the beauty of
1:
the world without restlessly seeking to penetrate the «ystery 
of what lies beyond finds itself unable to accept any kind cf 
traimel whioh would confine its activities within definite limits. 
In Pasooli, as in Poe, we find the same impatience with those 
who seek to control the sacred inspiration of the poet within the 
restrictive bounds oif a set of rules and precepts. They show 
the saiiie disgust at any atteznpt to divide poetzy into a classi­
fication of schools and periods. Thus Poe says disdainfully 
in his essay on Shelley "A school arose - if that absurd term must 
still be employed - a school - a system cf rules upon the basis of 
the Shelley who had none." 2). For Pasooli, also. Poetry is 
above all man-made laws and he strongly condemns those who cfiss 
it merely as literature: "o*e pure.•• la poesia, che sta a se,
la poesia ohe con^rendc in se tutto d o  che si dice e scrive per 
diletto#.*..Ma no, la raettiamo insieme con l*altro letteratura 
"strumentale" (et tout le reste est litte^ture). j). La 
dividiamo per secoll e scuole, la chiandamo arcadica, romantioa, 
classica, veristica, natural is tica, idealistioa, e via dicendo.
1) 1 
2) 7
La voce. Ganti di Qastelvecchio.
/and TmaginationV3) H  > 1 an ci ullino 34:.T.Yerlaiae : L*art poetlque.
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Affermlamo ohe progredisce, ohe decade, ohe nasoe, che muore,
ohe rlsorge, che rirauore# In vorita la poesia e tal maraviglia
che ae voi fate ora ima vera poesia, ella sar\ della stessa
qualita. die una Vera poesia di quattromila anoi sono. "
In their hatred of restrictions, of attanpts to classify by
kind or period that whidi is divine, absolute and timeless boüi
poets manifest that urge towards spiritual liberty #iich is
found in all mystics* When Poe writes life has been a whim 
*
impulse - passion, a longing for solitude, a scorn of all things 
present in an earnest desire for the future" 4) we see that 
here is a temperament very much akin to Pasooli#
la L*era nuova Pasooli speaks of Poe as one of the poets 
who, like Leopardi, succeeded in making men feel "la infini ta 
' piooolezxa nostra in confronte dell* infini ta grandesaa e
t
moltituciine degli astri, " 2) for, like Paacoli, himself, he is a
"oosmio poet" and it is very likely that certain passages from  ^
» • * ' ' 
the Eureka were present in Pasooli*s mind when writij% II ciocoo
3)
"*####*###*i mondx, 
fatti piu densi dal oader dei mondi, 
stringan le vene e sucohino d* interne 
e in se serrino ogpi atomo di vita;
1) Letter to Lowell.
2) Pensieri e dis cor si. p# 122, 
}) Canti di CastelvecohiQ
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# I , 
<iuandû Sara tra mondo e mondo il Vuoto , 
gelido oscuro tadto perenncj 
e il Tutto si oonfondera nel Nulla,"
This terrifying vision lœ^ y have been inspired by Poe*s supposi*"
t
tion that "In t ^  Original Urdly of the First Thing lies the 
Secondary Cause of all Things, with the Germ of their Inevitable 
Annihilation..." Poe identifies the force of Gravity with 
."the tendency to collapse" and so he says "TTpon the attainment 
of a certain proximity to the nucleus cf the cluster to whidi 
each system belong*s, there must occur, at once, a chaotic or 
seemingly chaotio precipitation, of the moons upon the planèts, 
of the planets upon the sdns, and of the suns upon the nuclei.... 
In sinking into Unity, Matter d l l  sink at once into that 
Nothingness which, to all Finite Perception, Unity must be" 1) 
Both poets arrive finally at the same conception of a 
series d  future creations follcwing the apparent extinction 
, of tte forces wtiich cause life and death. 2).
It is probable that this is a case of* direct inspiration,
' especially when we remember Pasooli*s deficiency in the power 
of evolving any original train cf specxilation.
The remarkable resemblance between fins Bells and Alba 
Festiva 3), however, seems td be an instance of similarity of
1) Complete works, 1902, vol. XVI, pp. 242, 301 gq.
2 ) nliege derivations were first made by G.A. Purkis in Selected-
Giovanni Pasooli', pp. 92-93. •
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taste and cianner leading irziepemently to the expression of
identical impressions in almost the same words, for Pasooli is
*
reputed to have denied havipg seen Poe's poem before he wrote
his cwn 1), Sind the resemblance is understandable when we
'
consider that most poets are attracted by bells and reproduce
them by means of imitative sound-oombinations as here where we
find gold and silver bells whose joyous voices are evoked with
sc^othly-flowing sibilants and light, quick sylabbles;
"Silver bellei 
VYliat a world of merriment their melody foretells!
Bov? they tinkle, tinkle, tinkle,
. In the icy air of nightl 
%ile the stars, that over sprinkle 
JÙJL the heavens, seem to twinkle 
^ t h  a crystalline delight;
Keeping time, time, time 
In a sort of Runic rhyme.
To the tintinabulation that so musically wells”
#
Pasooli uses the same devices:
"Tra il oantioo sonore - 
' il tuo tintinno squilla,
voce argaitina - Adoro,
adoro - Pilla, dilla, 
la nota d'oro - L*onda 
' pende dal del, tranquilla. "
and both poets make use cf lieavy sounds and long vowels to re­
produce the monotonous sadness of the funeral knell;
1) Of. Valentin, Op, Git., p. 164# ^
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"Hear the tolling cf the bells - 
Iron bells!
vVhat a world of solemn thought their monody cx^ mpels!
In the silence cf the night 
îfcwf we shiver with affright 
At the melancholy menace cf their tone!
tolling tolling tolling
In that muffled undertone, "
and we find the same effect created by Pasooli by the repetition
£Êj md;
”Ma voce piu profonda 
Botto l*ainor rimbomba 
par che al desio risponda.”
In both poems there is a similar transition from joy to sorrow -
as in the poets* own lives - and Pascoli would notice how naich
Poe relied on the oonsurmate use of word-music to create such
contrasts of tone. He may even have read the foil wing passage
in the Poetic principle where he stresses the absolute necessity
of music in poetry : "Contenting ayself with the certainty that
»
l&isic... is of so vast a moment in poetiy as never to be wisely i 
rejected.... I will now pause to nain tain its absolute essential- | 
ity. It is in Music, perlraaps, that the soul most nearly attains! 
the great end for which, when in;%>ired by the Poetic Sentiment, 
it struggles - the creation of supernal Beauty....I would de­
fine, in brief, the Poetry of words as the Rhythmical Creation 
cf Beauty.
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It Is music - the most abstract of the arts - which 
enables all aystio poets to coinmunioate their intuition of the 
nysterious elements which they feel behind the world cf concrete 
reality and it is the means by whioh they create something akin 
to that ideal, spiritual beauty which is the object of all their 
oystical aspirations.
For Baudelaire the effect of music upon the human soul was ^
a definite proof of man*s immortality; "0*est a la fois par 
la poésie, et a travers la pœsie, par et la travers la musique, 
que l*'arae entrevit les splendeurs situées derrière le tombeau; \ 
et quand un poeue exquis an^ne les lari/ies au bord des yeux, ^
elles sont le témoignage d*une nature exilée dans 1* imparfait
qui voudrait s’empai’er immédiatement, sur cette terre, d ’un 
paradis révélé. ” 1).
. For Pasooli, also, the voice of true poetical inspiration 
is that of the "fanoiullino musicx)" or cf tte "vergine vocale” 2) 
and much cf his poetry exemplifies Poe’s theory of art in whidi 
he insists upon the importance of a "aystic or secondary ex-
— g
pression" in poetry, drawing the poet’s attention to the advisa­
bility of producing an effect cf strangeness, unexpectedness and 
inaefiniteness. Foe’s description of ideal poetry could be 
taken for a description of liiany of the It/ricae
1) Notes nouvelles sur Fee.
2) Fanoiullino. pfi.4 ' aüà'^7>
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"With each not© of the lyre is heard a ghostly, and not always 
a distinct, hut an august and soul-exaltiqg echo. In evezy 
gliiipse of beauty presented, we catch, through long and wild 
vistas, dim bewildering visions of a far more ethereal beauty 
beyond." 1) Tte striking resemblance between the above passage 
and Galletti*s impression of the poetiy cf Pasooli shows hew 
nearly Pasooli realised - whether intentionally we cannot tell - 
Poe’s idea of supreme poetical beauty:-
"Oltre I’armonia appazente un'altra pi^ profonda risuona; entro 
l’iïanuàgine dai nitidi oontorni s’intuisoe il lontanarsi e rami- 
fioarsi segieto di altre immagini e di altre forme; vediamo 
appari&ioni fugaoi che bale nano a fiore del verso come oochi 
luminosi e tenui volti di si rone.. •” 2)
Both poets are superb craftsmen in the art of weaving 
haunting melodies from words. The sweet cadences of their 
verses have the effect of enveloping the soul of the reader 
in a sort cf spell which lifts him out of the world of ordin­
ary reality, wafting him to a strange and wonderful dream­
world. Even after he has come down to earth again the edhoes
/
of these poems linger for ever in his memory.
1) Par
2y Op.
F ncy and Imagination, 
cit., p.2.
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Galletti’s assertion that Foe guided pasooli to the,English 
romantio writers: evidence to support this theory#
According to Galletti it was Poe #io introduced Paacoli 
to the "gru^po di poeti che parevano at tender lo come un fra- 
tello; lo guide al Coleridge, al #ord@worth, al De Quinocy, 
alio Shelley, al Tennyson; lo guido for se al Novalis e ai 
roiTiantici tedeschi; gli rivelo I’affinita spiritual© che lo 
stringeva al Verlaine, a Dante/ G# Rossetti, al Maeterlinck# " 1)
Certainly the poets whom Poe places in the first rank 
are precisely those whose works were translated by Pasooli, 
and whc«n he is known to have most admired# In the Poetic 
Principle Poe explains exactly whioh qualities in these 
poets appealed to him, and it is notewortijy that these 
coincide with his own prédominent features and also with 
those of Pasooli# Far instance, he bestows the highest 
praise upon Shelley’s Indian serenade for its "warm yet ^
etlriereal and delicate imagination" and. it is this very 
poem which is cited by Galletti as an example to shew 
that bheiley is worthy to be placed with Coleridge, Poe, 
and Verlaine - poets who - like Pasooli - ”oi awolgono
entro i laoci invisibili di una musicalita •••strana e 
lontana" 2). Poe speaks of Keats as the most flawless of
1) Op# oit# p. 64#
2) Op. oit. P. 219.
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English poets, and of Tennyson as "the noblest poet that 
ever lived”. He also expresses a fervent admiration for 
Moore, who is essentially a colorist and musician. It 
is evident that Poe is attracted towards these by reason 
of their unique musical .quality and by the strange, in­
definable witchery of their verse - by the sensuous languor 
created by Tenpyson in the lotus-eaters, etc., and' by Keats 
in the melodious cadences of the Odes. Pascoli, also, as 
we have seen 1) is an ardent admirer of the English romantic 
poets.
1) Of. P. 26.
;
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PART II.
ABPINITIES M D  DIFFEHMCSS BETWEEN PASOOLI AND ENGLISH
AND FHSNGH POETS.
Pasooli’8 conoeptioa of Poetry; Real poetzy i& the apoo- 
tanaous expresaioa of the poet’s purest and highest self as 
it is revealed to him by the acta on of grief or motloiu 
Identification of the "[^nciuHino" with "Imiànation” of the 
Romantic poets - found also in Baudelaire and Bimhaud. Neo- 
jp^atoniga in Pascoli and the poets of tbe nineteen^ century. 
The jpoetry of childbood in Blake. Wordsworth# Coleridge. 
Qoppee, Victor Bigo and Paacoli#
%  have seen that Pascoli’sspiritual development
began when sorrow had brought him face to face with his
real self, and he must have recognised his own spiritual
ei^Qperience in many of the romantic and symbolist poets.
Thus he could say with lanrartine:-
"Tu fais l ’homme, o douleur! oui l’homme tout entier 
Comme le creuset l’or, et la flamme l’acier." 1)
Not only did sorrow reveal to pasooli the essential 
nature cf his art but it also purified his soul from all 
feelings of rebellion and unforgiveness, so that he could 
forgive even his fatlier’s murderer. 2) We have alreaty 
seen that his only hope for a better world, depends on man 
being made to realise the full terror of death. Then, he 
says "saretao piu mesti " and then only "saremo piu buoni. ” 3)
1) L ’infini dans les cdeux iHarmonies).
2) II giorno dei morti (îtyricac), 11. 31-95.
3) BeTpTlT:---- -------^ ^
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%erefore he would share Baudelaire’s esteem for 
"L’indidpeasable.o# la fertilisante douleur” 1) for i^hich he 
gives thanks in "Bénédiction”
”Soyes beni, non Dieu, qui dormes la souffrance comme 
un divin recede a nos iEçwretés,” 2)
and Faacoli makes L ’Eremita prays
"Dio, non negare il sale alla mia mensa non negare il 
dolore alla mia vita#” 5)
Paacoli would have cA>served that Lamartine, Musset
and Victor Hugx> produced their greatest poetry after tteir
already exquisite seziaibility had been stiU further deepened
and refined by an overwhelming perscmal tragedy, so that Hugo,
hose Gouteiiiplatlons and Ghatiiaeats are the fruit of his
exile and of the death of his beloved daughtw, sees grief
as a Purification du feu vàilch he is glad to have undergone:
1^ Paradis artificiels, p#65#
2) Lea fleurs du mal# Gpleen et ideal# 1#
3) Pt*irai poecaetti#
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"Je ne ouis pas fâche d'etre dans la fournaise.
#  #  #  #
L ’érae s ’augrsænte et luit dans la flamme; est esclave 
tout ce qui ne sort pas vivant du bain de lave, 
et Je trouve 1 ’ preuve utile. " J)
He describes also the feeling àf peace which he experiences
ai*ter the worst of his ordeal has passed:-
...comae w  une ^ise,
Dans les grandes ciouleurs l ’homme se tranquillise.
Apres l’ardent chagrin, au jour brûlant pareil.
Le r epos vient au coeur comme aux yeux le eommeil# ” 2)
and the same sensation is expressed in almost the same
words by L ’eremita:
"L’aniiïia mia tu percotesti e il hdo 
oorpo di tanto e tal dolor ch’e d ’ogni 
âoloezza assai piu dolce ora I ’oblio..... V
Pi ansi, non piango: io dormiro: sia.pacej" 3)
and rascoli, who always seeks for goodneasiin everything, finds 
consolation in the faot that happiness is rendered sweeter by 
the memory of past sorrow. 4)
1) Toute la lyre, II, "le mol, XXV» Cf. also Sagesse iv, (lea 
rayons et les ombres, XUV.
2) Sagesse, iv (Les rayons et les ond)rea) XII?#
3j Priai poemetti.
4) Pïirai pecxnetti, rrefaœ.
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pasooli have realised that here he imoonscd ously 
exemplified the deliberate and aelf-conscious efforts of the 
fi/mbolist poets, for Rimbaud in the headstrong enthuaiaam of 
youtih had irqposed upon hiiaself the worst possible suffering 
in order to bring to the surface his real self. For him, 
as for Pascoli ”la poesia...e...la ooltivaaione, affatto 
nativa, della psiche primordiale e perenne. ” 1) and so he 
writes: "La premiere étude de l’homme qui veut é^ tre
poete est sa propre œnnaissarjce entière. Il cherche 
son sùae, il l’inspecte, il la tente, l’apprencu..Le 
poete se fait voyant par un long, immense et raisonné 
dérèglement de tous les sens. Toutes les formes d ’amour, 
de souffrance, de folie; il oberdae lui—meme, il épuise 
en lui tous les poisons pour n ’en garder que les quintes­
sences. ” 2)
Although Pasooli did not believe it neoessazy for the poet 
to subject himself to the extreme suffering and indeed degrada­
tion by means of which Rimbaud strove to uncover his *^siche 
primordiale” yet he wuld agree with the main trend of this
l) II fanciullinoà p. 34.
2; Letter to Paul Demeriy, 15th May, 1871#
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"back to nature” tendency which he would find e>qpres£;ed by al­
most all romantic wr3-ters# He would accept Coleridge’s state­
ment that "the first step to knowledge, or rather the previcnis 
ocridition of all insight into truth, is to dare oommne adto 
our very and permanent self”. 1). % u s  the poet must en- 
deavom to rid himself of the veneer of artificiality which 
too much erudition has deposited upon his real nature:- 
"lo studio deve essere diretto a togliere... la .ruggine che 11 
teapo ha depositata sulla nostra anima, in modo che torniamo a 
specchiaroi nella lio^idessa di prima; ed essere soli tra noi e 
noi. Lo studio deve togliere le scorie al puro cristallo ... e 
quel oristallo,.val piu d ’un vetro ohe noi dilatiamo e formiamo 
soffiando. Lo studio deve rifarci ingenui.#..deve togliere gli 
artifisi, e readerci la nature. ” 2)
The ideal of these poets is not Hie impersonal serenity 
of the classicist writers, nor the photographic a M  plastic 
render!dg8 cf the realists, but the lyrical and spontaneous 
expression of emotion. Beauty herself is made lovelier 
by tears, and Baudelaire exclaims
1) The Ptiend, Introductory Essays, XVI.
2) II Fandullino. p. 39.
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"Que m ’importe que tu sois sage?
Sois belle! et sois triste! Les pleurs 
Ajoutent un charme au visage.
Gomme le fleuve au paysage;
L’orage rajeunit les fleurs. ” 1)
ani Pascoli seems to echo his wrds;
"Piu belle il fiore oui la ploggia estiva 
lascia una stilla dove 11 si?/s*i ;
piu belle 11 bacio ohe d ’un ra^io awiva
ocohio che piange. " 2)
%rdswor% and Coleridge are of the opinion, fbr in the 
preface to the lyrical Ballads They state that for Ihe sublets 
of these poems "Humble and rustic life was generally ohoaen, 
because, in that condition, the essential passions of the 
heart find a better soil. ” and Siielley declares that ;
"Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thought” 3) 
The Prendi romantic poets likewise believe that deep feel­
ing is necessary for the production of great art. Like Pasooli 
Lamartine and Musset see poetry as the transformation of tears 
into pearls,
"Lea plus deses|>eres sont les d^ants les plus beaux.
Et j’ai said d’iamaortels qui sont de purs sangLots. ” 4)
1) Madrigal t r i s ^  (Kouvelles fleurs du mal. III)
2) Pensieri, vi (ityrioae) Cf. also KeatsV î^erioh. Bk.l,II 34-6.
3) Ode to a stylark.
4) Nuit de mal.
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Foc try does not, however, spring from the Immediate effect 
of motion, but from the oontmplation of past Joys and sorrowsr 
"Non il dolore, ma la convalescence del dolore, esprime nel- 
l’anima la poesia” 1) writes Pascoli, and he would find the 
same sentiment ezqpressed by Ooleridge^ and by Lamartine: 
so tb£it poetiy is "emotion reoolleoted in tranquillity" or 
as Pascoli puts it ;
”11 ricordo e poesia, e la poesia non é  se non rioordo." 2) 
Poetry therefore is the evocation cf memories, but these mem­
ories are not to be consciously and unwillingly called up by 
the poet, and Pascoli, like Wbrdswort!i, realised the value 
of an attitude of "wise passiveness” towards poetical 
in^iration. This was lacking in the Italian poets of his 
time of whom he writes ”Noi vo^iamo far troppi sforsi.” 3)
The writers who adhered to the classicist school of 
thought regarded man as a fundai«ental3y i%)erfect being whose 
faculties needed the polish and refinement of education and 
varied social intercourse. Tliey dwelt for the most part in 
towns mixing freely with their fellows* Pasooli and the
La lyra. p. 52.
Primi poemetti. Preface#
3) Pa tria e uimnita. p, 130. Cf. II Fanoiullino*
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English and French romantic poets saw no profit in such a 
life; they bestow the highest praise on "the self-sufficient 
povfer of solitude" without which the poet will strive in vain 
tc hear tlie divine voice of his own soul# These poets find
that the noise and bustle of men and Hie teei*dng life of cities i
i
produce in them a feeliqg of frustration and weariness# Fcr 
them true riches do not consist of material wealth but in the 
spiritual benefit which can be derived from solitary communion
i
with nature, and which, moreover, she can give only to him 
whose spirit is untainted by the distractions and corruption 
of civilisation# So ?1fbrd6Worth exclaims;- ^
T
"The world is too much with us; late and soon, |
Getting and spending we lay waste our powers: \i
little we see in Nature that is ours; i!
%  have given our hearts away a sordid boon! " 1} I
Keats writes:
"To one who has been long in city pent,
*Tis veiy sweet to look into the fair 
And open face of heaven,-" 2)
Pascoli likewise esqpresses an equally strong desire to escape 
from the artificiality, the false standai ds and the vain am­
bitions of;
1) m
2) Sc
l&scellaneous sonnets, JCiCjCTTT. 
onnets, X.
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"••••.••♦.•citta che parlano tra loro,
tiimultuanti d’un vocio sonoro, 
di rote ferree e querule cai^ane#
La, genti vanno irrequîete e stanohe, 
oui falla il tempo, oui l’amore avanxa.” 1)
It la evident that an atœoi^here cf absolute peace and solitude 
was essential for Fajscoli. especially# %thout it he found it 
impossible to catch the subtle inflections of his spiritual re­
actions and to find the exact tone to express ttem# ®iis is 
clear when we consider that the P^ricae, which are generally 
considered to be the richest product of his inspiration - for 
they contain the germ of all his later poetry - are the fruit 
of ten years’ patient preparation and spiritual purification - 
as Francesca Morabito .puts it, of a period of "contcmplaxione
i
solitaria, di trépida ascoltasione di se stesao nel silenaio#" 2), 
This kind of environment is necessary also for the French 
romantic poets: BJigp writes;-
"Pour que la muse se revele à lui (au poete), il faut qu’il
^ f f
ait en quelque sorte dépouillé toute son existence matérielle 
dans le calice dans le silence et dans le recueillement# Il 
faut qu’il ae soit isole de la vie extérieure, pour jouir avec
1) Solitudine. (Myrioae).
2) Il ittisticâsmo di Giovanni Paacoli, p# 114*
/
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plénitude de cette vie intérieure qui développe en lui oonme 
un être nouveau, et ce n’est que lorsque le monde physique a 
tout a fait disparu a ses yeux que le inonde ideal peut lui 
être manifesté.” 1)
This conception of the nature of poetry is a fundamental 
-part of the romantio mystical idealism whioh ori^nated in 
Germany with the aesthetic theories of the Schlegels, Fichte, 
Sohelling and Novalis, who, reacting against the materialistio 
trend of eighteenth centuxy thou^t, which had exalted Reason 
as the highest faculty of man, propounded the idea that the 
sovereign human quality is the instinct whose divine power can 
solve problems which the intellect cannot touch. Wordsworth 
and Coleridge were thinking along the same lines when they 
evolved their theory of the Imagination which Coleridge 
describes as either "primary or secondary %>eaking of 
primary Imagination he says "The primary Ima^nation I hold to 
be the living power and prime agent of all human perception, 
and as a repetition in the finite mind of the eternal act 
of creation in the infinite I Æ # "  2)
Wordsworth dalls Imagination:-
1) Littérature et philosophie mêlées. 1844: Idées au hasard.
Juillet, 1824, pp. 250-251 et seq.
2) Biographie literaria. Chap. UII.
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the Power so called 
Through sad inoonirpetence of human %>eeoh” 1)
and again:-
"Imagination, which, in truth.
Is but another name for absolute power 
And clearest insight, ^aplitude of mind 
^nd Beaeon in her most exalted moodi" 2)
This "Imagination" may be Identified with Pa©cx>li’s Fan- 
ciullino - that miraculous spirit cf wonder and dhild-like 
siE^licity ^iich survives only in artists, and which these 
poets believe to be the source cf all spontaneous poetry - 
that is of all "pure" poetiy, and Pascoli must have observed 
with joy that his own conception of the nature of poetry was 
in complete accordance with that of the greatest foreign ro­
mantic poets# Indeed Coleridge has given us an exact counter­
part of Pascoli’s image Î-
"Imagination; honourable aims; 
i*ree commune with the choir that cannot die;
Science and scng; delight in little things,
’fhe buoyant child surviving in the Rian;" 3)
in the above passages we note Pasooli *s characteristic 
reverence for the untutored, chila-llke mind which makes him 
exclaim; "Fanoiullino, ohe non sai ragionare 86 non a mode 
tuo, uh modo fanoiullescu che si chiama profonde, perché" d ’un 
tratto, setisset farci scendere a uno a uno i gradini del pen-
1) Prelude, 11.592-3- 
25 Ibid., 11. 189-192.
3} The blosBCXoing cf the solitary date-tree.
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siero, ci traaporta nell’abisso della verita..*” 1)
Pasooli’s alight regard for all knowledge whioh is not revealed 
by tte ^idance of the instinct - his mistrust of anything 
whioh savours of erudition or sophistry is expressed also 
by zVbrdsworth in "The tables turned" and by Ooleridge vshen 
he voices his great admiration for the unlearned Itystios - 
George Fox and Jacob Behmen* 2)
The growth of naturalism and the reaction which followed 
the eighteenth century’s exaltation of the cultivated mind 
led the romantic poets to believe that unconscious life is the 
source of all conscious life, and their faith in the superior 
paver of intuition over the faculties of the reason created in 
them a profound reverence for the child-like and Hie child.
The image of the world which is received by the mind of the 
child is one which is not yet distorted by an individual point 
of view. It is like that produced by the uniform surface of a 
mifror which, rejecting nothing, absorbs all things with whioh 
it is confronted so that it creates a coiiplete and satisfying 
conception of life, whose integrity end perfection are never 
afterwards recaptured, for as soon as the child becomes aware of
1) II Fanoiullino, p. 11.
2) Biog. Lit.
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Lia own imïlvj diiallly it is as ü* the mirror of his mind were
gradually broken up. Until this time he had possessed unaware
that sense of the absolute which is prised by a^stios as the
most precious end wonderful experience of their life.
It is not 8ui'prising therefore that the romantic poets came to
believe that there must be soinething divine in a creature so
completely guided by intuition, and Wordsworth writes that;-
.....on the child 
those truths do rest 
whiph we toiling all our lives to find 
in darkness lost. ** 1)
and again he exclaims
Dear Ohildl dear ^rlJ that waikest with me here^
If thou appear* at untouched by solemn thou^t,
Tby nature is not tlierefore less divine;
Thou liest in Abrahaiu*s bosom all the year;
And worshipp’st at the ta%)le*s inner shrine,
God being with thee when we know it not.* 2)
This attitude of nystic awe leads him to perceive in the
child traces of his divine origin which seem to him a proof of
the immortality of the human soul: Thus he declares that;-
*Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting;
The Soul that rises with us, our life’s Star,
Rath had elsewhere its setting,
...............trailing clouds of gloiy do we come
Prom God, who is our home. *
1) Ode on Intimations of immortality from recollections of early 
, childhood.
2) Miscellaneous sonnets, 13%.
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These lines call to mijad the words which Fasooli addresses
to tte new-born child in Ov*è; 1)
. :.jal oielo oadesti 
#####.*
11 tuo delo asKurro 
dov*e?"
We do not feel, however, the sarae deep conviction of loaner tali 
as in .îdrdsworth, and we receive the impression that the poem is 
probably no more than a poetical rendering of various local 
superstition and of the naive stories told to children»
The sarae contrast is seen when we ooiapeüce "I due cuKini" 2) 
with We are seven. Ihe fact that Pascoli translated this poem 
into Italian and the superficial resemblance between them gives 
the reader an idea that the Italian poem was modelled on that 
of the English poet. Here again, bovever, we find a different 
conception of death in the English j»et who shows that to him 
the simplicity a m  trust ot the "little cottage girl" is an 
iafallable toJcm of man’s immortality, whereas Pasooli’s 
representation is much more material, and as in many other 
instances, vhile he seems to feel the presence of the dead 
still with him,' he shows no sign that be has any belief in the 
survival of the soul.
1) Canti di Castelvecchio.
2) Myrioae.
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Neither do we find this element in Coleridge’s attitude 
towards the ohild-like mind, although he fully shares Words­
worth’s and Pasooli’s appreciation of the child’s fresh im­
pressionability and capacity for wonder# Thus he writes;
"To find no contradiction in the viaion of old and new; to 
contemplate the Ancient of days and all his works with feelings 
as fresh, as if all had then sprung forth at the first creative 
fiat ; characterises tlie mind that feels the riddle of the 
world and may help to unravel it. To carry on the feelings of 
childhood into the power of manhood; to combine the child’s 
sense of wonder and novelty with the appearances which every 
day for perhaps forty years had rendered familiar..• " 1) 
and again; speaking of the same quality;
V
"...this is the character and privilege of genius, and one of
I
the marks which distinguish genius from talent. And so to re­
present familiar objects so as to awaken the minds of others to 
a like freshness of sensation concerning them.", 2)
So Pascoli writes of II Fanciullinô; "sen&a lui, non solo non 
vedremmo tante cose a oui non badiamo per sclito, ma non potrem- 
mo nemmeno pensarle e ridirle, perche egli e I’Adamo che mette 
il nome a tutto cio che vede e sente. " 3)
1) The Friend, Essay XVI.
2) Ibid. Essay XV.
3) Peg.
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In thf ecstatic mo©t>nt of coæeiving a work of art the 
spiritual harmony of ohildhood is tengporarily recaptured in 
that the artist has the power to perceive the world in a new 
aspect, and these momentaiy glimpses of a perfect world re­
minds him of the golden age of his childhood which appears, 
on looking hack, to have been "apparelled in celestial light.’*
All memories connected with this happy t x m  take on this m a ^ c  
glaaiour, so that some poets believe all poetic inspiration to 
be derived from childhood a^ eiaories stored in the mind. This 
belief is held by two poets - Baudelaire and Rimbaud - whose 
childhood, like that cf Pascoli, was the only happy period of 
their life, and so acquired an added glory when contrasted withtAe 
disillusionment and sadness of their adult life. Baudelaire 
writes in his on Constantin Guys:-
"L*enfant voit tout en nouveauté; il est toujours ivre. Rien
ne rassemble plus à ce qu’on appelle l’inspiration, que la joie
avec laquelle l ’enfant absorbe la foruae et la couleur. J ’oserai
pousser plus loin; j’affiime que l’inspiration a quelque rap­
port avec la cogestion et que toute penses sublime est accota» 
pagtk^ d’une secousse nerveuse, plus ou moins forte, qui retentit 
jusque dans le chevelet. ' L’homme de g^ie a les nerfs solides; 
l ’enfant les a faible s. Clies l ’un la raison a pris u œ  place
considerable; chea l ’autre, la sensibilité occupe presque tout 
l’etre. Mais le genie n’est que l’enfance retrouvé a volontiC
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l’enfance douee maintenant, pour s’ejqprlmer, d’organes virils 
et de l’esprit analytique qui lui perB^et d ’ordonner la somme de 
ma thiaux involontaireuient amassée.... Tous les matériaux dont 
la mémoire s’est encoobr^ se classent, se rangent, a’harmon*» 
isent et subissent cette idéalisation forcée qui est le résul­
tat d’une perception enfantine, o ’est-a-dire d ’une per option
•* ^  f r
aiguë, magique a force d ’ingénuité. " 1)
Baudelaire therefore attactes great importance not only to the 
necessity for the poet to retain the delicate sensibility #iioh 
belonged to liis childhood but to the actual impressions and me­
mories of his early years: Thus he relates bow;
"Souvent, en contemplant des ouvrages d ’art, non pas dans leur 
matérialité, facilement saiaéldaable...mais dans l’ams dont ils 
sont doués.... j’ai senti entrer en moi c o m e  une vision de 
l’enfance de leurs auteurs. Tel petit diagrin, telle petite 
jouissance, d6ùesur^went grossis par une exquise sensibilité, 
deviennent plus tard dans l’homuie adulte, mâne a son insu, le 
principe d ’une oeuvre d ’art. Enfin, pour m ’e3q>rimer d ’une 
maniéré plus concise, ne serait-ce facile de prouver, par une 
comparaison philosophique entre les ouvrages d ’un artiste inur et 
l’état de son aim quand 11 était enfant, que le génie n’est que 
l’enfance nettement formulée, douée maintenant pour s’exprimer.
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d ’organes virils et puissants* * 1)
For Baudelaire therefore the foundation all great art may 
be found in ohildhood recollections brought to fruition in 
manhood and the passage bears a close resembla: oe to the fol­
lowing definition cf poetry from PascolX;’^a ‘essay ;
"La poesia e sopratutto ricordo di quel pai ticolare modo di 
vedere che fu proprio della nostra anima fandulla, riusoendo 
ad espriùerlo poi dope aver aggiustato, cogli studi, i me&si 
neceasari a dare oonoretexaa e maesta alle nostre scritture*" i- 
Pellegrini, in his article on Pascoli e Baudelaire 2) dis­
cusses possible sources Gt Fasooli’s "Fancdullino" theory* Be 
begins by dismissing the likelihooa of its beiqg original ly 
drawing attwtion to Pasooli’s indi^utable deficiency in the 
power of abstract tkK>ught# Having thus established the pro­
bability of his having obtained the g e m  of this œnception 
from some of his readings, either in Italian or in foreign 
literature, Pellegrini ^>es on to examine a comparison made by 
Galletti between the ideal poet of Novalis and Paaooli’s Fan- 
oiullino but regards it as unlikely that Novalis was Pasooli’s 
inspiration in this instance, and, after raising sob^ points
1) Oeuvres completes, ecU Calman-Levy, pp. 316-7*
2) '
) In Rassesaia nasionalë. 2a serie. Anno XLI, vol. XXII, 1919
p. 19*
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oL* difference betwen the theories of the two poets, notes 
that even Galletti is foroed to admit the absence of any 
evidence to shear that the works of* Novalis were known to 
Pascoli. 1) Pellegrini next quotes some words of i)e Sanctis 
in his ess^ on the Character of Dante and his Utopia:- 
"dascaino ha on po’ del poeta, massime n d  primi anni.#..ben 
presto la realta ci toglie a* sogni dorati, e inoomincia la 
prosa della vita. Nel solo poeta quel monde fantastico per- 
mane e si fa signore della ma. anima. "
but he goes on, without ctating aqy reason for his conclusion, 
to declare that; "e certo quests non e ancora la diretta 
ispiramone dél Pascoli. " Again without ^ivipg any reason for 
his opinion he asserts that "Fra i poeti franoesd il PaaooLi 
certo oonobbe il Baudelaire;" "he oontimies by quoting the sixth 
chapter of the Paradis artificiels in which, he says, Baudelaire 
elaborates an idea of De quino^, and quotes the followi% 
passages- "O’est dans les notes relatives a l’enfance que 
nous trouverons le germe des étranges reveries de l ’homme adulte, 
et, disons mieux, de sca. géiie. " He quotes also the passage 
from L’art romantique already noted above, 2) and - proéos of
1) Cp. cit., p. 54*
2; See pp. 76-77,
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these passages Pellegrini exclaims : "Oome non ripenaare al
Pandullino... i]ui non alamo piu dinami soltanto ad una 
vaga rasscirdgliansa di concetto, che nella siaggior parte d d  
caai é puramente occasionale, ma ad una quasi identita, non 
solo riguardo all’idea foal amentale, ma anche per le parti cola- 
ri déterminas!oni che questa assume# " He admits later, how­
ever, that "In tutte quests question! di derivasioni, di ris- 
oontri,##•#•##.salvo in alouni cssi di assoluta evidensa - 
rimant seæopre una qualche inoerte&sa; e c o m  anche nel caso 
nostro potrebbe darsi che la rassomigliansa fosse oasuale, e 
che il pascoli non conoscesse - o piu tt os to, non ri cordasse 
n^pure - la pagina- del Baudelaire. ”
Prom the passages of Italiavi and foreign writers quoted 
above wr see that if Pascoli did receive any inspiration for 
his "Fafwiullino** theory from oontea^orary sources (which I 
doubt) it is impossible to say which writer is most likely to 
have helped him to fcrrmlate his cone option of "pure poetry", 
atid. in this oonnecticn the follosjipg passages are significant# 
In Pascoli’8 essay on Leopardi’s poetry the following words 
occur: "II piu dolce e il piu bello della sua poesia sta
nel rimpianto di quelle sta to soave, di quclla stag! oh lie ta"
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He refers, of course, to Leopardi’s c^ildhoo^ and be gpes 
on to say that "altresi### della sua politioa e della sua filo- 
sofia bisogna ceroare la fonte in questo suo tempo migliore# " 1) 
It is possible, moreover, that Pascoli knew the passage in 
the Pensieri where laopardi writes: "Da fancduUi, se una
veduta, una oampagna, una pittura, un auono ecc#, un raooonto, 
una desorisione, una favola, un’immagLne poetics, un sogno, 
cl place e diletta, quel piaoere e quel diletto e sen^re vàgo 
e indéfini to; I ’idea che d  si desta e ses^re indeterminata 
e sen&a limiti; ' ogni oonaolasime, o ^ i  piaoere, ogni a^et- 
ta tiva, Ogni di segno, illusione ec# (quaài anche ogni oonce- 
alone) di quell’eta tien saapre all’infinito; e oi pasoe e ci 
rifâûpie l’anima indicibilmente, anche mediant e i minimi og- 
getti# Da grandi, o siano pieoeri e oggetti laaggiori, b ' î
quel medesimi ohe d  allettavano da f anoiulli, corne una bella 
proapettiva, c^apagna, pittura ec#, proveremo un piaoere, ma %
non sara piu simile in nessun modo ail’infinite, o oerto non |
sarà corn intensamente, senaibilment^ durevolmente ed essai- |
sialmente v a ^  e indeterminato# Il piaoere di quelle sensa- 4
slone si détermina sübito e si drooscrive: ap;>ena oos^rendi-
aïoD qu£kl fosse la strada che prendeva l'immagînaaione noatra J
1) Il aabato. Feiiaieri e disoorai. pp. 71-72.
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da f anoiulli, per arrivare con quegli stessi wezzi e in quel­
le stesse circostange,’ o anche in proporxione, all’idea ed al 
piaoere indelUnito, e dimorarvi. Ansi, osservate che forae 
la iDaaeima parte de lie iinmagini e sensaaioni indefinite ohe 
noi proviamo pure dopo la fanciullegga e nel reste della vita 
non sono altro che una rimembranga della fanciullegsta, si 
riferisoono a lei, dipendono e derivano da lei, sono come un 
inf lus so e una oonseg’oenza di lei; o in genere o anche in 
i specie; vale a dire, proviamo quel la tal sensagione, idea, 
piaoere ec., perché ci ricordiamo e ci si rappresenta alia 
fantasia quella stessa sen sa zi one, immagine eo#, provata da 
fanoiulli, e come la provammo in quelle stesse oircostanze# 
Goal ohe la sensaj^ione presente non dériva inmiediatamente
V
dalle cose, non e un’immagine degli oggetti, ma della im­
magine fancdullesca; una ricordanga, una ripetiisione, una 
ripercussione a riflesso della immaglnc antica*" l)
Whether Pascoli derived any part of his theory of art 
from ainy of the poets wtiose words are quoted above, or whether 
in this case his ideas are entirely original, we must admit
l) Fcnsieri di vaida filosofla e di bella letteratura#
i.e Éonniev, pp. 30-37,
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that he never acquired the intellectual strength and insight 
which enabled Wbrdsworth, Coleridge and Leopardi to retain 
their capacity for childlike wonder without diacending to the 
puerility wliioh often mars Pascoli’b tone; he lacked, in fact, 
the "adult nerves" whidk: Baudelaire quoted as necessary for 
the successful transformation of recollections into a work of 
art. As Bianconi justly remarks: "II Pascoli non vuole ri-
trovare I’infanjzia come uotao laa come fanduUo, non per sen- 
tire quanto m  sia amara la peiiiita, zoa per godere 1’illusione 
di averla ritrovata i.e, aenza distaooo". 1) He notes, W w -  
ever, that occasionally "un distacoo si awerte" for example 
in L ’aquilone 2) where the poet invokes the memory of his 
dead friend:-
"CW te fslice che ohiudesti gli ocohi 
persuaso, stringendoti sul cuore 
il piu oaxo dei tuoi carl balocchi.
\
Chi dolc<^nente, so ben io, si muore 
la sua stringendo fanoiullez^ia al petto, 
come i candid! suoi petal i un fiore
ancora in boccial "
As a rule, however, Pascoli attempts to recapture not only the 
lijemories of his childhood, but also the point of view #iioh
Piero Bianœoi, pascoli, 1935» P» 226. 
Priiai wemetti.
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should belong only to that period# This attitude partly ac­
counts for his lo%ing for belief# He never tries to examine
religion from an adult angle, but tries to regain the un­
questioning credulity which he enjoyed when he learnt his 
prayers at his mother’s knee# Thus Croce is fully justified in 
stating üiat he "ha equivocate, scambiaodo e confondendD in uno 
I’ideale fandullezsa, dbe è propria della poesia la quale si 
libera dagl’interesai oontingenti e s’affisa rapita nelle cose,.^ 
la fanoiulles;;^, die è immglne della contemplasione pur a, - 
con la realistica f&ndullesza, che si aggira in un piccolo 
monde perche non conosce e non e in grado di dominarne uno 
piu vas to#" 1)
In this respect Pascoli very much resembles Himbaud who 
tried to recreate within himself a child’s acute peroeptivc- 
ness by attempting to retain in his memory evezy mimkke ex­
perience which belonged to his childhood# It was nalairal 
that be would inevitably attach great impc^tanoe to the period 
of ohildhood for this is the age of sensation and the young poet 
felt that only by undergoing the most varied sensations could 
he penetrate to the precious essence of himself which lay hidden 
in his suboonsoious# The same yearning to be a child again
1) Benedetto Croce, ppl cit# p# 62# Of# also la 
Critica, V, 190% pp, 98-99#
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which we fell in L’ aciuilone 1) is present also in Bateau ivre 
when kilobaud finds that, alüio%h his imagination is enraptured hg 
the thought of the strange and wonderful lands beyond the seas, 
he desires none of them so much as the enchanted region where he 
dwelt when a child;-
"Si je desire une ^ eau d’Europe, c’est la f lâche 
Noire et froide ou vers le crépuscule embaume 
Un enfant accroupi, plein de tristesse, lâche 
Un bateau frêle comme un papillon de mai. "
Rimbaud had couple ted his poetical work while he was little 
more than a child himself, but he endeavours continually to 
make himself even more d^ iild—like in spirit, and with this aim 
at the bade of his mind he cherishes every circumstance and 
scene which took place during bis eazly years. It is certain 
that the greater part of the subject matter cf Illuminations. 
like that of the l^icae. consists of recollections of this 
period combined with dreams. Thus Delahaye reveals that 
Ornières is a description of an American circus which is known 
to have visited Charleville in I865 or 1868. 2) Like Pascoli 
Himbaud did not seek to analyse his recollections rK>r to arrange
\
them so that t h ^  formed an orderly and harmonious pattern, 
but leaves them as beautiful images without any more
1) Primi poemetti.
2) Delahaye, E., Souvenirs familiers, pp. 49-50.
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evident significanoe than the strong emotion with which they are 
penetrated# He thinks it sufficient to jot down his is^ressions 
just as they occur to him, us-we know from the teBtiEK>py cf 
Delahaye who writes;- "Rimbaud ne cherche guere a inventer###
Je me souviens que Rimbaud me disait, en i’éte de 1671: "Toute
la littérature est celaJ Et nous n’avons qu’a ouvrir non sens, 
fixer avec des mots ce qu’il ont recm, nous n ’avons qu’"a écouter 
la conscience de tout ce que nous éprouvons, quoi que ce
soit, et fixer par des mots ce qu’elle nous dit qu’il lui est
/ / 
arrive# Dans ces conditions##••#la preoccupation formiste, qui
^ / 
avait fait de lui le p œ t e  d ’hier, devait###ceder presque bDute
X
la place à  un autre, celle de voir, d ’entendre, de sentir###de 
noter"####• il note ces souvenirs, ces inopressions, ces emotions, 
ces hallucinations, cette vie psycbe-physiologique observée* qui 
forme le recueil des poètes en prose intitulé par Illuminations 
#####Hcais y te trouvons ### ## Barbare, ou il a mis oonforiaeiasnt a 
son programme tout ce qui passait en fait de sensations, curio­
sités, idées ou images, et mcme les reflexions contradictoires 
qui se présentaient#" 1)
1) 31elahaye, E#, Rimbaud; L’artiste et l’être moral. 1923, 
pp# 37 and 48#
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Thus in phrases Pdnibaiid has set down at random a 
disconnected list of things reciecibered from, his ciiildhood days -
f 'V
"Le haut étang fuiæ continuellewnt. Quelle sur oie re va se 
dresser sur le couchant blanc? Quelles violettes fronxiaifions 
vont descendre?
pendant que'les fO(?<^6 publics s’écoulent en fêtes de fraternité^
Il sonne une olodie rose dans les nuages#
+ > + 
and I think the follofing fragment has a distinct Pasoolian 
savour;-
"Avivant un agreable goût d’encre de Chine, une poudre noire 
pleut dcuoeiTient sur ma veillée# - Je baisse le feul du lustre###" 
Here the single particulars are ao disconnected as 'to render the 
sense almost unintelligible# Pascoli is seldom as obscure as 
this, but often he also tries to produce in himself the illusion 
cf childhood by notlqg his ii^rcasions just as they come# Thus 
in Sera d’ottobre which is composed of a series which, althou^ 
th<^ form a clear and adherent picture of an autumn evening, yet 
give the impression of being enumerated at random by the poet 
\iho does not trouble to shew any connecting links between the
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very beautiful fragments ox tnis short poem;-
"Lungo la strada vedi su la siepa 
ridere a mazsi le veraiiglie baoohe ; 
nei oampi arati turnano al preaepe
tarde le vacche#
Vien per la strada un povero che il lento 
passe tra foglle stridule 'trascina: 
nei caoipi intuona una fanciulla al ventot
ft.ore di spinaj f.. 1)
Pascoli, like Rimbaud, tried with all his power of concen­
tration to bring, back into his mind the precious sensations and 
memories of childhood, and. it is because everything beloqgiqg 
to that time is precious and wonderful that both poets attach 
what seems often an exaggerated importance to the most trivial 
incidents# In both we perceive the impatience of the immature % 
they give their whole faith and love to the idea and to tte 
sensation of the moment, imagining it to be the one thing which 
they had always been waiting for to give them complete happiness 
and to olear away their doubts and perplexities# Like the 
children they were, hovvever, their interest quickly flagged, 
until they found a new interest# This is partly the reason 
why neither was able to develop his great gifts to their full 
perfection; Rimbaud - abandoning poetry altogether while still
1) Myrioae. In osmpagna.
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in his early twenties and Pascoli producing reproduotnons and 
elaborations of his early tbeiaes which lack the freshness and 
beauty of his first works#
Although some passages in the Fanciullino are, as we have 
seen, almost identical with passages in the writings of some of 
the foreign writers of the nineteenth century, it is, I think, 
unlikely that any of them gave Pascoli the idea of personifying 
poetry as the survival of the spirit of childhood in the poet# 
The identification of "pure poetry" with the existence oi* a di­
vine inspiration - fanciullino, etre nouveau, or "Imagination" 
was probably derived in the first place from the ideas expounded 
in thé lone of Plato who represents the poet as a demented being 
possessed of an alien spirit who speaks tkirough him, the poet 
being, as it were, a medium for the divine voice# Thus So­
crates says: "The gift of Homer is not an art, but an inspira­
tion" and he describes the poet as "mystical and possessed# #•## • 
For" he continues "the poet is a li^t and winged and holy 
thing, and there is no invention in him until be has been in­
spired and is out of his senses, and the mind is no longer in 
him: when he has not attained to this state he is powerless and
is unable to utter his oracles#" 1)
1) Ion, Translated by Jewett, pp# 5>2 and 534#
1) Letter to IzatrLard, 13th M ^ ,  1871.
2) Letter to Paul Wmeny, 15tb May, 1871.
3) Phraed. 77 E. I'ranalated by Jowett.
I
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The platonio conoeptioni is certainly the starting-point of 
Risbaud’s theory of art - ttmt theczy which he never completely 
formula ted, but vrtiosc outlines are contained in records of con­
versations and in letters# Thus he writes to Georges Ismobard;- 
"C’est faux de dire; Je pense# On devrait dire: On me pense#"
1) His words to Dewqy are even nearer to the platonio idea;
"Si le cuivre s’ éveille clairon, il n ’y rien de sa faute#
Gela s’est evident; j’assiste a l’éclosion de ma pensee: 
je la regarde, je l ’écouté: je lance un coup d’archet; ij
la symphonie fait son remuement dans les profondeurs, ou vient 
d ’un bond sur la scene# 2)
Pascoli himself makes it clear that lie took at least 
the image of the Fanciullino from Plato, by drawing attention 
on the first page cf his discourse to the following passage 
from the P h r a s d r u s "#•#there is a child within us to whom 
death is a sort of hobgoblin; him too we must persuade not 
to be afraid when he is alone with him in the dark#" })
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and Pascoli bases his pronouncements upon these words, saying:
V
"E dentro noi un fanciullino che non solo hn brividi, come ere- 
aeva Oebes Tcbano ohe prime in se lo ©coperse, ina l&grjme#*## 
L ’aedo e I ’uomo che ha veduto (oîde) e percio sa, e ansi tal- 
vclta non vede piu; e 11 veggente (aoidos) che fa apparire il 
suo oaiito#..#E se gli occhi con cui si mira fuor di noi, non 
vedono piu, ebbece 11 veoohio vede aller a soit ante con quelli 
ocohi oni che son dentro lui, e non ha avant i se altro che la vi- 
si one che ebbe da f anciullo# # . # E se uno avesse a dipingere 
Oruoro, lo dcvrebbe figurare veoohio e oieco, ccndotto per imno 
da un fanciullino, ohe parlasse seoipre guixrdando torno torno#
Da un fenciullinc o da una fanoiulla: dal die o dall’iddia; 
dal die che semen to nel precordi di Pernio quelle tante can- 
zoni, o dell’iddia. oui ai rivolge 11 oieco aedo di Achille e di 
Cdis&eo# "1)
From the above passage» it will be seen that Pasooli’s 
iiiiagiaction has been seized by this aspect of the Platonio 
cystioism which became the basis of t W  romantic tronscenden- 
taliaa, for, as Galletti has pointed out; "La filoaofia di 
Plato ne e antica e inesauribile sorgentc di mistioi&nx^ filosofico
1) II Fanciullino. pp. 1 r-r ^
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e poetico* Tutti spirit! ohe non si appagano dell’apparenzat 
i aognatori, gpLi asceti, soruttori délia vita segreta e pro- 
fonda dello spiritc appartengpnc alla sohiera di Fia to ne e ^ i  
debbono qualche parte délia loro vita interiore- ' Il pensiero 
filoBofioo e l’arte wodorna.#.gli s’incliinarono coxæ al primo 
annunciator e délia créatrice liberté dello spixàto#" 1)
As Galletti also points out, Pascoli, like most of the other 
romantic and symbolist poets, repudiates the more exacting part 
of platonio philosophy which demands a more rigorous tern of 
mental discipline than he felt himself capable of imposing upon 
his ii^ulsive, sentimental temperament, for, to quote Galletti 
again:- "Flatone ha un pensicro ordinato e sisteaiatioc che 
comprende interpréta e sozregge tutte le attivita dello spirito 
umano,,*! poeti romantici e simbolisti riftggono dall’azione, 
detestano i sist€mi###nel pl&tcniamo (il Pascoli) non vide die la 
porta aperta sul dominio sconfinato dell’invisibile, la realta 
di ssolventesi in odbre, 11 prcdigio riapparso nel cuore delle 
cose" 2)
%  must not, therefore, fail to take into account the 
powerl\il influence which Plato exercised upon the romantic mind
1) Op. cit#, p*
2) Loo# oit#
196#
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when attempting to enumerate the most iuç)ortant elements whioh 
brought to liç^t the true nature cf Pasooli’s art; once again as 
Galletti lw)s it "Porse lo stimolo piu forte ad aoquistaie oo— 
acienza della sua faoolta poetics gli venne dal pensiero pisto— 
niCO, rivelato ed interpretato a lui da Pranoeaoo icri, (Ofr. G. 
Polchieri, Influenza platoniche nella poeaia del P., in La nuova 
culture. I, faso. 9) 1)««*«I1 Pascoli ebbe anche da Platone 
I'iaea del fanciullino perpetuamente vivo nell’uomo adulto, e 
parve immaginare, come 1 neoplatcnxcd, che in ogni forma o 
apparenaa si nasoonda un principio invisibile. •* 2)
The tendemy which we have seen in the romantic poets to 
perceive mysterious revelations in the innocence and instinctive 
spontaneity oT childhood, colours their child poetry with a 
kind of iqystic awe. Especially is this to be noted in the 
poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge and Pascoli, and this attitude 
Ojmbined with the tenderness and affection whioh they felt to­
wards all children places them amoi^ the poets of childhood.
A siiiilar tone of intense love and pily is present also in 
"Holy Thursd%f " where Blake expresses the same indignedtafc 
pity as we find in A w  nia di madre. Hosicohiolo 3) and in many
1) Op. cit. p. 19S»
2) Op. cit. p. 197»
3) Mvricae.
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poems of Pascoli, ivho, unfortunately, ,sometimes degenerates 
into the rather mawkiali sentinentality whioh laars also the 
poems of Francois Ctoppee, ’srfiose r présentât ions of school­
children are hov/ever as realistic and syrapathetic as Avuilone 
and Rondinotto 1)
Pascoli would find, also, in Victor Hqgo a genuine love 
of children and an ability equal to his own to depict them as 
they really are - often noisy and full of misclmèf and high 
spirits# Many cf ifcigo’s charming pictures of children, how­
ever, are spoiled by his CR^hasis on his own popularity with 
young people, so that M s  own figure is kept always in the 
foreground - the centre cf an admiring group# 2) Here we see 
emerge one of the fundamental differences between Pascoli and 
the poet who, perMps, was nearer than anyone to him in spirit; 
whereas î ^ o  of ten offends the reader by his vanity and bom­
bastic egotisûi I^Lsooli charms us by his humble and diffident at« 
titude which Biakes him eager to efface himself and modestly 
withdraw into the background#
Pascoli is unsurpassed, not only in his œpacity to enter
\
into the cares and jqya of older children» but also in his al-
1) EiŒloae
2) Of. also : Les rayons et les oo&re# XV.
3) Of. for exasiple. Laisses. - Tous ces enfants (Faillies 
d ’autocate)
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most feminine love of babies* He would find the same exquisit 
delicacy ard. close observation also in Coleridge, whose pictures 
of his own children when veiy young are as true as that of the 
new-born infant in Gv’e. 1) but none of the romantic poets has glv 
ven us a picture so realistic and moving as that whioh Pascoli 
puts into the mouth of Rosa when she recalls the image of her 
dead baby:
"Ricordo : - un giorno lo sfasciavo, al fuoco 
e lo guardavo# Ei tese il dite a un occhio*
Lo vide lustre, gli pareva un gloco,
chi sal*..**#.
*..E io me lo tenea lontano, 
lo patullavo in alto d ’dn ^nocchio,
gli prendea la manina nella mano, 
e la scoteva, gli facea le rise; 
ed ecco, anch’egli si provo pian piano,
fece bel bello le fossette, e rise. "2)
Broad conception of poetical subjects - language - attitude 
towards nature.
Pascoli says : "il poco e 11 piccolo era il segno del due
grandi fraterni poeti. Virgilio dice va; Loda la oainpagna gran­
de, e tienti alia piccina (Georg. 2, 412 sqq.) E Orasio:
Qucsto era il mio vote ; un caiî^ioello non tan to grande, con
1) Canti
2) La ve
di Castelvecchio* 
ndemmia^ Canto secondo, II, (Nuovi poemetti)
!
l ’or to, con una fonte, e per giunta un pc’ di selvetta (Serm# 2, | 
6; 1 sq(p)..#il fanciullino che era in loro, preferiva,•••oio cbe 
e piccolo*" 1} These words show hew close he is to the oonoep* ' 
tion of pee try which was revived by Crabbe aai Blake to whom the 
Sewings of children, the liMly existence of the poor - even the 
feelings aC animals seenjcd fit subjects for poetical tre&tmmt#
It hiS been suggested timt I^scoli "tried, under ikie influence## 
of V/ordsv/orth and Victor Bugo, to describe simply, homely people 
in a simple, homely way, using dialect and the names of maqy coat- 
uion things wliich had nevei’ been n^ntioned in Italian poetry be­
fore;" 2} but swoly it is more probable that the child-like sim­
plicity which was such an integral part of his nature would make 
him see for himself the beauty beneath the rude exterior and the 
rough handicrafts of the peasants* We feel hem much these poets 
loved country life fiom the following ^imil&tr renderings of a 
picture whioh recalls the "Hay-wain" of Constable: Hugo writes;
"J’aime ces chariots lourds et noird qui la nuit, . 
passant devant le seuil des ferœs, avec bruit.
Font aboyer les chiens dans î’otnbre" 3^
and Pascoli: "••quando passa il grave carro avant!
del casolare, che il rozzon normanno 
staapa il molo oon.zoccoli sonanti., 
sbuca il can dalla fratta, corne il vento;
-lo preccrre, rincorre, uggiola, abbala* "
4 Æ ^ c a n ë  f T.'ultima r.asae«:Rlata. XIII, Myrlçae,).
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"Tordsvsrorto may have lent Pascoli courage to use dialect 
words but we do not find in him the deliberate balJness which 
makes parts of "The Idiot Boy" seem like a mare exorcise 
written to illustrate a theoxy# Pascoli’s maivete is com­
pletely unstudied, and however much it annoys us we never 
feel that it is premiditated# Ks must, however, have been 
glad to see that this poet whom he loved andaâmired so much, 
thou^t fit to describe the Sheep-washing l) and the indoor 
occupations of Michael 2) and his wife with the amount of 
detail as he himself gives wiion enumerating the various 
processes in the preparation of the chestnuts 3) and in the 
operatlcms connected with the Mietitura* the Momenta. 
cestii'p^ Le an^* and above all in the beautiful and realistic 
poems on household work and cooking - La Sementa^ again,
poemetti). Both Pascoli and Wordsworth produced vivid accounts
of spinning - one of the most attractive crafts delighting both
ear and eye, but it is noticeable that whereas Wordsworth finds
most Joy in the visual aspect 4) only noting the sound of the
wheel twice or three times 5) Pascoli, with a keener audible
susceptibility, repeatedly uses onomat3.p^ <3eîc effects to
reproduM the "sibilo assiduo dei fusi;" 6)
iV River Duddon,XCtH^ 2) Foerns of the fancy, XVI.
3) castAmo, Primi poemetti# 4) Cf.The brothers,II, 214*26
5/ Midiael,II,12o-:^9;Sang for the spinning wheel, P o m s  of
the fancy
convivialiJ
•(.rtSj:    ^ ------------- T:?ca7“
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Botii po@t* t o ^  a lively interest in local folk-lore and old 
oustcxas - aa may be seen IVom ^ordawarth’s Childleas father»
Sang far .the «rAi^lng H>ür-f^lean well and fhffi white <ioe
of ^Istoae» and in many poems of Psiscoli as La olncla l),
2) and Lâ_£a2aaiâ& 3)
This simple existence, marked only by domestic jays and
sorrows and by the routtne of agriculture seemed to both these
poets such a perfect life that each shows a tendency to idealise
it, representing it as a cycle of pleasant occupations aocosa-
plished with the aid of nature wilhout always taking into ao-
coiBit the disadvantages of inclement weather and other-elements
which often make the fanner* s life one o arduous toil with little
reward. This tfSioanoy pjrabably owes something to the un»realistio
idealism of Rousseau with whom both poets have mazy affinities»4)
but is probably also due to their great love for nature, so that
for them any kind of work performed close to the soil could not
be otfiei-wise than pleasant, and any task however menial became
l’ut! of poetiy. Thus Wordawca*th writes in the preface to the
second editiaa of the Lyrical Ballade*»
l) La Seaenlat! (nuovl "powwttdy»' 
2; Myrioae.
3) Canti dl Castelveoohio.
4; Cf.Galletti, Op. ci t., p.143, for affinities with Fasooli.
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*^ The principal object, then, prc^osed in these poems was to 
choose incidents and situations from common life, and to relate 
or describe them, throu^out, as far as was possible in a se­
lection of language really used by men,e##.Himble and rustic 
life was generally chosen, because, in that consition, the 
essential passions of the heart find a better soil* The 
language, too, of these t o h has been adopted**#* because such 
men hourly communicate nith the best objects from which the 
best part of language is originally derived.* A w o r d i n ^ y  
such a language*#* is a more permanent, and a far more 
philosophical language, than that which is frequently sub­
stituted for it by poets who think they are conferring honour 
upon thaaaelves and their art, in proportion as they separate 
themselves from the sympathies of men, and indulge in arbitrary 
and capricious habits of expression, in order to furnish food 
for fickle tastes and fickle appetites, of their own creation* ^ 
Pascoli held precisely the same sentiments, as we know from 
Briganti who records that th^oet ’^solevs. dire 6he egli an- 
teponeva la schietta parola oolorita del contadini alia 
parala della lingua del letteratl* ^ l) Pasoali shared with 
Wordsworth the oonvlotitm that pure poetry should be the
ly Op.cit* p.28#
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expression of deep feeling ooinnainioated in language 
which could be understood by a child - for is not poetry 
itself the spirit of childhood? So he says of the Fancdul- 
lino: ^Tu died in un tuo raodo schietto e semplioe cose cl'ie
vedi e senti in un tuo laodo liqpido e insaediato^ and he goes 
on to contrast this true poetical language with the studied 
effects of *’oratori” for ”essi dicono altrimenti da quelle che 
sanno che si dice* Tu illuadni la cosa, essi abbagliano gli 
occhi****Il loro inaomma %  il linguaggio artifisiato d*uomini 
soaltriti,.i*.il tuo è  il linguaggio native di fanciullo ingen­
ue, che tripudiando o laiaentando parli ad altri ingenui fonoiul- 
linil* 1)
These ideas were put into praot5.ce to a much greater extent 
by Pascoli than by Wordsworth, who, however strongly he nay in­
veigh against the use of poetic diction, uses it quite often 
himself. Moreover only a small proportion of his greatest 
poetry is to be found among that which has as its subject "xkuo- 
ble and rustic life. " In the Ode on the intimations of immor­
tality and in Tintera Abbess where his passionate love of nature 
finds its loftiest expression, the language, although of a ma­
jestic sinplicity, cannot be described as that used by la-
«
1) II Panciullino. pp# 11-12: Of. also letter to #irio Novaro,
17th November, 1904»
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' vj
bourers or yokels# Occasionally Pasooll also forgets his aim ’*
!
to reproduce the natural speech cf the peasants. In Ta sementa ^
Rlgo talks like a poet;»
"io tutta notte I'aspettai, l*aurorai
Che ieri io rinoasava a matte plena, 
penaando ad altro, a non so die: airlars
io sentiva ne 11’alia ombra aerena, I
lîrano 1 tordi, che gLa vanoo al mare, I
in alto, in alto, in alto. Io senua quelle 
Yooi dBll*ombra. mel silmsio. ohiare;
, i
e mi pareva un canticcMar di stelle. " 1 )  i
but for the most part his obaraoters speak in a most natural I
' 3
manner, without however falling into tte self-conscious inanity
1
of tiie father in Anecdote for fathers or at Goody Blake and •
j
Harry Gill. In contrast to this overdone simplicity the dia-
/ I
logue in La tesaitrioe 3) give the ingression at being abso- |
lately true to life, and the same realistic effect is product 
by the words of the mother to Bpslnaz-^
”Piglia,..*..ataiOcia la farina. 1
: I
Viola e fuori con la muoca, via 1
per Gineotrelle.... '4
..........Io voglio accomodare, \ 1
se mi riesce, quest! due radioohi, \  i
<A*lo ho gia intocoati, con altr’erbe amare. .
1) II Caociatcafe. II, (Primi poraaetti). i
\.
—loi—
E tü. soffrigo uno o caie spicchi
d*aglio tri to 4 costl, su la bnmice, 
fa la p o l e n t a , 1)
Tiis naturalness of expression is not confined to dialogue, > 
but is a conspicuous feature of many of tiie Myilcae the magical,
trance-like atmosphere is achieved by the masterly use of unusual, 
ihythms; by musical combinations of sounds, not by means of rare words, 
for tiiB language employed is usually that of current everyday usage,
and g^eraliy the word-order follows that of ordinary speech, As
Serra remarks:- ”In cuanto a fattura e struttura 11 verso del Pas­
coli h CO sa mol to seaxplice, le parole per soli to segucno I ’una l^altra 
secondo la legge dell ^ use più c,omune; non ccmpoai&ione, di segno, 
discorso.... Da questo pun to di vista non sono aitro che pro sa. " 2) and 
the same observation has been made by Devoto - "II période pascoliaan 
e sempre un période parlato. " 3) examples could be cited in abundance 
to illustrate this last statement:
"Sulla so glia, tra il iiembo degli odorl, 
pingui, un iaendico broatolas" 4)
The above illustrations, I think-, make it clear that pascoli *s simple
and naüîral style was completely unstudied, and was the spontaneous
expression of his naif and child-like soul. It ftas not an attempt to
1) Per casa. La sa&mta, stanzas II and III**
2) Giovanni Pascoli, jji Scritti critlci. 1919î pp.18-19
3) Devoto, Giacomo, pascoli e la lingua italiana modema. in: 
Blasl, Jolanda de, Giovanni Pascolii Letture tenute oer il 
Lyceum di Firenze 1537* p. 132-
4) Me^KoMomo, (Myricae).
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imitate the practice of Hugo; nor was it a conscious realisation either ol 
tiie theories of I’brdsworth nor of those formulated by Pascoii himself in 
the Fanciullino and elsewhere, for most critics are agreed that in his 
prose wtitings on the language Pascoli drew his conclusions from a study 
of his o m  poetry and of the other great poetry of the world, and that he 
did not, like Wordsworth, formulate the theory first and then tiy to put 
it into practice. It is not knom #iether Pascoli knew the preface to 
the second edition of the Lyrical Ballads, but it is extremely likely 
that he was acquainted vdth Wordsworth*s views on language, and in this 
case he would fully agree with the English poet's resolve to introduce 
into poetry dialect words and local expressions. In this respect Pascoli 
makes a much more lavish use of such vocabulary than Wordsworth, who gives 
the impression ox introducing local terms for the sole purpose of com- 
pleting the rhyme, as "ghyll" to rhyme^ i-dth "rill" 2) and "sugh" to zhyme 
"biuef 3) * Indeed the Italian poet sometimes carries this passion for 
"Couleur locale" to excess, as in Ba morte del Papa 4) vhich requires a 
glossary of fifty-seven terms to convey its meaning to those who are not 
familiar with the speech of Bomagna. His conspicuous use of proverbs 
old sayings has also given occasion for adverse criticism, but although , 
^metimes the use of a proverb seems someviiat redundant, occasionally, as
Michell observes, "11 proverbio serve a dare un precise color!to locale". '
\
r r  See p. 97 ~ 1
2) An evming walk, 11. 53~54' ' /
3) Descriptive sketches, 11. 358-359
4) Nuovi poemetti. .
) • i.. ^ . •'
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The function of true poetry, therefore, is not to record the erudite
discourses and. polishes wit of the rich and learned; it aiiould be:
"una lampaaa ch'arda 
soave!
e ascoita no veils e ragioni 
da bocche 
celate aell* ombra, ai can ton!, 
là dietro le soffici rocchs
che albeggiano in fila:
ragioni, novell© e saluti 
d ' amore, all * or ec chio con fu si :
. gli assidui Msbigii perduti 
nel sibilo as si duo del fusi; 
la vQCchie parole senti te 
da pressa con palpiti nuovi 
tra 11 sordo rimastico mite 
del bovi;
Tkiis catholic conception of the role of poetry shich pascoli shared 
with the Baglish romahtic poets is especially noticeable in the love 
and sympathy ^hich they show tovvards the animal world. .pascoli must 
have recognised in #)rd^XAorth as great a bira-iover as himself, and the 
verse:
"Dl cincie e fringuel-uL 
risuona la ripa.
Sei tu tra gli onielii, 
sei tu tra la stipa?
(mbral anima! sogho! 
sei tu...? 2)
may b© an echo crk the similar expression of Wordsworth;
"0 Cuckoo! shall I call thee Bird 
Or but a wandering voice?" 3)
1) Canti di CastaLveechlo
2) Can ague d'april© (Myrlcae)
3) Poems of the imagination, II. This possible remini sc ence is 
included in Viechi's list in La critica. loc, cit.
I i
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Wordsworth's descriptions of birds shov/ that he possessed the same
intimate knowledge of their appearance and habits as Pascoli, who, in
common with the Baglish romantic poets, tries, not only to give an accurate
and detailed picture of animals, but also to enter into ttieir feelings.
The Contrast between the attitude of the early nineteenth-cmtury fîiglidi
poets and that of the preceding century finds a counterpart in Italian
poetry when Carducci's classical representation of XI bove. 1) Wiich rises
before our eyes with the seraie grandeur of an ancient sculpture, is
compared with P'^ascoli's rendering of the same theme 2) where there is
no description, and the poet tries to visualise the scene through the
eyes of the bull. Pascoli would realise that the pity and sense of
fellow-feeling which he himself expressed in his poems on birds and in
n  torello 5) was shared also by Coleridge whose heart goes out in
sympathy to the "young ass"
"Chained to a log within a narrow spot 
#iere the close-eaten grass is scarcely seen,
Vhile sweet around her waves the ta&pting green!" 4)
Both these poets extaad their aflection towards evai the least 
prepossessing forms of animal life: In Benedizione 5) Pascoli describes
how -
buon piovano
baiedice santameute:
an che 11 loglio, là nel grano;
qua, ne'fiori, anche 11 serpente
anche il faleo, anche il falchetto 
anche il corvo........     "
1) Rime nuoye, IX
2) n  bc*^
3) Primi-po eme Dti
4) Lines to a young ass
5) Myricae.
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Tîiese words, which raaind us of the Laudes creaturarum, show 
that Pascoli was iafamod by the same spirit of ail-embracing love of 
creation which inspired Coleridge when he enables the Mariner to break ihe 
spell by blessing even "Gcld's creatures" the water-snakes. 1)
ihis feeling of brotherhood towards animais is extaadea to every­
thing in nature - flowers, trees, even the stones. Wordsworth's dialogues - 
The water-fall and üie Th.e oak and the broom; The star m i
the fe'low-worm and those of Pascoii - La vita e 11 cavolo II sole e la 
iucema g) show a preference for nature in her simplest fora and VIbrdsworth 
sings the beauties of the Poor Robin> the daisy and the lesser celandine 
with the same care and affection that Pascoli expends upon his descriptions 
of*
**.........  .1 fior di vit alba
per via, le ginestr© nel grato" $) of the Pervinca; II dittamo: the
viole d'inverao; 2) "Rosa di aacchia" he says "t'amo, e tuo fra telle il 
biancospino" 5) and especially does he love the plants which bloom in the 
winter: L'edera fierita 2); L'aKrifo&lio: L'edsrella: and the Corbez-
2^ olo 6) %hose "maggio è nella bruma". These poets love the tiny wild-flowezB 
of the woods and hodgnraws much more than the exotic blooms of the gardm 
and hot-house.
This conception of nature wiiicb accepts all her manifestations as 
equally beautiful and significant is part of t)ie reaction against material- 
isra which was at the root of the romantic poets* desire to pierce behind
1) Ancient Mariner, 11. 272-291
2) Myrlcae
3) Canti di Castelvecchio.
4) Alba (Myrioae).
5) La rosa delle aiepi (Odi)
6) Odi.
^  Alee, l6th febniary, 1320.
■O'v'. '‘.'c'tS.'- ■ ' ____________
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outward forms so as to bring their souls into contact with the spiritual
power which they sensed at the heart of creation. This mystical attitmde
is first seen in the transcendental philosophy of Kant from which were 
)v
derived the tjeoriss of later German thinkers. The writings of the
Schlegel.s, the WLssensfehaftslehre of Fichte and especially the Natur-
Philosophie and the £ÿstem des transe en den tal<ai Idealisaus of Schelling,
show that for these philosophers nature was much more than a mere
concurrence of mechanical agencies. Coleridge attempted to interest
Hford^K»rth in their theories, but German metaphjrsics played little part
in Wordsworth's spiritual growth. It is his o m  mystic pantheism, tinged
with the naturalism of Rousseau. %hlch reveals to him a new conception
of nature and he declares: 'tis my faith that every flower
enjoÿs the air it breathes."
Pascoli being much more attracted by poetry than by philosophy
would find far greater inspiration in the simple but profound verses
of Wordsworth than in the learned expositions of German theorists, and
in the Ehglish poet hs would recognise his o m  inclination to interpret
every movemsaat of nature as the expression of conscious emotion:
"The budding twigs spread out their fan 
To catch the breezy air;
And I must tJaink, do what I can,
That there was pleasure there". 1)
Here, and in his description of the daffodils:
"Such a jocund company
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance."
1) Lines written in early spring.
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We see the same imaginative power which fills pascoli *s o m  images
with vivacity md animation, as when he exclaims:
Vedi 80 la siepe 
ridere a maaai le vermiglio bacche- " 1)
He would recognise this teadency to see feeling and purpose in
natural p&momena also in Hugo to whom it seems that the trees :
"Sont joyetx d'être msaable et se cismt des vers. " 2)
Pascoli cormauhicates also to nature his om acute sensibility to
pain and sorrow. He depicts the olive as content to suffer for the good
of man, 3)* ^ d  in the same way Hugo describes how üie: . .palmier qui
croit sur le rocher
Sent sa faillie jaunir et sa tige secher." 4)
Not only have Pascoli's plants power to feel joy and pain but they
have a definite personality and also - power to dream and to look back 
upon their memories. The heady perfume of the Digitale purpurea 5) 
indicates her passionate nature and the perilous influence she has upon 
all who come into contact with her; the kitchm broom -"I'umile scella" 
chases the dirt from the house, and %hai she is at rest in her comer she
Ëie dwells in imagination upon the happy time sdien she ,was growing in a
meadow - young and slender. 1) Pascoli would find a similar attitude in 
#>rd6worih's description daisy "a cheeriul flower, alert and gay" and 
the small celandine :
"Modest, yet withal an elf 
Bold, and labl^ of thyself; "
When Hugo writes:
"Et les fleurs semblent tour à tour 
Se dresser pour que tu les vois,” 2)
mil). ®  «
3) Canti di CastelTccchio. Gmstelvecchiol
4) Feu du ciel (Orientales, IX. ueanne Chansons des rue;? f
5) Priml poemetti. bol*)
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the picture Is so close to two created by p&scoli as to suggest the 
possibility of a reminiscence:- 
In L'assiuolGs I)
"ergoral il mandorio e 11 ®elo 
p&revano a vederia. (La iuna), "
and in Hagfrafio t 2)
"Vengono e vamxo Ija un sussurro I'onde 
ssabra che I'una dopo I'altra saiga 
per veder megiio."
Although the images in pascoli's and Hugo's nature poetry reveal 
her as an animated body, we receive at the same time mi impression that 
their animistic experiences were more often due to a vivid imagination 
acting on an acute sensibility than to % viclcB, such as Wordsworth's, 
of a divine and bss2Qvol<mt influence, for possesses m  un­
shakable belief In the great moral and intellactual strength which the 
human seul can cerive from continual intercourse with nature. He 
testifies to hi& own experience cf communion ?dth the "secret power 
that reigns" 3) Li nature, and in this pom on the Influence of natural 
objects he addresses himself directly Lo this power:
"V*iadorn and spirit of the universe!
Thou Soul, that art the Eternity of thought?
And giv'st to forms and images®breath 
And everlasting motionf not in vain.
By day or starlight, thus from my first dam 
Of childhood ciid'st thou intertwine for me 
The passions tliat build up our human sotg;
1) Myrlcae
2) Kuovi poemetti
3) Descriptive Sketches, 1. 3^ 6-
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"lîot «iih mioan and ruigar works of mmf 
But with high objects* with m%during things, 
l i f e  sad n a tu re ; p u r i fy in g  Hsus 
The eiemauts of feel Ing and of thoii^ h^t, " 1)
Oomunication with tliis divinity has the double effect of uplifting the
human soul and imparting a new sweetness end mobility tc the humezi
couatansnce» 'Daus in one of the "Lucy" poms, he visrtJâll.sss Nature
prophesying üiat:
"....    she shall lean her ear
In many a secret place 
#iere rivulets dance their wayward round 
And beéiuty bom of mirauring rrund 
Shall pass into her face." 2)
At times Pa SCO 11 seems to share this faith in the gccdnesa of 
nature, as, for example, in toe preface to the Minrica^  there h@ speaks 
of her as "i&adre dolcissima, che an che nello gp eager ci s cabra che cl 
cuili e addormtsiti, *• and he declares him sei. f willing to let her have 
her way with him: "Lasciasio fare a lei, che sa quelle che fa, e ci
vuol bane. " Tais picture of nature as a compassionate aether bears 
a close resemblance to that of Kelley's Earth:
 .death shall be the last aeibrace of her
#%o takes the life she gave, a?en as & mother
Folding her child, says, 'Leave me not againÎ ' " 3)
Usually, however, Pascoli*s conception of the goodwill of nature takes
on a acre material aspect. For him her kindness Is confined to the
sort of benefits conferred by La siepe. 4)
1) See also Nutting and The Bk\ I., 11, X14-"%5
2) P0228 of the Imw.Klhc.lionl'' £
3) Prometheus unbound. A.Ill, Sc.3.» 1* 105*
4) rt b S. Foeaietii,
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"utile e pia" . .... .
• ......... che il paôso chiudi col mol rami
Irsuti al ladro dorai*1 di; ma dsl 
n  cet to al aidi e p&scolo agii sciami;"
and by the "pio castaj^o" 3)^  in prwiding load and fuel. Tie adjective
npio" applied to both these objects savours more of fCardueci or of
classical poetry tiian of the fre^ inspiration of the Ihgiieh romantic
poets, and a similar impression is produced by II bosco 3)^
”..... . vivono i fauni ridareCili
ch'haiino le susisurranti aure in balla ; ”
and alihougli in this pwua Pascoli affims that
"... pur viva e* la bosca^ia,
viva sompre ne* fior della pervinca 
e nelle grandi ciocche deli'acacia. "
he generally gives the impression of being not so much aware of "a spirit
in the woods” 1) as of the trees provi^^ng a refuge for the birds he
loved so much. Some times nature m m  appears to him in the guise of the
indifferent "matrigna" of Vigny or of Leopardi. 2) His mixed conception
I
of nature is seaa clearly in his very beautiful sea-poetry, especially in 
the HI time via^HiQ ^ere_he ^ows that he has the power to create in the 
reader Hiat hunger for ths "fresco alita sal so" 3) ^hich can be felt and 
coiiimutdcatGd only by those for «hom the sea is not only a wonderful spectacle 
but a source of fascination whose proximity is a spiritual need. We do not 
feel, however, in pascoli that passionate paittheism which made Swinburne 
long to unite himself with it in the ^brace of deaih. Here again Pascoli»s 
attitude is not constant. Sometimes, like Hugo 4) he declares that he 
loves all aspects of the sea;
t 3) Myrlcae (
1| dl CaetelYBCchlo) aad X agosto (Myrlcae)
3) L'ultimo viagglo (Pooai conviviali), VIII, Le rondin!.
4) ci7 Mom (Lea rayons et les ombres) Fai da del; Extase;
(Le# orientales) .__________ __
— XXX —
" Mare! Mare! 
dolce la*, ciaL poggio azaurro, 
il tuQ urio e il tuo sussurro." 1)
At other times he sees it as & monster:
"II mare, el buio, fu cattivo. Orlava 
8c ttc> i sciocchl della folgorei Ora 
qua e la* brilla i'd 2:0 sa la sua basa.” 2)
Pascoli would have noticed this conception it,Hugo Wio, after his
beloved dau^ter was dromed, was Glwgzys haunted by the treacherous
malevolence ax' the "hydre aux écaillés vertes." 3)
Hugo also sees nature in different guises according to his
own mood , and he seems to echo Wordsworth's creed ^am he states that:
"On esprit biaiveill&nt, intelligent, profond,
Circule dans les champs, dans l'air, dans l'eau sonore;
Et la création sait ce que l'hormis ignore." 4)
When Wordsworth's brother was drowned, however, his grief, thou^
very great, did not in the least affect his conception of nature as a
power for good. He seems to have been gifted with a kind of spiritual
perception tr&n sc trading that of the senses dior&by he received definite
assurance of her goodwill. The mystician of Hugo and Pascoii was not
strong enough to give them such complete faith, but Pascal! would notice
that his reaction to nature coincided with that of the rmmantic poets -
French as well as Siglish - in that it is so Intmaely personal that
the feelings of the poet are projected on to the Icmdscape to such
an extent ihat they sometimes distort it.
1) Baja traaquiila (Myricae),
2) M m  fr&ko I Nu o vi poa&etti ).
3) (hâtimmta. I, X.
4) La nature (Toute la lyre), X. '
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This is the effect which is produced by the characters in Maud. 
Lamartine, like Pascoli, looks upon the scenes of past happiness 
through a veil of tears. Pascoli says ; **Boesia e trovare nelle
<r
cose...il loro sorriso e la loro lacrima;" 1)but actually it is 
the poet’s own state of mind which makes nature either smile or 
frown upon him.
Pascoli did not possess either the philosophical depth of 
Wordsworth or the psychological acuteness of Coleridge, or the un­
earthly spirituality of Shelley. He was, however, endowed with the 
abnormally developed organic sensibilities remarkable in all the 
English romantic poets, and although his transcendental tendencies 
drew him towards these mystical poets, yet his own enjoyment of 
nature actually had more in common with the more sensuous reactions 
of Keats, Moore and Tennyson. He would perceive that their nature- 
pbetry, in common with his own, is that of an artist rather than 
that of a philosopher or mystic. All these poets, whose attitude 
to nature resembles that of Pascoli, are endowed with the most acute 
and wide sensibilities - more lavishly endowed than was Wordsworth, 
whose Msual powers were very great, but in whom the senses of smell 
and taste were practically non-existent, and who appears to have 
possessed little ear for music 2). Pascoli, in common with nearly 
all the romantic poets, had a painter’s eye for colour and gradation! 
of light and shade; It is true that he had not the appreciative pa- i
S
late of Keats, nor did he nossess this poet s unique power to convey
1)II fanciullino  ^ p. 20 '
2)Of. Smith, J. C. A study of Wordsworth, Chap. I,
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teoiperature. He had, hovwever, as keen a sense of smell - iHmost as
acute in Baudelaire - but his dominant sense is, I think, hearing. All
his perceptions are abnormally acute, and by reason of this ruality he
has the power to re-create for us in his poems the actual fragrance and
sun-lit colour of the countryside, and he would find tiiat this - one of
his most precious gifts - was also a predominant feature of the natural
descriptions of Coleridge whose natural scenes are often enriched by
vivid colours and piquant country sdours:
 How exquisite the scants
Snatched from yon bean field"
he exclaims in the Eolian harp and in Fears in solitude he comments on
the ",. .fruit-like perfume of the golden ihrze". In the same way
Pascoii brings a breath of the country to the reader with his:
".........   pratine
o do rate di mente e di serpillo" 1)
Here again we notice that it is not the fragrance of the violet or the
musk-rose which is celebrated by these poets, but the pungent scent of
mint and thyme: in L' asino 2) he speaks of "un vago odor di ümo" and
in Suor Virginia 2) he describes how, through the open window:
"Un alito di vento........
recava odor d*acacia e di ginestra"
In both these we notice an ecstatic receptiveness to the beauty of nature, 
so teat the sunshine and the soft caress of the summer breezes have a 
most soothing influence upon them, lulling their senses m  into a state 
of peace and blissful content until they lose all knowledge of time and 
place. Coleridge, indeed, participates in the mystic raptures #iich
1) Nuovi poemetti
2) Prlmi poeaett^
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Wordsworth experienced in the following passage from This lime-tree 
bower my prison;
".................    I have stood,
Silent with swimming sense; yea, gazing round 
On the wide landscape, gaze till all doth seem 
Less gross than bodily; and of such hues 
As veil the Almighty Spirit, when yet he makes 
Spirits perceive his presence. "
Keats, however, is transported over faery seas to enchanted lands by
a strongly-felt sense-r©action alone in the same way as Pascoli becomes
mveloped in a drowsy trance by the ceaseless clicking of the cicalas -
the soft rustling of leaves - the innumerable deadened sounds of a
summer afternoon:
"Siepi di melograno, 
fratte di tamerice,
11 palpito lontano 
d'una trsbbiatrics,
I'angelus argentino"
He loses all sense of time and place, and asks:
"dov'ero?" 1)
Pascoli*s-most realistic descriptions are nearly always remarkable 
for their wonderful rendering of auditory impressions which registered 
with him more readily than visible objects. Certain aounds aem to 
have a never-ending fascination for him and reappear const^mtly in his 
poetry: the rustling of dead leaves, the stir of the spinning-wheel,
a distant church-bell. The extreme delicacy of his hearing is seen in 
the way in which the unwonted quiet of the empty house in La servetta 
dl monte is rmdered to perfection by the mmtlon of those small sounds 
#iich are exaggerated by the stillness, and -hich the girl would not 
notice if she were not alone:
U^^trla (Pall'alba al tramonto
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"E non ode che quai che laosca 
che d'un t rat to ronza ad un vetro; 
non ode che il croccolio roco 
che rende la paatola al fuoco.
Il îuusino aguzzo del topo 
à apparito ad uno spiraglio
loûtano lontano lontano 
si sent© sonare un campano." 1)
The striking similarity betweai this picture and the at^mosphere of
unnatural quiet created by Tennyson in the following two verses from
Mariana suggests the possibility of Pascoli having had some recollection
of this passage in mind when he composed it. Not only is the technique
identical in the two passages - the representation of almost inaudible
sounds so as to create an effect of unaccustomed silence and inactivity -
but the setting is the same - a young girl alone in an empty house;
"All day within the dreamy house 
The doors upon their hinges creaked;
The blue fly sang in the pane; the mouse 
Behind the mouldering wainscot shriek'd.
The sparrow's chirrup on the roof,
The slow clock ticking, and the sound 
Rhich to the wooing wind aloof 
The poplar made, ........
In Tennyson he would recognise a master of technique as great as him­
self, and realise that here was a kindred spirit whose delight in 
beautiful wonnds and his ability to reproduce them was an aid in itself, 
The masterly use these two poets made of sound-combinations and their un­
erring choice of words Mil eh would most successfully convey tiieir 
impressions is shorn by their rendering of the sea breaking on the shore, 
and the famous words of Sir Bedevere:
Ï) C^ti di CastelTecchlo I
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"I heard the water lapping on the crag,
And üie long ripple washing in the reeds" 1)
are comparable only to Pascoli's:
",......sussurrio Imto
dell'acqua die succhia la rena" 2).
It is not only in the reproduction of soft and melodious • sounds that these
poets excel; for then there is music in every voice of nature. In the
forcible description ox Lancelots
"I heard the shingle grinding in the surge" 3)
there is the same consummate use of nard consonants and harsh sounds
as in Pascoli*s description:
  .. , .. assiduQ sciacquio
fanno I'acque tra la ghiaia!" 4)
Saelley was extremely susceptible to tlie mournful voice of the
wind td'iich he hears as a Dirge:
"Roughs wind, that meanest loud 
Grief too sad for song;
Hid wind, sullen cloud
Knells all the night long; "
This was one of the sounds which haunted Pascoli, and his poetry
abounds in lines like the following from II castagno $)
"...........      .lungamente 11 tramontano
brontolo roco,"
The same image to suggest this sinister howling occurs to botii poets, 
so Pascoli tells how:
"H vaito come un mostro ebbro mugliare udii nottumo." 6)
1) The passing of Arthur.
2) Tramonti (Myricae)
3) The Holy Grail,
4) Bala tranqullla (Mjricae)
5) Myricae
6) La plada (Nuovi poemetti)
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while Shelley hears:
".............  a northern whirl wind wandering about
Like a wdf that had anelt a dead child out. ”
This^a simile which would come naturally to the mind of both poets
and it is doubtful wiiether pascoli, whm writing this line had any
recollection of this expression from The Sensitive plant, but something
like the fancy which pascoli expresses in Novembre: 1)
"Odv! lontano, da glardini ed ortl, 
di foglie un cader fragilé. È 1*estate
fredda^ del morti ^
is found in the impression iÉiich Sielley receives in the Ode to Naples:
' . WT
 ..... .heard the autumnal leaves like light foot-falls
Of spirits passing through the streets. ”
The "motif" of fallen leaves is a favourite one with these poets, as it
is with many others. Pascoli, however, was particularly fascinated
by the atmosphere of autumn, but, as in the beautiful lines above, he
prefers to portray its penetrating sadness rather than its rich maturity
and%ellow frui tfulness", finding this aspect more in tune with his own
gentle melancholy, and he would note his o m  tone of poi^ant regret for
the decaying year in Tennyson's Song;
"My very heart faints and my #iole soul grieves 
At the moist rich smell of the rotting leaves.
And the breath
Of the fading edges of box beneath,
And the year's last rose."
amÈ in NovembreD  of Victor Hugo, and if he knew the poetry of Hartley
j) M^ff cog-__________________________________________________________
a) Orientales
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Coleridge he would have noticed the same smse of desolation in his 
November, but the poets «ho were most susceptible to the tragic symbolisa 
which lies behind this season were Verlaine, who expresses it most beau­
tifully in the music of the Chanson d'automne, and Baudelaire in Brumes 
et pluies» in Chant d'automne and in the following cry wrung from his 
heart in his Confiteor de l'artiste:
les fins de journées d'automne sont pénétrantes! Ah!
r, an  A + + a  A 4 M * & 1 »  1 lamiT" î T. • "i mm «r* fifî+.A Hll n i  Al o t  ripé étrantes jusqu'à la douleur! L'i ens té du c e e de la 
mer»......Solitude silence mélodie monotone de la houle...." 1)
Here, as elsewhere, we feel how close Pascoli is to the French poets of
I
. the latter >ialf of the ninetemth century - to the "decadents" whose 
poetry abounds in such impressions. Mth the latter, however, we feel 
that Üieir prediledion for autumn scenes arises not only from their 
( refined and delicate perceptiveness, but also from their perverse prefer­
ence for all aspects of decay, which led them to take more joy in the 
painted check of fading beauty than in the natural bloom of youth, and 
to find a greater delight in the season of death and decay than in the 
exhilarating breezes of spring. There is none of this over-sophisti-
<
cated perversity in pascoli, however much his musical impresslonalism 
may resemble their manner; i^e melancholy atmosphere which Pascoli 
creates in his autumn and evening scenes is most akin to Wordsworth's 
masterly reproduction of that air of peaceful sol amity nhich brooacds over 
a hamlet or mall ; village when the light is fading, and we hear over the
1) Petite pokaes m  prose.
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shadowed fields tlie remote, sad tone of a church-bell. The extreme 
delicacy of perception ^ich Pascoli shared with the later French poets 
was, taerefore, present already in the English poets of the first stage 
of romanticism; in Wordsworth and in Coleridge. The "imaginative 
apprehension of trie silent and unseen processes of nature, its ministries
I
of dew and frost" noted in Coleridge by Pater 1) is found also in j
Pascoli, as we see from the way in which he senses the advent of spring: 
"Si respira una dole© aria che scloglie le dure zolie" 2)
j
;
and again where he describes how:
"La zolla già 11 évita come 11 pane
al sollicello e screpola e si sfa" 3)
chez I
As Valentin remarks; "(Pascoli) admire surtout/!as autres les
manifestations d'une sensibilité qui ressemble à la sienne" 4) and in \
i
these poets he would find not only this delicate saisibility but also that 
wide knowledge of every natural phenomenon which is possessed only by  ^
those who nave lived very close to nature for a long time. Pascoli
would notice that in their descriptions - as in his own - everything is
particularised; Abr instance Tennyson speaks not of "grass" in gaieral, ! 
but of; "The oat-grass and the sword-grass and the bulrush in the poo!."5) 
and in all these poets he would note the accuracy and detail of the 
natural descriptions. B^ie loving care with mich Wordsworth describes 
the smallest creature testifies to his ever-present intuition of the 
divine in nature. For him;
1) Appreciations, I889, p.92, and Cf. for this quality; fhe dell;
Frost at midnight and Fears in solitude.
2) L'aciuilone (Primi poemetti).
3) CA,S=Z4-r^. cn'fic;.
4) Op. cit. p.4 3 1 .
5) The may-queai-
<20
- I
ft • « The meanest flower that blows can give 
Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears." 1)
He seems to have been gifted with a kind of spiritual perception^ 
which enabled him to rise via his sensitory reactions to a my8tio| 
experience, but poets whose mysticism was not so ardent, but whos|
organic sensibility was wider and richer, are so responsive to evi
j
ery impression that their overwhelming sensations seem to dazzle \
i
and confuse them. The extreme eensibllity of these poets is shown|
by the way in which their sensations mingle so that they describe
' ' j
one in terms of the other. Thus Pascoli writes;
.e quelle mie viole 
gialle, ch’hanno un odore...come 11 suono 
del vespri, dopo mezzogiorno,. •... .**2)
and he must have recognised the same manifestation of an unusual:
acute sense of smell in Shelley when he read:
\
"And the hyacinth purple, and white, and blue, .
Which flung from its bells a sweet peal anew 
Of mutsic BO delicate, soft and Intense,
It was felt like an odour within the sense.” 3)
For Pascoli - as for Baudelaire4>— every odour has a distinct
personality, even a colour, of its.own:
/
"Dore intone col zufolo Bllvestre 
la fiua fanfara del ritomo; © 11 suono 
sparse per tut to un vago odor cilestres
per tutto un casto odore, un odor bruno," 5)
1)0de on intimations of Immortality.
2)L*oliveta e I ’orto (Brtmi poemetti, 1 ’acoestire).
3)The sensitive plant, 1125#*29.
4)Cf. Correspondances, Le flacon, etc.
5)11 Bolitario (Nuovi poemetti).
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If Pascoli knew the famous sonnet which later became the creed of the
French symbolist school it is possible that wh^ he wrote;
"... ,ella (la fanciulla) si leva su^
can tan do, e inzappa I'erba, onde s'esala 
odor di fresco e verde e gioventà." 1)
he may have had in his mind some recollection of the two lines;
"II est des parfums frais comme des chairs d'oafants.
Doux comme les hautbois, verts comme les prairies, " 2).
Pereas Wordsworth looks beyond sensation to a clear vision of the
Divine Pascoli is so much enthralled by the various impressions which
assail all his senses at once that he never gains a definite conception
of Nature. Moreover his tendency to lose consciousness of his own
individuality and to enter into the feelings of his surroundings makes
him see reality from many oÜier angles. Thus although Pascoli feely
nature as a living organism, her personality remains an enigma. For him,
as for Baudelaire;
"La Nature est un tenple où de vivante piliers 
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles:
L'homme y passe à travers des forêts de symboles 
Qui l'observent avec des regards fsiailiers.
Comme de longs échos qui de loin se confondent 
Dans une ténébreuse et puf on de unité.
Vaste comme la nuit et comme la clarté, ”
For pascoli also everything in nature is a symbol, not necessarily of the 
divine, but of the unknown «hose essaice evades him and nhich he sees 
stretching away into ever more impenetrable mystery. It is not known 
whether Pascoli knew this posa or any of t e works of Baudelaire, and 
even if be did, he would have probably discovered the exact e^ q^ ression of
his conception of nature in the following couplet of Poe; which evokes
1) Le armi, IV (Primi poemetti).
2) Les correspondances.
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the same dim landscape full of mysterious voices as Pascoli was to 
create in L ^ assiuolo t 1)
"All Nature speaks, and ev’n ideal things 
JFlap shadowy sounds from visionary wings. ” 2)
Following the steps of Pellegrini 3) another Italian critic has 
attempted to prove that it was Baudelaire rather than Poe udio led 
Pascoli to the transcendental poetry of the romantic poets of northern 
Europe, and who fostered in him the growth of a mystical attitude to?;arc 
the universe: ”Più che Poe fu 11 Baudelaire come il più prossimo
a guidarlo nello studio degli altri romantic! francesi e inglesi attra- 
versc quelli alia letteratura dal mistici tedeschi" and to support the
questi, enable statemait tnat ”molti versi e mol te idee poetiche del
romagaolo sono echi degil atLt*ggiamenti spiiltuali baudelariaai " a 
comparison is made between Elevation 4) (described as ”d*intonazione 
shelleyiana”) and - possibly due to 'h.r m.^ nticn of Slielley - La Lodo­
le 5)- Certain].y the phrase n^ere he calls the lark^s song*
”TTn inno....... .....
Sopra il dolore. plù su del destina,
oltre la mortel”
calls to mind the lines in which Baudelaire’s spirit rises:
«Par delà .le soleil, par del^ les èthei'S,
Par delà les confins des spheres étoilées.«
but here, I think, Pascoli meant merely to suggest the heavmly rapture ’
of that voice which se^&s to soar above all earthly things rather than '
to express his mystical aspirations. Moreover his attraction towards
1) Myiicae
2) Aaraaf.
3) Cf. pp. 7o-o)
4) Les fleurs du mal. 111. This assertion was mado by Maria Bor^esi- 
ni fagotti: II seatimæto mistico nella opera di Giovanni Pascoli. ’
1921: po.5~6r
5) (xg-
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the boundless reaches of the sky is shared by all mystics and is a #
manifestation of their longing for the unknown and the infinite.
jftie "cosmic" poetry of Shelley. Lamartine. Byron. Wordsworth. Baudelaire^  
Victor Jiugo and Rimbaud - affinities and differences and possible 
reaiinisc<aaces in pascoli.
Pascoli must have read witti delight Shelley’s many descriptions,
full of light and colour, of the’dark sky^s starry cope” 1) and there
is a striking resemblance between the expression -
"The point of one white star is quivering still 
Deep in the orange light of widening mom" 2)
and that of Pascoli in Yespro 3 )
"Dal ci®lo rosso pullula una Stella."
Lanartine too was mthralled by the stars, which he oftm calls golden
dust;
 .... ......... .les flots de poussière
Qai sont monde aussi. " 4)
”..................  soleils comme des grains de sable. " 5)
and in Etoile 6) he says;
"Alors ces globes d’or, ces &les de lumière 
Jaillissent par milliers de l ’ombre qui s’enfuit.
Comme un poudre d’or sur les pas de la nuit; "
and in La perte d’Anio 1) he speaks of
’%........les deux semes de leur sable splmdide. ”
The same image recurs also in Pascoli’s poetry: in II Ciocco 2)
he writes:
1) Revolt of Islam, Canto 11, 1, 795*
2) Prometheus unbound, A.I, Sc. I, 1. II7.
3) Myricae, In campagnat V.
4 ) La tristesse, (Harmonies).
5) L* infini dans les cl eux (Harmonies).
6) Nouvelles méditations.
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.per le vie, battute 
de. stelle in fuga, corne rossa nube 
fuma la don sa polvero del cielo ; "
and again in the some poem:
"un astro nuovo......... ti-a tut to
il pnlv<?rio dsl nostro vecchio cirlc."
In La vertip,:lii0 1) he speaks of:
"quel polverio di stslle! "
and once more, at least, in La n» a corolla ^arrita 1),
"In que3.1a immensa polvare di luce 
splendeeno, occhi di draghi e di leoni,
Vega, Dmeb, A], debar an, Pollue e.
is!
" t
Tl^ iis idea may of course have occurred to pascoli jjidepmdently. It
was used also by Leopardi in La glnestra, and by Milton, bat thé source|
of the iiüâge in the last two lines of the above passage is almost
cer'tainly contained in the folio «dug lines of Vtctor Hugo:
"Dis, larve Aidebaran, réponds, %;ectrc Saturne,
Ne verrons nous ja-uais sur le masque nocturne 
3’ouvïi.r de nouveaux yeux?" 2)
Pascoli would have special rs-ason te notice passages of cosmic
poetry, for was .it not the divine ml sal on of tlie cosmic poet to bring
about a change of heart in mriiikind by bringing home to all m m  a
sslutory sense of their own ineigtiificance and helplessness before
the awful immensity of the Universe? 3) In this coxmection Pascoli
quotes Leopardi and Poe as two of the greatest cosmic poets, adding:
"petrel riecrdai-e moltl altri. " 4) It is not unlikely, therefore,
1) Muovi pcm Çtti
2) Conto'-idations. II, îï, il.
3) Of. p. 33
4/ -L ' era nuova. {?%uleri e disoorsi) p.122.
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that he would be impressed by such passages even léien created by poets 
with ï^om he had no other affinity, and it may be that he was acquainted 1
witki the foliovang lines of Byron ;
, y
”T):ie bri^t sun was extinguished, and the stars ' q
Did wander darkling in the eternal space, ^
Rayleas, and pathless, and the icy earth,  ^ j;
Swung blind and blackmlng in the moonless air; 'j
Noon came and went -  and ca-ae, and broîi^t no day. " 1) V!
These lines, writtm by a poet so alim in t^neramsnt to Pascoli, may #
' 'I
have been at the back of his mind whm he conceived the fJ.ight of imagina-'
tion 5ji II C1.0CC0, where he visualises the end of all things - svm of the N
Univ er 5 e i tself;
... .. .Gks, dopo la pro Celia 
dall-{Jaiverso/ienta'cade e 1 ioil j
la neve aell’Ptemità can cell a? !
Grie poseranno genga mai plù vail • ;
nè mai più urti nè mal più {avilie, ;j
fenûi per sempre W  In gtsmo gîoliî " 2) j
1
According to Celle tti 3) tiie ouly cosmic poetry capable of 
producing ae powerful ân effect as these passages are soma of the later 
Contc-Tolatlon8 4) of Victor Hugo. Vsbai Shcligy, Lanartine or Rimbaud 
st-md enraptured by the glory of the univsz^e, their is unclcuded
by thf? undercurrent of terror which g?iways poss«?ssion of Pascoli and
Hugo for $vboin t^e darkness Is a minister Void - a oit of blackness, and
tk»c Contrast ^etwfçÿ) thcm and the poet# wh.ose mystieiss is strong mough ■.[
■I
to lift than above their fear is seaa meet clearly <>heD m  find that 
^^rdsworth a I sc writes of the "chasm of sky" "the abyss of air" b),
_ j, , - , , .   - -   ^    ___. I - I  - - - - ,1 ■ I ■   _ „ 1
1) D-.xknrsSs 4) Of Us o.ue oit aa bouch d’ombre. Horror, Hum en
2) 11. 320-325 _ b: ' /etc
3) op. cit. p.103
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and describes the sky as;
”..... .. abyss
In ishich the everlasting stars abide, ” "' )
%hen used by Wordsworth, however, the word evokes only wonder 
and awe, and the same impression is produced by this poet’s relation of the 
trances to #iich he was subject during his boyhood; «I was often unable 
to think of external things as having external existence, and I communed .: 
with all that I saw as something not apart from, but inherent in my own . '
immaterial nature. Many times vhen going to school have I grasped at a
wall or a tree to recall myself from this abyss of idealism to the reality^. 
This incident left in him no terror such as was produced in pascoli by
ihe nightmare of La vertigine 3) althou^ the sensation of falling into
space was actually experienced by Wordsworth, wtiereas it was only imagined j  
by pascoli.
Pascoli’s dread of failing into "quell’immenso baratro di 
stalle” was also expressed by Baudelaire in Le souffre which apparently 
haunted his dreams:
"Helas, tout est abîme. ......
Mainte fols de la peur je sent passer le vent.
ïh haut, en bas, partout, la profondeur, la grève,
La dilence, l’espace affreux et captivant..*..."
In Lamartine and the first Ehglish romantic poets Pascoli would 
recognise his own feeling for space and his om delight in the "folgorio 
del firmamento" 4): Baudelaire would help him to see that other great
poets shared his terror of the immaisity of the universe, but pascoli
 ^\ auovl voam^tti
^ / La Pecorella smarrita (Nuovi poemetti)
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would realise that he was much more of a mystical than a pictorial poet. 
Baudelaire’s sensibilities were acute, but he did not habitually think in 
images as did Pascoli. In Hugo, however, Pascoli would recognise a 
poet whose joy, like his own, was marred by apprëiension, but who evoked 
the radiance of the stars in terms of vivid reality; and we have reason 
to believe that he may have inspired several of Pascoli*s most beautiful 
images, as, for example, in the fol owing passages d^iere both poets des­
cribe the stars as flowers of flame. Hugo writes:
"Le pâtre attend sous le ciel bleu 
L’heure où son étoile paisible 
Va s’épanouir, fleur de feu,
Au bout d’une tige invisible. " 1)
and again when he expresses a wi^, oft@i voiced also by Pascoli, 2) to see
new stars in the sky, he uses the same metaphor:
’’A-t-il cessé, le vmt qui fit maître ces roses,
Sirius, Orion, toi, Vénus, qui reposes 
Notre oeil dans le péril?
Ne verrons-nous jamais sous ces grandes haleines 
D’autres fleurs de lumière éclore dans les plaines 
De l’étemel avril?" 3)
This expression is used at least four times by Pascoli: in Part
VI of Le Memnonidi 4) iiiwhere he speaks of:
........un aureo stelo con in cima un astro"
in II ciocco 5)
"Là, dove i mondl smbrano con lent! 
passi, come concorde immensa mandra, 
pascere il fior dell * etere.
1) Les rayons et les ombres. W 1
2) Cf. Il ciocco (Canti di Castelvecchio)
3) Contmolations. II,IX,il.
4) Poemi conviviali
5) Canti di Castelvecchio.
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and again in Rassini 1) %
"fioriva^il clelo azznrro già di stami 
di fior di croco."
but pascoli would observe how often a note of fear creeps in Hugo’s 
appreciation of the beauty of the stars*
.lueurs éloignées,
Feux purs, pâles orients,
Ils scintillent. . ...0 poignées 
De diamants effrayants! 2)
As for Pascoli, for him the universe is always "radieux gouffre!” "abîme 
obscur!" "le gouffre en d&ence" "puits du vertige eternal" 3) (Is this 
phrase the source of La vertipine?) pascoli shares this obsession with
the "profond!tà dell ’Universo’’ 4). He would find hers also an imagina­
tion which stops short in terror at iiie sight of the "baratri profond! 
colmi di stalls". These t^o poats réalisa the full potentialities of the 
"abisso astrale" 4) "gli abissi carali, profond!.’’ 5)*
It has been shewzi that Hugo’s preoccupation with the abyss #iioh, 
like Ban délai, re, he sees in all things, is due to the fact that "chez Hugo 
la description des espaces universels sont, en quelque sorte une peinture 
grossie des abîmes intérieurs" 6). Thus the void of the universe has 
become fused in his mind with the dark places in his own subconscious, and 
tM. very probably the same is true of pascoli. All three poets were 
haunted by the mystery miicn surrounds sli things, \ihich is rendered 
more conspicuous by the darkness vihieh blots out familiar objects, to ' 
reveal, the remote heavenly bodies. Baudelaire writes:
1) Canto III (Po<=mi italic!. Cf. e l  so La pecorella saarrita (Nuovi
poemetti) L. j?
2) Chan son 8 des rues et des bois, 711. 3) Pecorella smarrlta (Nuovi poaaettl)
5) Contemplations, I, XXX 6) -^bert, romantigue
§■) I due alberi (Nuovi poemetti). ---ao - e e_ v
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"partout l ’homme subit la terreur du mystère,
Et ne regarde en haut qu’avec un oeil treablant. " 1)
and Hugo writes: "Avec le zodiaque éclatant de la nuit,
Tourne le zodiaque effrayant du mystère;" 2)
vdiile Pascoli exclaims: "0 se la notte almeno lei nom fosse! " 3)*
#ien Hugo cries:
#
"Oh! que le gouffre est noir et que.l’oeil est débileî 
Nous avons devant nous le silence immobile. " 4)
and again;
"Nous errons, troupeau désuni.
Partout en nous ce grand mystère,
Oeil borné, regard infini" 5)
we find an echo in II focolare 6) where pascoli calls mankind;
"gen te che va ne dove sa ne don de.
E chi lo volge al dubbio d’una voce, 
e chi l’inxiislza verso il ciel lontano,"
In tac same poem he speaks of the’ÿovero capo cbanco di mistero"
and when all three poets gazed into tixe darkness like lies mages 7) of
Hugo they saw;
...... .le fond du gran cratère" and felt
”........   en soi du mystère
Ehtrer tout le frisson obscur, "
Nouvelles fleurs du mal, X.
Toute la lyre,I, XXXIX/
3) La vertigine (Nuovi po mie tti).
4) Contanplations, Bk, VI, XVI; Cf. also Ibid. Bk.IV, VIII
5) Ceruieuïa mare (Les rayons et les ombres).
6) Primi poemetti.
7) Contemplation s, Bk. VI, XXXII.
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pascoli would also notice that in Hugo, as in himself, the rapt con­
templation of the night would have the effect of producing in the poet a 
kind of mystic trance when he felt that he was almost in the presence of 
God.
These moments are experienced by all mystics, and pascoli may
have come across Wordsworth’s accounts of his visions in Tintera Abbey. ■
The Pedlar and & e  Simplon Pass. In the Baglish poet, however, the vision
is hailed as a divine revelation and a final proof of the "one interior lift
That lives in all things" j
Rimbaud also felt that he had reached the heart of the Universe
Vihai he gazes so intently into the night that he loses consciousness of
his separate being, and all sense of time and space disappear:
"Ella est retrouvés! " he cries triumphantly 
Quoi ? 1 ’éternité.
C’est la mer melae 
Au soleil." 2)
Pascoli could not attain to the calm, unshakable faith of Wordsworth; 
neither could he follow Rimbaud on the excursions Milch his spirit makes 
into the etfier: "J’ai tendu des cordas da clocher à clocher; des guir­
landes de f cm être à fenêtre; des chaînas d’or d’étoile à étoile, et je 
danse. " 3) The e.mltant rapture which informs 'this passage and also much
of the cosmic poetry of brielley is never found in pascoli. Perhaps his 
spirit, bruised as it was by excessof sorrow,had become incapable of reali­
sing the feeling of pure joy. He would, of course, find that many mystics
1) Extract from a passage of blank verse writtæ between 1798 and l800, 
quoted by Saith, J.C., Op. cit., p. 93.
2) Délires, II, Faim.
3) Phrases.
A4'. .
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shared his fear of the universe. Pascal also knew "les frissons de 
l’infini" 1) but his ardent spirituality mabled him to rise above his 
fears to a firm faith in God. Pascoli lacked also the Intellectual b 
strength and reasoning power by means of which Pascal and Dante organise 
the material of their visions- He must have kno\m, moreover, that he I
f
could never reach these heights, but he would have been mcouraged to . |
find that the qualities in which he was deficient were missing also in  ^
Victor Hugo, #10, like himself, tried to find the key to the riddle of ? %  
life in the cosmos. All that is given to him also are a few momentary 
flashes of intuition when he seems to sense a divine presence behind the 
material world, One of those brief glimpses is described in the 
following passage:
"J’étais sml, prés des flots, par une nui t d’étoiles,
Pas un nuage aux deux, sur les mers pas de voiles,
Mes yeux plongeai en t plus loin que le monde réel.
Et les étoiles d’or, lésions infinies, V
     -
Disaient, m  inclinant leurs couronnes de feu;
C’est la Seigneur, le Seigneur Dj.aul” 2)
Here It is evident that the ooet’s inspiration is derived primarily from
his visual appreciation; his eyes are dazzled by tie brilliance of the, \
stars multiplied by reflection in the sea; his spirit is wrapt in te a ’
religious peace by the silence and stillness of the sceno. The passage,
owes much of its effect, however, to the music of the verse, and there is,
I til ink, a hint ox conventionality in the closing lines.
1) Pensées
2) Extase, Or i vitales, XXJCVII; See also ; Les rayons at les ombres XL;
Les contemplations, VI, I; XVI, IV.
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Pascoli’s visionary moments, also, are always produced by some <
outward cause, by his reaction to an unusual and awe-inspiring seme, as
in La vertigine 1) where his vivid imagination, reproducing the sensation
of falling into space, gives him for an instant the feeling of having come
into contact i^th Gods "di là di cià che vedo e cio che penso,
non trovar fondo, non trovar mai posa, 1
da spazio immmso ad altro spazio immaiso;
forse, gill giu, via via, sperar...che cosa?
La sostaî II fine! II termine ultimo! lo, 
io te, di nebuhosa in nebulosa, : | ^
di cielo in cielo, in vano e sempre, Dio!" '
Sometimes the visionary experience is produced by a visual reaction com­
bined with an unusual state of mind or body - excitement or exhaustion, 
as in L’aurora boreale wiare the poet, Xai a slate of depression and
home-sicKness, aggravated by tiie exhaustion of a sleepless night looks 
out upon a sky lit up d/ the rare and unearthly glow of the Aurora Borealis, 
Then,he tells us, he heard the "palpitare del gran tutto" and he really 
feels the presence of an immortal spirit shedding a radiance through the 
mystery which veils the universe;
"Ti vidi, o giomo che su 1’in fini ta 
via delie nebuloss ultime e sola
appari. M ’apparisti, o vita
che splendi quando à morto 11 sole.
Un all to era, solo, per 11 ailro 
gurge, di luce; un ail to liisperso
da un Solo acita raspiro \
e che veiava 1’miiverso: \
come 80 fosse, là, per un is tan te, 
immobile sul sonno e su I’ablio
di tutti, nella sua raggiante 
incompronsibillt&, Dio!"
1) Nuovi poemstti
2) Odi e Inni.
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The need for some outward preparation for vision was experienced also by 
Vbrdswortb. 1) but where the mystic intuition of Hugo and Pascoli falls 
short is in its failure to lead them to a lasting faith in the goodness 
and immortality of the spiritual powers which govern the universe.
Pascoli never escapes for long from his fear of the unknomj; his attilzide 
is seen in II ciocco 2) where his anxiety concerning the fate of the uni­
verse continaully oversiiadows his enjoyment of the "denso sciame di mondl"
and the poet’s soul - "fanciullino mesto" shrinks in panic from the con- 
teaiplation of the Infinite.
pascoli’s preoccupation rdth the preblsm of the origin of evil found also 
  _____________________
The beauty of the universe makes Pascoli all the more aware of
the deficiencies of the earth - the only planet uhose peace is disturbed by
the WicJfiïeéfiess of man.
", tu, Cielo dail’alto dai mondl
sereni, in fini to, immortals,
ohJ d’un pianto di stelle io inondi
quest’atomo opaco del 3)
This idea of "i.a Terra, sola rea, sola iufelice" ^  is found also in
Hugo’s Sagesse 5) ^^ here he exclaims:
homme a seul dévie I Quoi! tout dans l’univers,
Tous les êtres, les monts, les forêts, les prés verts,
Le jour dorant le ciel, 1’ eau lavant les ravines,
Ont en cor, comme au jour où de ses mains divines 
J&ova sur Âciacu imprima sa grandeur,
î) Cf aiithT J.C., Op. cit., pp743-44. ~
2) Canti lÜ Castelvecchio
3) X agosto. (Myflcae)
4) La pecorella smarrita (iiuovi pcemetti)
5) Lee rayons et les ombres.
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"Toute leur inno c en ce et toute leur candeur I 
L’homme seul est tombe! - Fait dans l’auguste empire
pour être le meilleur, il en devient le pire.”
Thus Pascoli would notice that Victor Hugo also was sorely-
troubled by the probl^u of the origin and cause of Evil, and that he too
was unable to find any satisfying reason for-the existence of "l’autre
mystère que tu nommes le mal”. 1)
Pascoli meditated upon the fact tïîat his o m  hajq>piness,
like that of so many of his fellow-men, had been completely destroyed by
the power of wickedness taking possession of the human heart, he turned
away from humanity, and tried to find consolation in the beauty and
sermlty of nature. Even here, however, he sensed tiie presence of evil
as we can see from his representation of the Digitale purpurea 2) whose
heady perfume, it seems to the poet, can have the effect of awakening
dangerous passions in the hearts of young and innocent girls who are
Ai?tattracted towards its vivid flowers which seem to the poet ”dita
apruzzolate di aangue, dita umane,". All nature is doomed to suffer:
the olive-tree 3); the ants whose peaceful existence is destroyed by fire,
and reading H  Vischio /)) we receive the impression that Pascoli believes
Evil to be the greatest t>g>wer in the world 3) and indeed he says precisely
this in his "Inno” A1 re mortos
"Chi grande nel mon do? nel mon do
di grande c’e il Male.
1) La pensee (Toute la lyre)
’.2) Primi poemetti
2) La canzone dell’ulivo (Canti di Castelvecchio)
3) Priai poemetti. See pp. 187-190.
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"C’è il Male che piange, che prega, 
ch’ha freddo, ch’ha fame: e quel Maie
che accusa il fratello e riiuiega 
la madré: quel Maie ch’è maie.
Il Maie è sol quello che ride 
d’un lugubre ri so di folie; 
il Maie è sol quello che uccide 
che t supra di sangue le 20 lie;
le ZOII0 che poi gli mpirazmo 
la bocca, al Caino"
and then he reaches the last despairing conclusion, which sounds like 
a blasphemys
"II Male e più grande di Dio!
Dio scande; ma I’uomo 1’in frange;
Dio passa, Dio dice "Son io
che piange in ogni uomo che piange!"
This conception is no mere passing thou^^t, for Pascoli continually
represents God and the Virgin Mary watching helplessly at the bedside of
til a dying with no power to bring them back to life. 1)
This doctrine sounds strange on tlis lips of the Pascoli whose
innate optimism always made him inclined to bring good out of evil, but
his early contact with the wickedness of men would inevitably drive his
thought© in this direction. He would find moreover that his burning
indignation against tyranny, corruption and injustice 2) was shared by
alley and the English romantic poets, and above all by Hugo whose smse
of outrage equals his own, as we see from the following passage where he
tells how -
 ... ..le mal m* est apparu
puissant, joyeux, robuste, Triomphant" and the poet asks:
1) Cf. CeppQ (Myricae, Creature, II).
2) Cf. Pace: Aile Kuralstkis Pope, (loni).
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",........ Pourquoi le fiel, 1 * envie,
La haine? Et j’ai vidé les poches de la vie.
Et je n ’ai trouve dedans que deuil, misère, ennui.
J’ai vu le loup mangeant l ’agneau,
Le vrai boitant; l ’erreur haute de cent coudées;
Tous les erreurs cailloux jetés à tcutee les idées.
La géante douleur, spectre incomaiensurable.
Océans faits des pleurs de tout le genre humain, " $)
We see from the last two lines of this passage that Hugo shared Pascoli’s 
pity for poor, oppressed humanity, 2) and it is typical of Pascoli
that, vhereas he could discipline himself to pardon his own enemy, he
cannot forgive the indifference and cruelty of the world towards the
beggar and the outcast, so that his sense of injustice sometimes lends
him a power of invective whose biting sarcaaa is equalled only by that 
of Hugo in Les Châtiments- The best example of idiis vein which seems 
almost out of character in Pascoli, and many, therefore, have been 
inspired by Hugo, is tlie stupendous speech addressed to Fate by II 
MmdiCo g) ;
”ïi lodo, For tuna,
Nel mon do a te piacque g et tare 
tuo figlio..........
....tutto m ’ahi date a ch’io viva; 
la mano, che regge la croc©,
11 pied©, che mai non arriva, 
la voce,
oui niuno risponde.
Ho errato nel mondo si bello, 
seguito da un cupo latrato 
tmdmdo all’obi io del fratello
mutate
le simili laani."
1) Gontmolatlons, L. V, III, Ecrit en 1846% Cf. also; Te Deum du 1er 
janvier; Expiation (Les Ch&timmts).
2) Cf. also: Çhâtlmwta; L.I., X} HI; XIII; L.IIt II; III. L.III: 
17; L.7I: III; feuilles cBwsteiane, XXXII; Coataaiplations.III,II; XIV;
dLi C(À/\hcJv€c:i-tx^  ' .  ______^_______       '
♦27
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md in the hour of death he thanks her for giving so little to leave:
"ti lodo pers cio che non ebbi;
che non abbandono.
diseendo laggiù tra le grame 
mie genti, nel, mondo che tace, 
tra gli umili morti di fame
che dormono in pace - ”
Pascoli ’ s obsession Mth death found. in__?o_e. Hugo. Baudelaire,.
Carducci and Maeterlinck - "romantic” atmosphere in Pascoli -
To II Mendico and those to w-om life brings only misery, 
death seams the only thing to hope for. pascoli would find that others 
longed for this happy release and he may have known the beautiiyl lines 
of Baudelaire;
"0 Mort, vieux capitaine, il est temps! levons l ’ancre!
Ce pays nous ennuie, ô mort! Appareillons!
Ve...................................... ....... .
Verse-nous ton poison pour qu’il nous réconfort©!" 1)
Pascoli too often longed to die and he once dreamed that death had
relieved him of all his sorrow;
"......... . Ero guarito.
Era spirato 11 nembo del mio male 
In un all to. Un muovere di' ci glia 
e vidi la mia madr© al capezzale 
io la guardava smza meraviglia.
Libero !" 2)
1) Fleurs du mal, CXXVI, La mort. Le voyages viii.
2) Ultimo so mo (Myricae) : Cf. also L ’ora di Barga (Canti di Castelvecchio
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Although this pom is generally supposed to have beoa suggested
,by_L_e aemier souvmir of Leconte de Lisle 1), it may be a
reainisc^ace of Poe* s for Mnie:
"Thank Eeavm I The crisis - 
The danger is past,
And *Uie fever called "Living"
Is conquered at last.”
This peaceful resignation is not Pascoli* 8 usual attitude. %  know 
tiiiat he Glared Poe* s preoccupation with decay 2), and he would find 
this @j.@a«3nt also ixx Hugo 3) in Baudelaire 4). Pascoli* obsessicm 
with putrsfation certainly aggravates his preoccupation with death, 
but he would not need any encour^igmæt from foreign pests, to give it a 
predominant place in his poetry for he would have already fomd this 
element in Carducci* s pagan conception of death. 5)* Pascoli, 
would not be able to agree with the elder post* s/aeeeptance of death 
as the end of the spirit, for this decision was in direct opposition 
to his temperament vdiicii made him abhor any definite conclusion. We 
have seen that, like Hugo, he caaziot attain to a lasting belief in immor­
tality, but he cannot accept the fact that the dead are quite extinguished; 
he feels their invisible presence everywhere 6) and especially is he
1) Cf.Ai-ullanl) V..A.C Pel rami deli* arte é della_.cri..tlea,cited by
Ckicinotta, p. 11 ________ La poesia del dolor©
e del focolare noli» opera di Giovanni PaâcôIIl
2) See p. 50; ôf. also Mamma e biiaba (poesie varie)
3) Cf. Prière pour tous, fouilles d* iii.
4) Cf. Le charome^ Le voy&ge a. Gythjre,,,
5) Cf. jû-wla gravi a ViXX.ctc
I) Cf. jl 1 tovaglia (C nti di Castelvecchio) .11 giorno del morti (Myricae)et
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conscious of his mother always near him. He would find that Hugo
had the same feeling, but it is interesting to note that whereas
Pascoli describes her as: "una voce nel .La mia vita" 1), Hugo sees
only her eyes:
 j’aperçois toujours
 . *. . ioeil de ma mere morte. " 2)
In Pascoli the audible, in Hugo tiie visual sense reacts first.
Evm when these poets visualise tite dead in the grave, tiiey believe
them to be still conscious of the living. Hugo writes:
"Les morts giaait couches sous nos pieds dans la terre... 
,   ....  Comme é travers un rove, ils entendait nos voix. "3)
Both poets feel that the dead are forever chained to the earth
even they conceive a faixt hope that perhaps after all they
may be reunited in a life beyond the grave. This hope never reaches
a conviction, however, and when pascoli cries in anguish to the
shad® of his mo timers
  .... .. "Ma diimai, o madré, dimml almeno,
se nel traaonto del suo giomo 
tuo figlio si deve sereaio 
preparare per un ri to mol "4)
1) La Voce (Gantl di Castelvecchio)
2) Con t emulation s. vol V, En març..e, 71 Cf. also : Toute la lyre,
7, Le moi, XXI; Les rayons et les ombres, XIV
3) ûontempla'tionSt Vol. IV, Pauca maae, XXI. Cf. Pascoli: Giorno dai 
mprti., I due cufzini (%rica@) etc.
4) Oommiatü (Canti di Castelvecchio)
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sha never replies. It would Bern that both poets were too
much cîjÿsessed by material deatii to believe that anything human
c-'uld rise above it; in his poem Jh morte di Alessandro Morti. 1)
Pascoli writes:
"Ht ami 2 i morti infraoician sot terra,
O’ qualche cosa evapora al cieio?
Ovver, mio amlco, ora a destino 
die putre fango e conare sii tu?"....
and the same kind of terrified speculations are often found in Hugo,
who, ilka pascoli, 2) seems to think that the fying m^n/pertiaps catch
a glimpne of vhat lies beyond:
"Que volt-il? .,.0 terreur! de ténébreuses routes,
Un chaos composé de spectres et de doutes,
La terre vision, le ver réalité,
%  jour oblique ut noi qûl, troublant l*âae errante, 
Mêle au demi-$r rayon de la vie éspiz^ ante 
Ta première lueur, sinistre étem Ite" 3)
conception of death as a wlerd and terrifying region filled 
with, a wild chaos of formless shapes half -revealed by an unearth­
ly light .Is f^und a3.so in II. brivido 4) mere pascoli imagines death 
as
1) Poesle varie
2) Cf. Ml.stfrc' (Myricae)
3) Contemplations, VoXjI'Les luttes ec. le rWes, XX7I
4) Canti di Gasteltecchlo
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"Veduta vanité, 
com * ombra di mosca: 
ma ombra Infinita, 
di nuvola fosca 
che outto fa sera:
Tremmda e vélo ce 
corne un uragano”
It is this sinister atzaos.here \àiicn Pascoli would find in the
poets - especially in Huge - and would recognise as the perfect
expression of his own characteristic attitude to life - terror
mingled oHài fascination. This elanôit is almost mtirely absent
from Italian poetx'/: it played no part in Garducci *8 reactions,
and it is interesting tc road that La civ at ta 1) was probably
inspired by gors 2) for the différence in tone is all the
more apparait because of the similarity of subject:
a le rostre case la diva severa di seconde, 
da luiigi 11 rombo de la volante s’ode.
e l’ombra de I* alst cbe g all da g ell da avanza 
differ de in to m o  lugubre silenzio.
Irnmobiii quasi per briviao gli alberi stanr.o, 
e solo il rive rccp s’ado g es ere.
llitra oil a, passa, e tocca; e senza pur volgersl attari 
gli arbusti lieti di lor rame giovani;
invecchlano ivi ue l ’ombra 1 superstiti, al rombo 
del ritoiYio tsso 1* oreccr.io, c dea.* ”
 ^ ________________________________________
1) Myz'icae
2) Odi barbare
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The picture is characterised by a classical - almost a biblical
grandeur. Death soîdng devastation cuaong m m  like a storm that
lays waste the harvest is a sinile hallo wed by tradition. The
impression produced is one of aol^ imnity, but not of terror such
as is evoked by pascoli ^lose poetic '«ision magnifies the figure
of the owl, swooping dawn from the shadows, into a sjr-Jibol
of such dread significance that ttie eight short verses take
on the supematurili wierdness of a Gsm n folk-tale:
"Stavauo ner^ al lujuc della Inna/ 
gli erti cipressl^ guglie di basalt/), 
quanta tra 1* ombfe svolo replaa una
ombra dal 1 * h1 to î
Orma soijn-ata d* un volar di piuas, 
orma d’un sofflo molle di vellu to, 
dre pas so 1' ombre e scivolo nel lume
pftllioo a mu to;
ed i ciprtissi sol deserto lido 
xtavano come \m aero colonnato 
rigid! * ognuno con tra i rami an ni do
addoramtato.
E sopra tan ta vita addommtata
dontro 1 ciprezisi, in mezzo la brughlwra
son are, ecco, una striduia risata
cti fat tu cchi era ; "
Pascc 11 ’ s extreme suscoptlbillty and vivi d Imagination enable
him to reproduce exactly th© startled aj?t>lght which muld be
roused by 'th.a sudden awarmess the din form, and we actually
smell its brenth tmd feel its so ft feathers brush past us.
^tîüe Carcucci creates a clear-cut piciiro of Fate - pi til esc
and inevitable - pascoli * 8 masteruj usa of sug^ e^sxiou. with tlie
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Miit 01 ?□ toli-craft In the fonrtli verse, transports us into a 
spali-bonnd northern tvdlight. The unearthly effect is heightened 
by the very imprecision of the apparition whose sudden 
appearance is admirably suggested by tiie mingling of sense-impressions 
vihich it evokes s
so gnat a (V un volar di plume, 
orma d* u n  soffio molle di velluto,’*
Pascoli usually portrays Death not as an image - however indistinct -
but as a sound 1) or just as a silent and invisible Presence of
witich we are mads aware by the feeling of vague terror
which it arouses:
"Mi SCOsse, e mi corse 
le V'cihe 11 ribr^z&v.
Passata m*é forse 
raseato, col re:%zo 
dal.'i * ombra sua ri ora, 
la morte....
Com * era?”
dii vede lei, serra 
né apre plu gli occhi.
Lo met ton sot terra 
cue niuno lo tocchi, 
gli chieda - Com’era? 
lisp on di. . . . . .
Com’era? 2)
Ei'-en when Death is not directly mentioned we feel it is 
always there - waiting silmtly in tlie shadows - ,, and no poet
1)ln Ultimo Galoppo he hears it as "un fruscio sottila, asoiduo, 
quasi di clpressi;" in Soeranza e memorie as "un galoppo lontano”; 
in XX Hun rig aa "Un murmure, un lugubre i*o.uba". (Ail in Myrlcae).
2) II brivido (Cmtl di. Caotelvecchio)
d
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has evor given this element a more prominent place in his work, 
as 3^ was himself aware, for in the preface to the Canti di 
Castelvecchio he asks: "Troppo? Troppa queata morte?" He would
find, however, that in Poe, in Baudelaire, Id Hugo, it Is tlds 
unseen Pot^ er which influences every turn of the poet's iraa^ .iiiatioii, 
and if he knew ti.e plays of Maeterlinck he would see th%t their 
puppet-characters are as helpless as tne little birds of 
La Civetta - paralysed witii fear- 1)
Pascoli *s ability to feel ana pro tray Jbhis aaotion is one 
of his deepest affinities with the mystical foreign poBts of 
roraanticl32Î 8ym bolism. Romagncll calls the Poemi di ,ite 2)
"pittur© d* incubi.. che at figgc-no nell* animo con la suggestione 
terriblle delle seme- di Bc*gardc> Poe". 3) * This is one of the 
traits Til!ch rmove3 Pascoli farthest from Carduccrl and his 
contmporarles vtio, would probably regard fear as a cravm senti­
rait un%gortliy of tl-rlr stcdc creed..rMy3tic awe, dread of the 
unseen, the supernatural, is however, far above mere physical 
terror: the hopeless panic of Meclsteo fleeing before the aveng- 
int pursuit of Fate 4) is in the same category as the9.nearthy
iinproBSlon reo-rded in "The prelude i 5/
1) cf. L* intruse; Lc^- sept princesses; L* Intérieur; La m rt de 
TintaEi.lmG; La princesse Mo-. eine.
2) Pomi conviviali. in Nuova antologia
Romagnoli, E. Poemi conviaili di G. P, 16^ settembre 1904
4) Ate: (Poer^ ii conviviali): Valentin suggests that this poem may 
havo inspired by Hugo’s Conscience :Cf, Op- cit., p. 136
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”î heard aruong the solitary hills 
Low breathings coming after me, and sounds 
Ox indistinguishable motion, steps sllmt 
almot as the turf they trod. "
Words^ ortli realised that his spiritual fear is a necessary
'■V
el «sent In the formation of the poet. Pascoli also knew this for / 
he calls 11 Fanclullino "queiio... che ha paura al buio, perché/ 
al buio vede o creae di vedore; quello che alia luce sogaa o 
sembra sognare, ricordando cose non vedute mai;..... che popula‘
I1* ombra di fantami a 11 cielo ol del.”!'' /
1) P. 8
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Poetry as objectified dreama In Paseoll as in German romentlc 
philosophers and poets, and Ënklish and French poets!
These words prove that Pascoli was conscious of the 
link between poetry and dreaming. He knew also of the "fan-
tasmi" - the perils and phantoms which the dreamer may encount­
er "per le ignorate lunghe viottole del sonno" 1), and al­
though he did not pierce as far into the terrifying world of
dreams as some of the great romantic dreamers, he continually 
drew upon the hidden sources of this strange and beautiful
region to enrich his poetry. Every tendency of his tempera­
ment led him inevitably to that preoccupation with his sub­
conscious self which is one of his most important affinities 
with the romantic mystics, not only of England and France, but
also of Germany. We may observe already in Lichtenberg and 
in all the precursors of European romanticism the same con­
tinual curiosity end investigation of their feelings and re­
actions which make the works of Pascoli the complete and inti­
mate revelation of one of the most ccsnplex personalities of 
romanticism. As Galletti says - "I’estetica del Pascoli he
certa scmiglianza con quelle del piu' genuine romenticismo 
gerraanlèo col panteismo estetieo dello Schelling e dei suoi
discepoli. Anche per il Pascoli la vita incosciente non è ' 
già' une fa se embrionale ed oscura dell’attivita* spirituals;
e* la Borgente stessa della poesia." g)________________________
1) Cane notturno {Odi)
2) "Cpl Cit., p. 199: and Cf. Psiche [Poemi conviviali).
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Hamann snâ KovalIs attach the same importance to imagination 
and to spontaneous feeling as Pascoli and the English and
French rcmantlc poets, for they realised the power of deep
emotion to plunge the poet back into his essential self, and 
the G e r m n  poets and philosophers had already arrived at the
inevitable revival of the sublime conception of the aocratie 
genius long before Hugo and Rimbaud. Pascoli's description
of the poet in his dreams "ricoi'dsndo cose non vedute mal"
cdncides with Moritz’s idea of the dream as the guardian of 
ancestral memories retained only by the subconscious self*
The aspiration towards the infinite which makes Moritz see the
dream as the agent which could aaks put him again In tcsich with 
his original spirit when it was part of the spiritual essence
at the source of the universe manifests itself in Pascoli's 
self-abandonment to the poetical ecstasy which lifts him above
his ordinary existence to that ideal harmony where he achieves
for a moment the Illusion of being in the presence of the soul 
of ell life. His natural craving for mystical liberty and 
the belief he felt in the philosophy of Hartmann 1) wmild draw 
him nearer to this conception of all Being united in one spirit 
while his intense love and sympathy for all creatures strength­
ened this intuition of a universal brotherhood, but his
1) Cf. Morabito, Op. cit., pp 75-81; Cf. also Poe: Eurhka 
on the ’"Oneness* of the originally created Matter forded ihto
the "abnormal condition of Many.”
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acceptance of these Ideas is not the result of e conscious 
train of logical reasoning, nor doeslihe receive absolute 
certainty from a mystical vision. The rapture which makes
his spirit hibrate in unison with nature so that he loses
all consciousness of reality and of his own individuality is
usually a pure serise-reaction often produced by those sounds
which always filled him with voluptuous height - sea 1), 
wind, rain 2), the rustling of leaves, the croaking of frogs,
distant bells, the hum of grasshoppers 3). A certain perfume^ 
even an atmosphere have power to evoke in him namories and dr* 
dreams as in II lauro 4)
.Intorno era un odore. 
sottil, di vecchio, e forse di viola,
lo.sognava: una^ c orsa,lungo 11,puro
FrigiSo, I ’oro 3i capellx spars i, 
una fanoiulla... Ancora al vecchio muro 
tremava 11 lauro che pares slanclarsi.
tu plù’ non c’eri, o vergine fugace
netto 11 pedale ere tagliato: v ’era
quel vecchio odore e quelle vecchle pace;
il lauro, no."
Often Pascoli*8 extreme susceptibility produces in him the 
state where "les sons, les parfvuas se repondent" - the mingling 
§f sensations described by Baudelaire which was experienced
iy'Cf^ La sirena (I trakonti, Myricse)
2) Rio Sa'l'to iMyrlcae}
3) Petria fSyricae) Of. also p.119,
4) Syricae: Cf. also La calandra (Priml poemetti)
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also by Shelley, Jean Paul and Hoffmann. The transition from 
present reality to dream may be observed In Conte Ugollno 1)
where the poet, transported into a world of phantoms by the
voice of the sea and by the dazzling shimmer of the sun upon
the waves, sees before him Dante and the two islands - Caprala
and Gorgona - changing their shape at his will, and he hears a
voice saying "Conte Wgolino della Gherardesea...."
The poet is himself conscious of his mind hovering 
on the brink of dream in Isola del poeti 2) where the regular
motion of the train lulls him into a trance and when "11 sonno
avea spinto sui molli cardini I ’useio," he lives again in 
pre-historic Sicily -
".....  ..udii...
  ............tra un vooio di larve
del tetracordo:
di la’ del sonno, alcuno udii narrare 
la due Sirene e il loro incantamento, 
e la lor voce eerea di mare
fatta e di vento:
gli udii narrare 1 ’isola del Sole, 
la' dove mandre e greggie solitarie 
pascono, e vanno dletro lor due sole
grandi armentarie.
lo ero giunto dove 
giunge chi sogna;
chi sogna, ed apre blanche vale el venti 
nel tempo oseuro, in dubbio se all'aurora
I ’ospita lui ravvisi. dppo ventl_
seeoli ancora."
1) Primi poemetti 
8) Odi
This sense of r e u M o n  with a timeless unity and the intuition
of a spiritual essence continually being renewed was experi­
enced also by Gerard de Nerval 1), by Shelley-
I knew
That I had felt the freshness of that dawh 
Bathe in the same cold dew my brow and hair,
And sate as thus upon that slope of lawn
Under the self-same bough, and heard as there 
The birds, the fountains and the ocean..." 2)
and by Rossetti :
"I have been here before.
But when or how I cannot tell:
I know the grass beyond the door,
The sweet keen smell.
The sighing sound, the lights around the shore.
You have been mine before - 
How long ago I may not know:
But just when at that swallow's soar 
Your neck turned so,
Some veil did fall, - I knew it all of yore," 3) 
The same idea of spiritual transmigration is seen in 
Hugo's vision of Dante who tells how his spirit had been im­
prisoned first in a mountain, then, rising by progressive
stages, took the form of an oak and of a lion before reaching 
the highest point of human achievement. 4)
1) Cf. Fantaisie (Odelettes) and Artemis (Les chimères),
2) Triumph of Time,
3) Sudden light: Of, also: Birth bond,
4) Ecrit sur un exemplaire de la Dlvina commedia;
(Contemplations, III, I»
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For Pascoli also:
".«,,*..,11 valoce
j.mmobilfflente flume della vita
e' nella fonte, sempre, e ne11a foce" 1)
end Turella observes in his poetry the "dlsfarsi della realta' 
in una penombra misteriosa in oui la vicenda presents si
proietta e si compose con vicende trascorse effonda in Infini­
té ' di spazi e di tempi,,«realta’ soomposta nei suoi element1 
e nei suoi momenti successivi - sfondo d ’infinite..l’ignoto, 
Sono processi d ’arte che fanno pensare a poeti moderni, a
B a u d e l a i r e . I n  Les sent veillards ci sono element1 che 
8 ’accordano con quanto ho esposto.,,." 2)
The same kind of phenomenon is seen in Giovannino 1)
which may have been suggested by Musset’s Nuit de décembre.
For him, as for Wordsworth:
"Our noisy years seem moments in the being 
Of the eternal silence;" 3)
and in his poetry all life is seen against the background of
an eternal present.
Thus Pascoli imagines the spirit of Mazzini alive
in the dim ages before the birth of the human race:
"Tu, quando niuno ancor vivea, vivevi,
L'Italia era vulcani, era desert!,
Non e'erano i pensosl uomini aneli.
In alto eri, per tutto eri, ma erl 
invisibile.
E tu sootevi que11a fronda, 0 Messo 
di Dio, chiamando un Popolo non sorto 
ancor di terra, all’avvenir promesso," 4)
l) II ciocco (Canti di Castelvecchio) 2) Turolla,0p,cit.,p.27
3) Ode on Intimations of Immortality. 4) Inno secolare a 
tozzini (Inni). Of, also: Giorgio navarco ellenico; Al duca
Aegli Abruzzi end Ad Antonio Fratti (Inni),
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All Pascoli* s historical themes are permeated with this a tmos­
phere of dream. He lifts events out of their historical 
sequence to a plane where the limitations of time and space
are transcended so that everything is seen in a vast panorama 
and mysterious analogies appear which possess an apocalyptic 
significance. Thus in II corbezzolo. Inno a Torino and AntiBU-
Mdi?è myth is mingled with history and the future casts a
shadow over pre-historic ages:
"Roma, 0 fratelli, non era,
Era un ondosa vallea.
Solo una lupa errsbonds 
latrava dall’arce Tarpeaj 
1 ’ombra vagavo su I’onda
d ’un qqulla." Z)
The continual juxtaposition of the images and the vertiginous
kaleidoscopic effects of the Odi e Inni recall the dreams of 
Gerard de Nerval, as in the following passage where it seemed
"comme si les murs de la salle se fussent ouverts sur des
perspectives infinies, il me semblait voir une chaîne non
interrompue d'hommes et de femmes en qui j’étais et qui 
étaient mol-marna; les costumes de tous les peuples, les image 
de tous les pays apparaissaient distinctement"a la fois, comme
si mes facultés d ’attention s'étalent multipliées sans se 
confondre, par un phsnoraeno d ’espace analogue a celui du temps
qui concentre un slecle d ’action dans une minute de reve...., 
j’avais vu les Images se diviser et se combiner en mille
aspects fugitifs," S)
1) Antlca madré (Inni).
E) Aurclia IV.
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It is this longing escape from historical time so as to
achieve^ if on.l^  momaitarlly a a^ iÎBe of union with the
In fi ni te, wtii ch is at tii m too t of pa scol.1 * a un con c ein farr
outward reality; anc which partly accounts for the constant
desire for rest» quèet and solitude with which he has some-
times been reproached, 1) In him is the same nostalgia for
eternity which haunts Baudelaire who fee s that his spiri,t is
coatiaualiy being recalled from its ex5.1e in this w^ r^ld to
its true home. In LI horloge there is the same ocncem with.
the passing of time which pascoli expre&sea in L* ora di
Bar^a 2) *®s»icno che uguale, che b^  ond^ cade,
Conte uita voce che persuade
Tu iîci, g i«ora; tu Jici , E tard!, 
voce che cadi binnda dai cialo.
Tu vuoi che pen si dukc^ ue al rltom^, •'
At first po'it la üverWiaimed by droacl of the unknowai^
and b:3g3 to allov/ed to a^hiie \>dtk the cear familiar
tlnln^ cs he ktiows^  lut in and he lets hisaseif be persaaded
that he will death:
Si; tomiamo 
a dove &an q u e l l i oii’ m aao ed amo".
for in the spirit-world dwell the dead mom Pascoli .
1) Gf, Biancoiil Op clt,
2) Canti di Gaste].veccbio >
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s?AG only in dr earn is mere triey appear to him "avec l*alr qu*ils 
avaient cuimd 11 vlvalmt" 1) for we find in Hugo and Pascoli 
the same idea that %ordmrth exprevsses in "We are seven" 2) where 
the dead seem, as it were, arrested In time and the same
age as at their death so th^t their spiritual existence contin­
ues as invisible accompci?nlment to that of the living, ^
Mien Pascoli feels himself in coomunication with his mother 
he tries to obtain from her reassurance ef life beyond the
gr'^ iTc, but he does not try to pmietrate so far into tile dream- 
W'orld as tne most intrepid ureauers of rah* anti cl aa. Hugo^ îTotv- 
val ; B’w.c^lair? h n G O m d t i m e : *  rlükeü thgir sanity .in an 
endeavour to wrest ti>o aecr^t of life frm drr^a»i«e^ which they 
regarded, as the key to the ultimai,e Truth 3) ' At? Maritalr truly 
otsoîT0S: "Le rSle eapi-^ iü..-, de Bauoeizire_ et de IRimb&ud»c^ est 
d'avoir fait pus-'erâ l'art moderne les fronx*. ores de 1^  esprit, 
siais ces rëgioTis aont celles des supriinea pcrrlls^  les plus 
lourds probl&ie^ cj** y tamisent sur la pscaie. c * est
la que se livrenf ccfwbaiftj i es bons et leG aruvais aoges^ et ceux 
ci se degMlsent on m%eager% ds lumière. " 4) ît was well for pa- 
âcéli, however» that hé i‘-^ tuined contract with reality for, like
1) La oBa'oe as u.-% rèvorta (feull.ies d* automne)
2) Traualated by rasctfii
3) Cf. Baudelsirej Faradi s arti fi ciels, pp^l6-17
4) atari tain,. Jacques: .f rpn tier es de ]a poésie. •;.•
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Nerval, Pascoli was "an unsystematic mystic.... Wavsriag among intuitions, 
ignorances, half-truths, shadows of falsehood, now audacious, now 
hesitating..blown hither and tiilther by conflicting winds, a prey to 
the indefinite. ” He too was prevented by the "weakness of his vision­
ary quality.... the insufficiency of his imaginative mergy, and.... 
his lack of spiritual discipline" 1) from ever attaining to a clear 
vision of that light which appears to some mystics as a ray of the 
universal light, and which has tiie power to unite their spirit with 
eternity. Sometimes, however, Pascoli seems to have an inkling that 
in dreams he has drawn near to the solution of the mystery of life.
ÎÎXUS L*eremita 2) says:
"Nel cuore sono due vanità nere.
L'ombra del sogno e I’oiabra della cosa; 
ma questa e il bulo a chi desia vedere,
Ed ecco gli fluia per i precordi 
II doles sonjio della stmca vita;
quando riscosso (egli scmdeva a fior di 
grandi acque mute su labile nave) 
grldo: "Signore, fa ch^io mi ricordil
M o  fa che s o g n i ................ "
Vtiile pascoli is actually dreaming he is convinced he has pierced to
the Truth: -idien he awakes he loses this conviction;
.m*addormii; sognai;. 
vedevo in sogno che vedevo 11 vero; 
desto, più non lo so, ne sapro mai.,,.." 3)
1) Symons, Artiiurs The symbolist movemmt in literature, p.25-26
2) primi poemetti.
3) II cieco (Primi posmetti)
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but we sense continually at the back of his mind the same intuition 
w^ iicii made Srieiley exclaim;
»He hath awakened from the dream of life. " 1)
and expression mich is echoed by Pascoli in II jr..iomo del morti 2) :
pl^ fianciulia che sot terra, si vamo, 
si risveglio del sogno della vita. "
Is our real existence the one to i^ hich we belonged before birth and to 
Aich we may return after death? "II fine è questo, è questo 11 
coainciar d’un rito?" 2)
Pascoli *s sense of the hidden realities of life, his consciousness 
of a half-contained region of unearthly beauty beyond that attainable 
by the senses leads him towards Shelley's conception of life as a painted 
veil on which are pictured unreal shapes "with colours idly spread" 
which "mimic all we would believe" 4) and it is significant that, as 
we have seen, Pascoli admired Shelley above all other English poets 
because he felt in his poetry "oltre lo splmdore alatc della iauiagine,
11 commosso anelito al Bene." .5)* Six alley also
  ....... knew
5hat sleep has sights as clear and -crua 
As any waking eye can view" 6)
and he writes;
"Some say that gleams of a remoter world 
Visit the soul in sleep" 7)
1) Adontds.
2) JLyricag^
3) V^Lito (M2«rricae). Cf. also L ' anima (Odi)
4) Cf. Sonnet; Cf. also Cencl, A.V. Sc.I^ 11. 77-73, etc.
5) Cf. Briganti, Op. cit., loc. cit., p. 2 6
6) Marianne'3 dream, 11, 145-14?.
7) Mont Blanc.
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but like Pascoli hs does not deliberately seek to pierce to the
heart of life in hi.3 dreams -
"Lift not tlie painted veil vhich those who live 
Call life;" 1)
He prefers to forget Üxe pain and ugliness of life in the imaginary
region Those beauty is so much greater tlx an anything he has seen in 
the
ikfesL world around him. There he sees -
"........... flowers asure, black and streaked with gold,
Fairer than any wakened eyes behold, " 2)
and many of the most beautiful descriptions in his poetry give the 
impression of being dream-landscapas like Kubla Khan and many of the 
scenes in Rossetti's House of life. The material for the following 
verses from The triumph, of life was obviously drawn from this ideal 
world;
"Though it was now broad day, a gmtle trace 
Of liglit diviner than the common sun 
Sheds on the common e^ .rth, and all the place
Was filled with magic sounds woven into one 
Oblivious iueloay, confusing sense 
Mid the gliding waves and shadows dun;
And, as I looked, tiie bright omnipresence 
Of morning through the orient cavern flowed,
tilers stood
A Shape all light, which with one head did fling 
Dew on the earth, as if she were the cam,
And the invisible rain did <sver sing
A silver music on the mossy lam;"
1) Sonnet
2)
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In the same way Pascoli seeks in dreams not the key to tlie riddle of 
life, but the fair unknom towards ?&iich he is wafted on the wings of 
sensation:
"E io mi rivolei nel blando 
mio sonno f in un sonno di rosa,
Cercando cercando csrcando
quel vecchio qualcosa; 
e forse lo vidi e lo presi, 
guidato da un canto d'uccelli, 
non So per che ignoti paesi
più belli...." 1)
Like Keats,and Coleridge he is transported in dreams to "faery lands
forlorn" which he takes as the model for his descriptions of old Greece:
"tra bel colli vitati era una valie 
già bianda di mature orzo; e le donne 
mietasn can tan do, e risonava al canto 
I’aspro citareggiar delle clcale 
su per le vigne soi a tie del colli.
E nel mezzo alia Valle era Carthaia 
simile a bianco gregge addoxmfeitato 
da quell'uguale canto di cicaie,
II mare in fondo, quai che vela in mare, 
come in un campo cerulo di lino 
un per ten to so biancheggiar di glgJ.i.
Tra mare e cielo, sopra un'erta roccia, 
La Scuola era del coro; era, ox maimo 
can dido, la ronsante ami a dogl'inni. 
Ivi le frigie tibie, ivi le cetre 
do riche j-nsieme coafondean la voce 
simile ad un gorgheggio alto d'uccelli 
tra 1 'in fini to murmure del bosco." 2)
Here also the pcet gives the impression of having been in touch with a 
more perfect and reaplmdent beauty than exista upon tiie earth for like 
Shelley he was accustomed to being
1) II sonnelllQo ( Oanti di Castelvecchio).
2) I vecchi di Ceo, II (Pcemi convlviali)
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.upborne in dream 
O’er lily-paven lakes, mid silver mist,
To wondrous music," 1)
In this state the poet revives also the ideal world of his
childhood «iïich as he locks back upon it seems to have possessed "the
glory and the freshness of a di'eam. We have seen 2) that Pascoli shares
the romantic poets’ reverence for the divine age before the awakening of
reason - "II fanciullino*. quelle che piange e ride sensa perche, di
cose die sfuggono al nostri sen si e alia nostra r agi one. " 3) and in the
Laportauce which he attaches to the instinct as well as in his quest for
a timeless absolute and in his intuition of a spiritual unity taking
tarions forms throughout the ages he unconsciously réalises the ideas of
the German romantic philosophers as they are expounded by Karl-Philipp
Moritz in whom we see the same conflict as in Pascoli betwem rationalisai
and mysticiisia, and sho sees in childiiood 4) the link which attaches us
5)
to past incarnations and to the meaiories ("ricordaado cose non vedute mai")
which have bean forgotten by our conscious self, leading us ever backwards
imtil we are freed from ourselves ana become reunited with the soul of
the universe. Pascoli does not consciously pursue this train of
reasoning but, as we have seen 6) $ he betrays continually his evidait
desire to become in every possible way a child again. We find in his
dreams, as in ttiose of Llchtmberg, Jean-Paul and Tieck, the scenes which 
he inhabited
as a child, and many of Pascoli’a poems, like the Illumina­
tions. of Rimbaud, are a medley of dr earn-fragments and memories of
cjiildMcd. -____________________________________ _____ ___________
1) TriuniDb of life, 11. 367-369 ») In Hartfropil
2) Gf. pp. 7 1-9 4 , 6) Cf. pp.d3-d4.
3) Fanciullino, p.9- 
^  F&nclulllno. p.8.
!Oie poet's desire to evoke In himself as much as possible
the beautiful region wtiich he has created from his own imagination
results in It becoming more real and familiar to him than ttmt in which
tiie pursues his bodily existence. It is natural home and ■tii© cri-
teilori by Ëiich he measures the world around him, The highest praise
he can give to anything upon this ea.rth is to compare it to this other
magic sphere. There colours are more vivid, and Pascoli writes that;
""  ....   .11 grepoo azzurrc, somigliava un cielo
visto nel sogno". 1)
and similarly Hugo speaks of:
"Le pré charmant, couleur de songe." 2)
Pascoli’s dreams seem to have bem always accompanied by the
music of the elements - rustling leaves, the sighing wind,, the fitful
murmur of the sea;
...........     ,1a trariontuaa
.... .giunge cams un fragoroso mare
e s ' alien tana
simile a so&ao : qucaido £u Is strads
volano f&glie qui per segue il cuore 
simili a sogno; quando tutt) cade
stringesi, e muore.
Muore? An che un sogno che sognai!" 3)
In this other existence Pascoli enjoyed the beauty and harmony
for which he sought in vain amid tiie ugliness and discord of this
world, and he must have realised how much he had in common with the
poets i"hose rich dream-life foms, as it were, a muted accompanimmt to th,
1) II cas tamo (Myricas)
2) he cheval (Chansons des rues et des bois).
3) Germogliono (Myricae)
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more vigorous and realistic aspects of romanticism. The poet dissolves 
the material for his poetry in his dreaa-exlstence, whence it emerges endowg 
with a new unearthly quality which fills us with wonder and delight; "Bisog 
che 11 fatto storico, se vuol divmir poeticc, filtri attraverso la laara- 
viglia e l'ingenuità della nostra anima fanciulla, se la conserviamo 
ancora. Bisogna ailontanare il fatto vicino allontaaandocene noi," 1)
This e:^ >lains why in so many of Pascoli *s poems images which seem to be 
taken from tiie most concrete reality are permeated with a strange ®aotion 
%hicb appears to have no rNation to their position in the ordinary scheme 
of reality. In dreams things are no longer arranged in their logical 
order, but, guided by the inscrutable laws of the stabeconscious intuition, 
group themselves in n m  formations i^idi frecussatly seea inconsistmt to 
rational judgment. To those poets who have become more at home in dream- 
landscapes than in this world the scenes which they see with the visual ©ye 
assume an aspect as strange and new as if they were first created, and it 
was because Pascoli looked upon life in this way that Gall et ti reaaxks;
"L'miima del Pascoli innanzi alia vita © neli'atto di specchiare e interpre- 
tare la vita mi ricbiama alia mente quel la del Hovalis, come la rappresmta 
Lodovico Tieck: 'Era in lui una disposizion© del tutto naturals a riguardar
le cose più natural© a più vicine quasi fossero un prodigio, e le cose strane 
e soprannaturali come qualcosa di ordinario; la stessa vita quotidiana e 
comune si svolgeva intomo a lui come una favola meravigliosa e quelle 
region!, di cui la plù parte degli uomini Dmtastica e dubita come dl cosa
2)
Ion tana e inesplicabile, erano per lui quasi una dimora famigliar© © diletta*
1) II fanciullino, p.33*
2} Op• cit., p«7*
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Mystery and the superiiaturaX;__
This observation shows how Pascoli realised the poetical ideal 
of Wordsworth and Coleridge as it is exj^ lained in a passage of the 
Biograpfaia literaria 1) ;
"During the first year that Mr. Wordsworth and I were neighbours 
our conversation tumed frequmtly on the two cardinal points of poetry, 
the power of exciting the sympathy of the reader by a faithful adherence 
to the truth of nature, and the power of giving the interest of novelty 
by the modifying colours of the imagination. The suddai charm which 
accidents of light and shade, Wiich moonlight or sunset diffused over a 
known and familiar landscape appeared to represait the practicability of 
combining both... .The thought suggested itself ... that a series of posas 
might be composed of two sorts. In the one the incidents and agents 
were to be, in part at least, supernatural; and the interest aimed at 
was to Consist in the interesting of the affections by the dramatic truth 
of such emotions as would naturally accompany such situations, aipposing 
them real,...Mr. Wordsworth, on the other hand, was to propose to himself, 
as his object, to give the charm of novelty to tilings of everyday, and to 
excite a feeling analogous to tiie supernatural by awakening the mind's 
attention from the lethargy of custom and directing it to the loveliness 
and wonders of the; world before us;.... "
We galdier from tiiis passage that Coleridge shared Pascoli »s love 
for those shadowy, moonlit semes so dear to Hovalis, «here the dr earner- 
poet's tiirst for mystical liberty is assuaged by the satisfying mystery
—1.62—
and fluidity which the uncertain light of dam or dusk lends to familiar 
objects which take on an unearthly, magical appearance. As Gall et ti 
suggests 1) Pascoli may have become acquainted with Wordsworth, Coleridge 
and also with Novalis and the German romantics through the writings of 
Poe; he may, on the other hand have been guided to the German dream-poets 
by Baudelaire's interest in Hoffmann; it is possible that he was not 
familiar' with any Geraan poet later than Goethe, whose work finds a place 
in his anthologies . It does not greatly matter ?.ho first led him 
into this atmosphere of faery where he could at last bathe his spirit in 
mystery - for "11 Pascoli ed altri poeti modérai... .moTsndo da vie 
Ion tan 9 e talvolta apparentement e opposte, " meet, as Gall etti so aptly 
puts it "al crocivia del mistero, per rappressntare con art® non mol to 
diver sa una üiedesima immaglne della 'vita pro fonda', 2)”« As in the 
poets of French symbolism, Pascoli*s need for mystery manifests itself 
in his love for autumn landscapes véiose vaporous outlines produce the 
required effect of in défini ten es s. We have seai that he shares
Baudelaire's love for "...les grands ciels qui font rêver d'éternité." ÿ) 
and, like Sielley, his desire for the infinite finds fulfilment in the 
contemplation of endless plains stretcfiiag amy into the unknown:
1) Op, cit, p.o4. Cf. also Meozzi, Op. cit«, p. 402
'2) Op. cit. p. 87.
3) Cf. p. 129 eq.
^  Les f]-eurs du mal. Tableaux Pari si ea s. LXXSVI: Paysaee.
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I lore all waste
And solitary places; where w© taste ‘
The pleasure of believing what we see 
Is boundless, as we wish our souls to be:" 1)
For suc^ a taaperajaieaat poetzy is not merely the artistic reproduction of
that side of reality #iich is accessible to all mm: it is an attempt
his
to seize some fra^ents of the hiddm side of life, and it is/apprdhmsion j
of the unknown, his aspiration towards üie infinite Ëiich cuts him off
from the spirit of his native literature, for tais is his deepest affinity i 
•édth the poets of nori^em Europe. So Bajidelaire writes: "En décrivant c
ce qui est, le poète se dégrade et descend au rang de professmr; m  | 
racontant le possible, il reste fidèle à sa fonction; il est une âme
2)
collective qui interroge, qui pleure, qui espère et qui devine quelquefois 
Like MaHaimé he is convinced that "Il doit y avoir quelque chose d'ob- '
scur, signifiant, fermé et cache qui habite le commun. " 3) For Pascoli,
as for Hugos '
"Toute chose Ici-bas par une face est ombre
Et par l ’autre clarté" 4)
"L’ombre n ’est qu’un atome en cette ombre infinie" $)
In the eyes of these poets man is a weak and helpless speck set,
for a mommt upon the earth, but destined to be again aagulfed in the
dark Ëi&dows of Death and Mystery whmce he came. Hugo and Pascoli feel
Nature, the Universe, God, the origin of Evil, Destiny, Death, even them-
1) Julian and Maddalo, 11.
2) L’art romantique, p. 252.
3) Dlvaj?;atione.
4) Voix Intérieures, XXX, il.
5) A. Viliequiar: Les contemplations, L, IV, XV.
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selves, are all part of the same enigma - Mystère? Mistero? How many
times does trie ward recur la their works? 1)
"Nous ne voyons jamais qu'un côté des choses;
L'autre est plongé en la nuit d'un mystère effrayant. ” 2)
üiese poets see for ever rising before tlieau "l'ouverture de l'impossible" 3) 
but we feel that the supernatural terror with waich they conteiiplate the 
unknoim is often mingled with a feeling of fascination. For them mystery 
laid8 a kind cf fragrance to life. Poe apports Bacon's statement that: 
"There is no exquisite beauty without some strangeness" and he adds:
"Take away this element of strangeness - of unexpectedness - of novelty - 
of originality - call it what we will - and all that is ethereal in loveli­
ness is lost at once. We lose - we miss the unknown - the vague - the 
urcomprehended - we lose, in short ail tioat assimilates the beauty of earth 
with what we dream of the beauty of heaven" $). Likewise Pascoli writes j 
of: "questo men do o dora to di mistero" §) and Val^tin notes; nombreux
traits communs mtre Pascoli et Maeterlinck. Dans I'un comma dans l'autre, 
lûàae inquiétude de l'inconnu, m&mas voix mys tari aimes du destin, même sile 
silences attentifs où les personnages regardent et écoutont luarcher des être 
invisibles, m&ie0 pressmtlments et même tourment secret. Hotte,
Dolcegae Myricae pourrait passer pour un pastiche du poète belge:" $)
1) Cf. Pascoli; IX locolore: I due fauclulli; Mistaro; Il libre, etc-
Hugo: Toute la lyre. La Les voix intériaires. XXX.il :
Les cont^olations. L-IV.Xy. etc.
2) A. VilisquieT^
3) Lo ciiev&I: Chansons des rues et des bois-
4) Marginalia «X.
5) Colloquio (Myricae)
6) Op. cit., p.lSp. Cf. also Meozsi Op. cit., p.388; Galletti? Op. cit.,
pp. 47 and 64.
g
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In hirû, as in Pascoli, arc conscious of :m almost 
voiuptuos joy in the knowledge that never will he succeed in 
solving the mystery which attracts him so irresistibly, for in 
the very fact i^ hat It la onfathomehle lies its chief beauty; 
should he discover the secret of t-he mil verse he could no 
longer shiver m.th delight before the occhmted castle i^ose 
endless passages lead to the Infinite, but whose doors, he 
hopes, will never opm -
^ .clnvlniblli porto 
che forse non s’aprono più?,. " 1)
These are the doors at whim Suor Virfeihia 2) the myster­
ious knocking: the saie that the three blind sisters 3) find 
at til G top of the tower, beyond they dur ! not pmetrate.
Unlike Nerval, who tried to lift every veil which hides the truth 
from human eyes, Pascoli preferred to remain like the man of 
II Libro 4) forever turning over the pages of the book of fate.
As wltli Baudelaire 5) Pascoli ' s delight in an atmosphere of 
mystery shows itself la his love of the night i^ iich he much 
prefers to the "strddula c scialba giomata" 6) and both poets
1) i>' s.ssiuclo (Myricae)
2) Primi poaaetti
3) Maeterlinck: . t e son3  Cf, also Vi.IX aod X; P^lomidea et
^rres chmues
4) Primi poemarti
5) Of, Lfe du ,soi r (Petite poame m  prose;XXII
Fli'Siira ÙU m&l; XXI?,vXXIV: La fin ds la journey; 
v) 11 sonxicX-iluo ( Oanti at Castelvecchio) Cf. also G me ncttumo 
(Mj-rlcèi-e), L’ arma (Odi) etc.
i'
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find. the same attraction in lighted windows shining tiie
darkness: "II n ‘ est pas d'objet plus profond, plus mystérieux, 
plus fécond, plus ténébreux, plus éblouissant qu'une fenêtre 
éclairée d'une chandelle. Ce qu'on peut voir au soleil est 
toujours moins intéressant que ce qui se passe derrière un 
vitre. Dans ce trou noir ou lumineux vit la vie, rêve la vie, 
souffre la vie." 1) Pascoli experienced the same pleasure in 
speculating upon the life which went on beyond these "openings 
into the unknown" and his collecti..n of poems "Finestra 11- 
luminata 2) may have been srjggostsu by Baudelaire's sketdi.
hike all mystic writers who aim at reproducing the gaiseen 
end the unkn:%i; pas coil declares himself unable to give a complete 
account of his poetical world, Thus he says t^ iat na has 
ml thin him "due poauia; una brut ta che si cono&do al pu'bbli-
co, ima bella che non scid-ve ma aolo si gode in smo." 3)
\
This At^tement may be compared to Hugo's account of the fn^ir- 
ation î^jch coaes to him out of the silenee and shadows of a 
àtesTA rüiaao l&f moreover, almost iaentical with that of
pascoli' s 'vialone. -. incerta e vaporosa" which nas already
1) Les fen êtres (petits poèmes en prose)
2) Myricae-
3) Cf Serra. Renato. Op. cit. , p. 16
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been cooiparsd Poe’s Hugo writes:
"Tout g'îoüi.d esprit lH.lt dans ga vie denx amvT<b: son ceuvre 
de vi voSit at non oeuvre ae
Le vivant parle â son siècle la langue qu'il comprmd; lui, le 
glnie, il lier; l- couipte cle l'iuib sell lits; lui, le fl oabeau, 
il tient cccijpte de l'.Moré.
îàriüis que le vifôat fait ..e pr -mior ouvrage, le fantôme 
pensif, la nuit, peud&nt Le silence universel, s'éveilla dons 
le vivant, ô terrevr’i Quoi? dit I' être humain, ec ni est pas 
tout? - Kon, répond le spectre, liWe-toi, dabout, il fait grand 
vent, les oLlms et las renards abou-mt- les ténèbres scat par­
tout, la nature frissonae et tramble sous la ccrde eu fouet de 
Dieu; les crapnucls, li%s sarpaits,. Iss ver», las ortieS;, les 
pi erras, lew graine da salit nous atte ùc,t: debout? ,..,,
Viens faire itsu autre c&uvre! "2) Here, in ua atmosphare, 'Ëiere 
"tutto gli si vivifies, lA t o r n t h e  poct’è ear catcher for a 
mcm-mt the full lu-riaun/ cl "Uiose unwarily vg,lv2.s which:
"cantav«n..j 0:>ae nor sanno 
can tar a che i so^ iii nei cuore, 
cha Cfeiit^ ao torte e non fanno 
i\usore. " 3)
1) Cf. p. 46
2) passage- qaoltd bj Baguin., Op.cit.» P. 370. Cf. als Shelley
De fane a of pc stry.
3) jl feyanllyinG (M/ricHs)
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M d  thus Keith exclaims;
.."Heard melodies are a%eet, but those unheard 
Are sweeter; therefore,ye soft pipes, play on;
Not to the s an su ai ear, bu timoré endeared,
Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone;" 1}
For the mystic poet silence is lovelier than any sound
on earth, and Coleridge writes;
. «. "No voice, but Oh the silence sank 
Like music on my heart, " 2)
Tho French symbolists^ especially Verhenren and JRodm - 
bach - are fully of the beauty of eilmce, while Maeter­
linck attaches tne greatest liuportaiice It as indispensable 
for full communication with Uie unseen powers aiiich rule the 
world, Ws observe ir. nls .kya an increasing lack of action, 
while long pauaaa. pregnaul secondary masning, tend to
take the place of Glaiogae. 3) He says him self: "La parole 
est du tmps, la silence he 1 ' éiaraitô.. .11 ne faut croire 
qua la paraît? nerve j s  aux communieaticns véritables 
3ntre les êtres..., des quo nous aveas vraijioai cuelau© 
chcofi I nous dire, nous somme obligé g de nous taire; et si, 
dans ces moments, nous raBistons aux rares invisibles et pressants 
du silence, nous avons fait une perte Gt3Ziiclle.4)
1) Ode C‘ü a Grecian uni.
2) Ancient Mariner 11. 495-499*
3) Cf. especially Allaàj.no et Pnlcnéde,
4) L3 sllenc.g (Lîa_trésor des humbles)
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The inspiration rhich the mystic poet is able to draw from
silence was apparent ver;r early in Baudelaire viio was only
Sevan teen wdien he wrote t m  following lines which could bear
comparison with the gratest poetry of Hîordworth;
..."Sous mes pleas, sur ma tête et partout le silence,
L© silence qui fait qu* on voudrait se sauver,
Le silence etomel at la montagne immense,
Çar l'air est immobile et te ut semble rever.
On dirait que le ciel, eu cette solitude,
Se contemple dans l ’onde, et que ces monts» là-bas,
Ecoutent; recueillis, dano l'^v.r gr??-'e attitude,
Un mystère divin one l'homme n'cnterxd pas.
üt lorsque par ^ aeard une nuée errante 
Assombrit aans son vol le lac sileaclEoix,
On croirait voir :a robe .,u 'ombre trenspar-nte 
D'un esprit qui voyaoe et passe d a n o s  deux, 1)"
lue mystic poet is uainrhlty orawn ie.^ arde every aspect
of seen redity which to him a secondary, hidden
quality - ha loves blurred outlines, wide spaces, darkness,
slim ce, absence, we-at Bjger i-ry cdls "oinemeas" but this
transcenaentai taadancy, whoa pu seed to its extreme ends In
taat gx‘oWihg negation of reality %nlch we may observe in Mal-
fo rever s«àaicta§; the * flower'wi^ich hs c a lls  " i 'absente de
tx>us bouquets"2) trying to copiure xho ider.I poBZiry created by ttxe
'•t-
"Musi c i  am  e de a l l a i  ce" 3) compared n i tu  wràca a l l  o th e r p o e try  isj^
to  MAilejrr-iè;
"Un mnu til «a gi sea en t 
Nuit; désespoir et plerrei'ie".
2) xi^^kL
3) BSlîs.-
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Intuitions of aivatery coa.veTed--to.8— — ii) m s ig-
Symbolism In pascoli.
The poet is not only a contemplative: he is also a creative artist
whose genius cannot find fhlfilment until he has found means to describe I 
the progress which he feels he has made towards the unseen realities of r/# 
life. Although his mystical aspirations seem to urge him towards a
spiritual region beyond seen reality, yet his* senses still derive the I
j
fullest satisfaction from the beauty of this world - indeed, as we have i
%
seen, in many poets, including Pascoli, it is the very intensity of their |
sensations that creates in them the state of poetical ecstasy which makes ;
them perceive a new and mystic beauty in all things. The thirst for the
unknown which tends to lead Mallaroie to a negation of reality resolves ^
itself in Pascoli and most mystic poets irito a dasiro to discover and
portray tlie mysterious quality which they sense beiiind all things:
"Nous voulons", writes Baudelaire, ^
Plonger au fond du gouffre.  ■ ;
Au fond de l'Inconnu pour trouver du nouveau! " 1) 3'
Tlie believe that all great art should produce an effect of unexpectedness ^
- that It cannot anthral Iho reader if it docs not induce in him a sen sa- f\
tlon of wonder and surprise. Ihls Idea is at the root of the French
symbolist aesthetic: in fact Rmy de Gourmoa declares this quality to be
Art Itself s "L’un dec el&amts de l’.ârt set la Ncuveau, éiéamt si
■ hessentiel qu51 institue presque à lui seul l'art tout entier", î)
1) L& mort, viii, Le voyaae. Les fleurs du mal.
2) I f B sm.e. Revue blanche, 1892, p. J21 *
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I
For Cèleridge also "gealus produces the strongest impressions of noveity^ LOB), 
In his violent repudiation of the poetry from which he had hoped so much 
Rimbaud reveals how passionately he too had wished to discover and repro- Çj- 
duce a fresh and magical aspect of all tilings* ”J*ai cree toutes les fêtes; 
tous les triomphes, tous les drames. J»ai essaye d*inventer de nouveiles; 3  
fleurs, de nouveau astres, de nouvelles chairs, de nouvelles langues. 3
/lli
J*ai cru acquérir des pouvoirs surnaturels.......j e me suis dit mage ou ^  i
ange” 2). In the same way for Pascoll the poet is II mam 3), and just 'm 
as Éluard states that ”ia magie poétique est 1^appal des choses par leur. 
nom” 4) so Pascoli calls the poet ”l*Adamo che mette il nome a tutto che
vede e sente .Che tutto a lui pareva nuovc e belle. ...e nuovo e bello
crcdeva avesse a parer» agli u dite ri” and i<> the,- #\\nc1ulllno, he says;
sel moor a in dél monde novalu, e pari a significarlo
la novella parola. . xVuol il nuovo ^ ma Gai on a nelXe coae h il nuovo, per ■ 
ciu trovarlo..... Il nuovo non s*invita; si acopre.” The poètes 
imagination automatic^Ally animates ail création with new life and beauty 
for ”poo3ia h trovare nelle cose.... 11 loro sorriso e la loro lagrima, ” 5)
The poetical vision, penetrating into the heart of things discovers for a 
aoamt the Ideal, timeless beauty - the mysterious essence which endows 
them with a richness unperceived by ordinary m,an for, as André Gide writes;
1) Ihe Friend, Section I, flasay
2) Adi eu. Une saison en enfer.
3) Myrlcae.
4} » bcgUJLiî , Op * Cx * . , V <■
5} Il £mci\ül%no, pp. 5? 14, I6 and 20
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"Le ro&te est celui oui regarde, \ùt que voit-il? Le raradi®, car le 1
4
paradis est part.rmt: n^m croyons pas les apparences. Les apparences sont j
imparfai t(çtâ. elles b.'übu tleit les vérités ru 'elles réchient; la poete à 
denii-mot doit comprendre, ptils rsdirc ces vérités.,.," The poet, unlike 
the pure mystic, cannot find complet3 fulfllmmt in contemplation which 
attmpts t>^ 8%ver aJJ. earthly contacts. He must express his vision, and 
the only way in which mysticism, can become articulate is ti:rough symbcliam i
and music. "Le po&te qui sait qu'il crée, devine à travers chaque chose , 
et une seule lui suffit, Sj^ mfoola, pour révéler son archétype; il sait que 
l'apprcnce n'en est que le prétexte, iir* vêtement qui le dérobe, et ou ^
-I
s'arrête, l'cdl profane., qui nous montre ou'elle est Ih. Le poète ]
oontmipie; II bq pencha sur les symboles, et s.lllmcimx descend profonde- I
ment m  cosnur des chopes. " 1)
1) Traité du Narcisse, p. Ip.
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"Bsnza farci ecendere a uno a uno 1 gradifti del pensiero, cl 
trasjiorta nell'abiaso della verlta... .Egli scopre nelle coee 
le somlglianze e relazionl plu ingegnose." 1)
The function of the poet le to discover In every phenomenon 
the particular aroma which seems to him to represent Its 
real soul and the essence of its being and this he must do, 
not by means of the cold reasoning of scientific deduction, 
but by surrendering himself completely to the sensations - 
which assail him on every side. The state of rapture and 
excitement produced by this action makes him perceive all 
creation as a living thing in which every object from the 
highest to the lowest is linked together by hidden analogies, 
and by reason of the poet's Intense concentration upon the 
spectacle before him, his Individuality becomes merged with 
it, 80 that it begins to feel and breathe the same life as 
himself. Many of Pascoll's descriptions seem to be no more 
than minute, realistic sketches, but as soon as they are read 
aloud the precise outlines take on a new and deeper signifi­
cance, and the objects seem cMr^ed with some elusive, se­
condary meaning Impossible to define, for they have become
1)11 fanciulllno, pp. 11 and 10.
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vehiclee for the expression of hie own joys, fears and
apprehension and the whole world Is penetrated with the
poet's metaphysical anxiety: <
"Nel campo mezzo griglo e mezzo nero 
resta un aratro senza buoi, che pare 
dimentlcato, tra 11 vapor leggero.
E cadenzato dalla gora vlene
10 Bclabordare delle lavandare
con tonfl Bpessl e lunghe cantllene.
11 vento soffla e nevica la fraeoa
e tu non torn! ancora al tuo paese;
quando partistl, come son rlmasteî
come 1'aratro in mezzo alia maggese,” I) ;
This is pure impressionism The slow, drawn-out move­
ment reproduces to perfection the dun autumn landscape bathed 
in mist, but we sense also the poet's awareness of the cosmic 
mystery, his longing for the infinite and his consciousness 
of his isolation from the material preoccupations of ordinary 
men. Here is an example of the same almost imperceptible 
symbollsm which is present also in Le moulin 2) of Verhaeren 
where the mill flapping in the midst of the solitary, wind­
swept plain of Flanders, fills the poet with the same dismay -
the same awe of eternity. Already in the Mvrlcae the most common 
scenes of everyday life are tinged with occult, universal signl-
1)Lavandare fMvrlcae)t The second verse may be a reminiscence
of (Chansons des rues et des bois of Hugo:
”......... de mon grenier je me penche
Sur la kaveuse q:^'on entend.
Joyeuse, dâ&ns 1 'ecume blanche.
Plonger ses coudes en chantant."
2)Les soirs: Cf. also: fi£L.(Iklâju)•
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oance. Thus a wayfarer sitting by the roadside rouses In 
him thoughts of death, destiny and far-off lands; 1) the
dead swallow in X agosto 2) is a symbol of the universal
sorrow as well as of his own personal tragedy; the trees 
communicate to him "con improwisa melodia dl fiorl” their 
ceaseless aspiration towards ideal beauty; 3) footsteps 
passing through the night, 4) and those which rèach him from
I
the depths of a valley filled with mist, are those of Every­
man walking In the mystery of life towards his destiny: 
"certe peste.....ne lontane ne vlcine;
eco dl peste ne tarde ne preste,
alterne,,eteme, Ed io iagglu guardal:
nulla ancora e nessuno, occhl, vedeste.
Chlesero i sognl dl rovlné: - Mal
non gulngeràî - Gll scheletrl dl plante
chlesero: - E tu.chl sel, che sempre val?
Io, forse, un'ombra vldl, un'ombra errante 
con sopra 11 capo un largo faseio. Vldl, 
e plu non vldi, nello stesso Istante.
Sentii soltanto gl'inquietl gridi 
d'uceelli spersi, l'uggiolar del cane, 
e, per il aar sens'onde e senza lldi,
le peste ne vlclne ne lontane." 5)
1} In cammino' (Mvrloae ).
2 ) M H 1 êSE,.
3 ) 1 6  & C i m â a . M a l E M l â B a  ( m s d L * a m i 3& l )  •
.flplibmaip (mjaJLaa" 
5)ssllâ_îiskklâ DbRmli;
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In the Buggeetlve art of thie poem, where the image iB indis- 
tlngulBhable from the idea Pascoll realtsee the ideal of the 
French symbolists for whom "Le symbole est une suite d ’images 
successlvea ou acculumees qui extériorisent une intuition ly­
rique" 1) ' The disposition which Pascoli possesses, in com­
mon eith Victor Hugo, to think in images does not at once
/
lead him to see all the world as "a forest of ayiabols” and
both he and Hugo often employ the traditional mechanlem of
simile a) as In the following short poem from the Myrioae:
"Non amnirare, se in un cuor non basso, 
oui tu riVolga a prova, un pun^lgllone 
senti imrrovviso! e'e sott'ogni sasso
lo seorplone.
Non ammlrare se In un cuor concesso 
al male, senti a quando a quando un grido 
buono, un palpito santo* ogni clpresBo
porta 11 suo nldo." 5)
Occasionally allegory is used as in Convlt.o d*ombre 4) where 
Italy is depicted as a lion and the poet sometimes makes na­
ture speak to men in a didactic tone, trying to induce them 
to follow her good example as in II vecchio eastap^no 5) 
which is an expansion of the simpler and purely descriptive 
poem in the Myrlcae 6). Generally, however, Pascoli leaves 
the reader to divine the Inner meaning, and even when
1)Tancrede de Vlsan (Mercure de Pr-nce) juillet, 1907.
2)Cf. Hugo: A Olvmnlo (Les voix intérieures).
3)Kel.cuope umano, Penslerl X : Cf. also: Sneranze e memorie 
Myrlq^.l Lâ„P.la.aa (wupvl noemettl).
5)Prlml m e m e t t i : Cf. also: La. canzone dell'ulivo (Canti dl 
Castelveochlo.
6)11 castagno. '
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It is possible to distlnguifih moral significance from exter­
nal description the reader Is usually unable to perceive the 
exact point when simple rpaliem gives place to the suggestion
I
of an abstract idea The first three verses of II corbezzo-
ia 1) are no more than a word-plcture of the flovter which
gradually takes on the form of a- national emblem whose
mystic presence may be traced back to legendary times, The
almost imperceptible transition from reality to symbol takes
place fron the third verse onwardj
"i blanchi florl mettl quando rosse 
hal gla le b&eche, e rlcomlnci etemo, 
quasi per gll altrl ma per te non fosse
I ’oKlo del vemo;
o verde albero Italleo, 11 tuo magglo 
© nella bnanas e’anche tutto muora, 
tu il glovanlle gonfalon selvagglo
spieghl alia boras
11 gonfalon© che dal-lido ©trusoo 
inaiberavl e per 1 ffiontl enotrl,
Bul sacri font!, o^de genea tra 11 aueco
I'aoqua negll otrl,
mentre sul poggio 1 vecchl delformi 
Bt2x.va.no, Immersl nel rsilenzio e torvi 
guardando In cielo roteare otorml
neri dl oopvi.
The delicate symbollsm'of.this poem arises from the blend­
ing together of two of Pascoli's most typical qualities.
Delight In colbur and In detail combines with
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the capacity to perceive in the sinalleet and humble et objects 
remote analogies and endless vistas of legend and symbol.
The perfectly natural and spontaneous manner in which the 
double meaning arises fram the concrete description makes it 
evident that hie technique owes very little, and probably 
nothing, to the inspiration of other poets, although the 
development of symbolic significance through intensely-felt 
images calls to mind the symbolism of Victor Hugo and of 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti whose Carl-dealer opens In the same ' 
way with four verses of realistic word-painting, and the 
symbolic meaning of the noisy, colourful scene is realised 
only at the fifth verse when we see that it represents life 
with its struggle for wealth, and that she of the "secret 
browsH is Pate, whose moves are always unpredictable and who ' 
holds the trump card - Death.
In II viechio 0  the ideal of symbolism is perfectly 
realised in that the exquisite concrete details blend so
j
subtly with the secondary meaning that complete fusion is 
achieved between the two elements. A vivid picture of the 
beautiful tree, slowly being perverted and destroyed by the 
parasite, is kept bèfore the eyes of the reader throughout, 
and only the poignancy of the music and the ©motion with
D Prlal Doeaettl .
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which the scene is described makes him aware that to the
poet it represents the eternal problem of evil; The poem
begins .with a picture of the orchard in the spring;
"....Nuvole a'nostri ocohi, 
rosee dl peachi, blanche di susini,
parvero; u n 'aria pendula di flocohi, 
e blanchi ® rosa, e I ’uno e I'altroi meli, . 
floridi peri, graoili albicocchi.
Tale quell'orto ci appari tra i veil 
del nostro pianto, e tenne in se rifleasa 
per giornl u n 'improwisa alba del deli."
The new-born beauty seems to promise new hope of happi­
ness - - ,
"........... ma I'ape da'suoi bugni uscita
pasceva gia I'illusione; ond'essa
fa, come io faccio, 11 miele di sua vita."
and wintor returns;
"Dove le branche pari a filigrane?
Tutti 1-petal! a terra. E au 1 'aurora 
noi calpestamrco le memorie vane
ognuna con la sua lagrlma ancora.
El getta quaiche coea anche plu bella ,
délia vita; la sua lieve fiorita 
d'ali. La planta che a'suoi raml vede 
i mille porai sizianti, add!ta
per terra i fiorl che all'obllo gla dlede,..,"
Trees, like men, are an everlasting prey to illusions, and
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must stand by helpless and see the death of all their hopes*
Walking through the orchard the poet comes upon a strange
and evil-looking growth which seems alien to this common
destiny of joy and sorrow;
"che non ha frutti ai raml e fiori al piede."
Stava senza tlmore e senza festa, 
e senza invemi e senza prim&vere,
Quella; oui non avrebbe la tempesta
tolto che foglie, nate per cadere."
Malevolent forces, lurking in the shadows strike suddenly
at the heart of life, twisting it into a travesty of itself,
and ultimately insinuate themselves into every part of it,
so that it sickens and dies:
"Albero ignotoÎ . 
albero strano, che nel tuo fogliame 
mostri due verdi e un giallof^giar discord! ;
albero trieto, ch’hal diverse rame, 
foglie diverse, ottuae quest©, acute 
quelle, e non so che rei glomi e che trame;
albero infermo della tua salute, 
albero che non hai gemme fiorite, 
albero che non vedi all cadute;
albero morto, ♦   .......
The spectacle awakens endless echoes in the poet’s mind, but
although in this poem a natural phenomenon seems to flower
naturally and Inevitably into symbol, the idea may have been
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prompted by a recollection of these lines from Sapcesc.e 1)
"Lui (l’homme) qui devait fleurir comme l ’arbre choisi,
Il n ’est plus qu’un tronc vil au branchage noire,
Quo l ’age déraciné et que le vice effeuille,
Dont les rameaux n ’ont pas de fruit que Dieu recueille,
Ou jamais sans peril nous ne nous appuyons,
Ou la société greffe les passions."
This passage, moreover, follows immediately after one in 
which another possible reminiscence has already been noted 2).
Her© there is complete fusion between reality and symbol 
as also ins II nunzlo; civetta (death) 3); Digitale pur­
purea: La auercia caduta (thé poet’s murdered father) 4)|
\
II naufrIRQ where the sea represents destiny - blind and 
indifferent 5); L ’ultimo fratios L ’ederelia: La rosa del 
Bieni (his own poetry humble and unpretentious as the 
plants that grow by the wayside) 6). In the earlier poems 
the subjects are usually taken from nature and everyday 
life, but with the Odi e inni we become of a widening of the 
horizon, and we enter a world where present reality is, as 
it were, disintegrated, until it seems like a shadowy veil 
which lends multiple, fugitive aspects to the deeper
1)Les rayons et les ombres
2)Cf, p. 142. .
3)m r i c a e .
4)Primi noemetti,
5)Nuovi ooemetti ♦
5 ) m .
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reality towards which Pascoli is guided by hlB longing for 
immortality, and which he seems to see momentarily as a gleam 
of light, far away in the shadows. The Odi e inni, in which 
great spirits continue to live throughout the ages, are the 
expression of Pascoli’s passionate hope that the power of 
goodness may prevail over evil and material death, but his 
glimpses of the divine are of short duration. Produced, as 
they are, by a transitory sensation, and without the founda­
tion of a secure faith, they lead to no lasting conviction, 
and, although the Inni: A Chavez and Andre© sound like hymns 
of victory over the grave, yet the final impression is, I 
think, that death is the sole reality g
"Aller, Bott’esso, grave sono I ’inno 
degl’iperborei sacri cignis un lento 
interotto, d ’ignote arpe tintinno;
un rintocco lontano, ermo tra il vento 
di campane ; un serrarsi arduo di porte 
grandi, con chl&ro clangere d ’argento.
Ne mai quel canto risono piû forte 
© piü soave. Bissero che intorno 
sola, -'ura, infinita era la morte." ; )
La civetta in the Foemi conviviali - which has the same
significance as in the Myrioa& - ends on a note of optimism
which is rarely found in any poem of Pascoli. Socrates dies
1)Andre©.
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"e il saorp ucoello délia notte in alto 
si Bollevo Con muto volo d'ombra.
E 1 compagni del morto ed i fanciulli 
scosse un subito frémito, uno strillo 
dl sopra il tetto, Eikkabau...dall’alto, 
lyjckâkâlii.-«di piü alto, Kikkabau... 
dal cielo azzurro dove ardean le ©telle.
E disse alcuno, udendo il fausto grido 
délia civetta; "Con fortuna buona*"
Similarly in II sonnq.^||^ Odisseo Pascoli disengage© 
from the episode wh t he believes to be the feature which 
applies to all humanity throughout the ages - failure to re­
cognise happiness when it is close at hand - the theme of 
oiseau bleq of Maeterlinck. It is this element also which
interests Pascoli in his portraits of classical heroes. Thus
he depicts not the conquests of Ulysses and Alexander but their 
memories and secret dream-life - their sense of stagnation and 
disillusions. Instead of the ©pic realism of Carducci and the 
traditional classicist writers we see the well-knoTO strands 
of classical lore woven into a visionary, lyrical interpreta­
tion which is applicable to life at any period: 1)
\
"S la corrente tacita e eoave 
piu sempre avanti sosplngea la nave,
E 11 divlno Odlsaeo vide alia punta 
dell'isola florlta le Sirene, 
atese tra i fiori, con 11 capo eretto 
au gll ozloBl cubiti, guardahdo 
11 mare calmo avanti se, guardando 
11 roseo sole che gorgea dl contro; 
guardando Iramote; la lor ombra lunga 
dietro rlgava 1 'isola del florl.
1)In this way Pascoli realises the Ideal of Victor Hugo: "Le 
poete écrit des legendes et non dee faetes" - ÉP reface to 
Cromwell.
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Dormite? L'alba gla passo. Gla glî occhl 
vi cerca 11 sole tra le ciglla molli.
Sirene, lo sono ancora quel mortale 
che v'asoolto, ma non pctè sostare.
E la corrente tacita e soave 
plù sempre avanti Bosplngsa la nave.
E 11 vecchio vide che le due Sirene, 
le clglle alzate su le due pupille, 
avanti sè mlravano nel sole 
fisse, »d In lui, nella sua nave ner&.
E su la calma immobile del mare, 
alta e slcura egll Inalzb la voce.
Son lo! Son io, che t o m o  per sapereî 
Che molto lo vldl come vol vedete 
me. si} ma tutto ch’lo guardal nel mondo, 
ml rlguardbj ml domandôs Chi sono?
E la corrente raplda a soave, 
plù sempre avanti sosplngea la nave.
E 11 vecchio vide un grande mucchlo d'ossa 
d'uominl, e pelll raggrlnzate Intomo, 
presso le due Sirene, Immobllmente 
stese Bul lldo, simili a due seogll.
Vedo. Sla pure. Questo duro ossqme 
cresca quel mucchlo. Ma, vol due, parlate! 
prima dite un vero, un solo a me, tra 11 tutto, 
prima oh'lo muola, a cio ch'lo sia vissuto!
^ la corrente raplda e soave, 
plù sempre avanti sosplngea la nave,
E s'ergean su la nave alte le frontl, 
con gll occhl flsBi, delle due Sirene.
Solo mi resta un attlmo. VI prego!
Dlterni alraeno chi sono lo! ohl ero!
E tra 1 due seogll si spezzb la nave." 1)
\ >
Man iB bewitched by the enigmatic beauty of life only to find 
that it is but an illusion. He Is carried onward by the In­
exorable tide of destiny but all things - even himself - must 
remain forever wrapped In mystery.
The above passages from Pascoll's later works show that, 
although he has drawn no nearer to an Intellectual solution of 
the problem of life, yet he has reconciled his overwhelm-
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ing preoccupation with mystery by concentrating unconsciouely 
1©BB upon the dread which seized him in the contemplation of 
mystery itself aa an abstract quality and more and more upon 
the extraction of that aspect of mystery which he feels to be 
most poetical. The Odi e inni  ^ as we have seen, are a sym­
bolic Interpretation of the prophetic and occult side of his-
\
tory: the central pivot of each of the Poeml conviviali may
I:
be found In the obscure angle which Pascoli perceived in all 
the Greek myths. In these poems there are none of those an­
guished invocations to mystery 1) which we find continually in 
the earlier works, and although the unique quality of his ly- 
rism arises directly from his spiritual disquiet,yet his inner 
turmoil has become appeased now that he is able to crystallise 
his impressions into a beautiful form. Thus hie spirit, which 
seems to float in a mysterious, shadowy world, Illuminated by 
brief flashes of vision, finds perfect expression in the above 
passage from Andree 2) where the voice of the poet, sounding, 
as it were, remotely in a great silence, vibrates with strange 
overtones echoing Into infinity, and finally surges upwards 
in a crescendo of Intensity to the sublime climax.
1)Cf. p. 174.
2)pp. 192-193.
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IMbolleal J.,nterr?retetiea o f  
OeBBltBioated bv indeterminate aiuBlaalttv In noetpv.
’ This exact reproduction of Pascoli's reactions to mystery 
is made possible only by consummate artistry in verse-tech- ' 
nique - by skilful manipulation of sounds, by the use of poly­
syllabic words, found also in Baudelaire; by variety in the 
placing of the caesura, by a masterly use of alliteration and 
of run-on lines and by a varied disposition of accents - all 
devices which help to create an unearthly atmosphere, for they 
amplify the rhythm into voluptuous waves of melody which trans­
port the reader into the terrifying stillness of the unknown 
where the darkness is lit up by spasmodic flashes of sinister 
light, and by rare byt exstatic glimpses of the Divine.
Pascoll had found that the ideally beautiful world which 
formed the real subject of his poetry could not be described 
plastically or realistically, but that it must be magically 
evoked, and so he paints his intangible, half-seen visions
I
with sound, drawing more lavishly than had ever been done 
before on the rich musical resources of the Italian language. 
Like the French symbolist poets, and Poe, he had learned 
that music, with its power to stir the deepest /
1)Cf.-also the closing lines of La vertlKine. (Ijuoyl,, ■.Boeig.t.ti) 
and L'aurora, bo reale (Odj e inQi) • ^ _
2)Cf. L'homme et la mer and the opening lire of Un fantôme (Les
fleurs du mal).
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emotione, could create something akin to the -oolyphonic but 
indefinable melodies which were the reactions of his rich, 
subtle and complex temperament when it came into contact 
With the rrystery of life. For him, as for Mallarmé "La 
Musique et les Lettres sont la face alternative ici ©largie 
vers 1*obscur;" t). It seemed t o  both these poets that
I
only the musical evocation of symbols could convey some­
thing of that savour of the unknown which for them was the 
most precious element in life, but Pascoll's musical effects, 
like his symbols, 2) give the impression of being more spon­
taneously conceived than those of Mallarmé which are often 
the realisation of a pre-ordained plan whereby the syntactical 
structure of the lines is 'completely disintegrated so that 
words which have been previously chosen for their qualities of 
richness and sonority may be rearranged bo as to obtain from 
them the maximum power of suggestiveness. Although some of 
Pascoll's combinations of sounds and images are obviously the 
result of careful selection, I do not think that his technique 
owes anything directly to the example of any other poet. His 
fine musical ear, his extraordinary versatility, and above all 
his. originality and his ability to infuse new life into any form
I /
DLes musique et..lftff 
,2)Cf, p. 189.
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he chose to handle gave him the power to create those sad, 
profound lines of which Serra sayet "1'uno se ne discernerebbe 
In mezzo a mille, a una certa eua riBonanza, che qual sia non 
8i sa sempre dire bene, ma che non oi puo mai confondere con 
altra" 1).
Pascoll may, however, have received some encouragement 
to develop his wonderful gift of poetical music from his
readings in the works of Poe P.), and he may seen himself in
the "humbler poet" described in Longfellow's "Waif" of which 
Poe quotes the proemi 3)
"Come, read to me some poem,
Some simple and heartfelt lay,
That shall soothe this restless feeling 
And banish the thoughts of day.
Not from the grand old masters,
Not from the bards sublime,
Whose distant footsteps echo 
Through the corridors of time.
For, like strains of martial music,
Their mighty thoughts suggest 
Life's endless toil and endeavour;
And to-night I long for rest."
(Surely this is an exact description of Pascoli's reaction to 
the poetry of Carducci!}.
"Read from some humbler poet, ,
Whose songs gushed from his heart,
As showers from the clouds of summer,
Or tears from the eyelids start;
1}Berra, R, On. cit., p. 17.
2)Cf. pp. 55-5ÎÎ.
3)The poetic principle.
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Who through long days of labour,
And nights devoid of ease,
Still heard in his soul the mmsio 
Of wonderful melodies."
These lines may have made him more fully aware of his own 
poetical music, for this quality is apparent in the earliest 
Mvrlcae in which the use of symbols is hardly seen, and this 
is another proof that he^ owed nothing to the theories of the 
French symbolists who deliberately aimed at the union of music 
and symbolism. Pascoli*s condemnation of "letteratura stru- 
mentale" 1) and the symbolists* hatred of the Parnassian 
preoccupation with form has, however, a common source: It is
the manifestation of the same passionate assertion of the 
poet’s right to sing his own song in his own way, which arises 
from the instinctive rebellion against all rules and restrict­
ions, and from the intense love of spiritual liberty which ie 
found in all mystics - the deep affinity which Poe and Pascoli 
share with the French symbolists whom Barre calls: "une ecole
d ’esperance et de liberté, nullement un atelier de techniques - 
for whom "Il n*y a pas de méthodes, il n ’y a pas de règles.
Il y a l ’Infini et le cri de ton coeur pour en dévoiler le 
my8tere." 2).
0 1 1  fanciulllno, p. 34: Cf. also: Ibid., p. 36.
2)Barre, A., Op. cit., p. 389.
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These poets’ ideal is not the metallic perfection of Heredia 
nor the classical grandeur of Carducci; they would agree 
rather with Poe when he declares: know that indefiniteness
is an element of the true music - I mean of the true musical 
expression. Give to it any undue decision - imbue it with 
any very determinate tone - and you deprive it, at once, of 
its ethereal, its ideal, its intrinsic and essential charac­
ter. You dispel its luxury of dream. You dissolve tha 
atmosphere of the mystic upon which it floats. You exhaust 
it of its breath of faery. It now becomes a tangible and 
easily appreciable idea - a thing of the earth - earthy." t)
"De la musique avant toute chose.
Et pour cela préféré l ’Impair
Plus vague et plus soluble dans l ’air,
Sans rien en lui qui peee ou qui pose.
Car nous voulons la Nuance encor, 
Pas la Couleur, rien que la nuanceî 
Oh! la nuance seule fiance 
Le rêve au rêve et la flûte au cor!
Prends l ’éloquence et tord-lui son cou!" 2) 
and - "Retoricaî" 3) cries Pascoli of his native poetry: Like 
Verlaine he found that lyrism possessed the power to free 
his poetry from the set forms of Italian prosody.
1)Marginalia.
2)L*art poétique (Jadis).
3)11 fanciullino. p. 17.
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Poets like PaBColl, however, submit to no guidance but that 
of their own musical fantasy, and his fluid,, dream-llke 
melodies bear so markedly the Imprint of his individuality 
that they could not have been composed otherwise than by 
abandoning himself spontaneously to his moods and impres­
sions. In this receptive state he Is able to hear what 
Adolnhe Rette calls "le rhythme personnel qua le poete 
dolt trouver lul-meme" 1) and to reproduce this inner 
music which Is his alone he brings Into play every device 
of verse-teohnlque so as to dissolve the solid structure
of rigid traditional metres into a translucent web of ca­
dences whose notes, suspended between long pauses weave round 
each image an aura of enchantment and mystery:
"Tra clelo e mare (un rlgo di carmine' 
reclde intorno I'-acque marezzate) 
parlano. 3 un'alba csrula d'estate 
bon una randa in tutto quel tupchino.
Pur voci reoa 11 soffio del garbino
con oziose e tremule rlsate.
Sono i puffini I su le mute ondate 
pende quel chlacchierlccio mattutlno.
Sembra un vociare, per la calma, ficco 
dl marinai, ch'ad ora ad ora gulnga 
tra'l flevole sciacquio délia rlsaeca;
t)EEgIâSÊl Acchlr^al ..en .fleurs.
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quando, stagnate dentro I'oro e 11 floco, 
le paranzelle In una rlga lunga '
dondolano sul mar llscio dl lacca." 1)
This picture. In which there is no direct suggestion of symbol, 
has the same quality of bewitched unearthllness as Coleridge's 
"painted ship upon a painted ocean." 2) and the ordinary, every­
day events which usually form the subject of his early poems
(
are often Invested thus with the solemnity of a ritual, for at 
hlB touch the simplest words acquire a strange significance.
This ability to group sounds so as to draw from the the
I
utmost evocative effect; to intensify the rhythm so that the 
lines are sustained beyond their apparent length by prolific 
echoes - this art of musical suggestion In which Pascoll Is
\
already a past-master In the first Mvrlcae - these qualities 
are present also In the poetry of Victor Hugo where "les mots 
de tout le monde  ^ du langage ordinaire, quotidien, familier,..
y '
en passant par cet echo sonore,..contractent des vertus et
des propriétés nouvelles. Longtemps après les avoir entendus
(
Ils contenuent encore de vibrer dans l'oreille, et le retentis­
sement s'en prolonge comme ^  1'infini" 3)
1)1 puffini dell'Adriatlco (Mvrlcae).
2)Ancient mariner, li. ,
3)Brunetlère, Ferdinand: L'évolution de la o^eele Ivrloue en 
France au_xim@ _g.iMle:_La. Dr@midre m a n i W  ,Victor Hugo.
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"0 douleur! j'al voulu, mol dont l'éme est troublee,
Savoir fil l'ume encor ooneervalt la liqueur,
Et voir oe qu'avait fait cette heureuse vallée 
De tout ce que J'avais laissé la de mon c leurî" 1)
At first Pascoll also used his music simply to reproduce v
hlB feelings and memories - to,lament with Verlaine the happy
days that are no more 2), to recall "le vert paradis des amours
enfantines" 3) as in Le elaramelle; II rltomo a San Mauro;
Casa mia 4) but even at this period the typical nostalgic
lilt of his poetry Is fully apparent - in Romagna 5);^In
Addj.o 4) which may have been suggested by Gautier's Ce que
disent les hirondelles 6) Already he has shaped for himself
an Instrument flexible enough to follow the most fugitive
outlines of his dream-world and perfectly attuned.for the
reproduction of his most subtle reactions. These earlier
poems contain a whole gamut of effects - from the galloping
\ ' ^ 
lines of Scalnitic 4 ) to the softly-falling petals of Ü.
Vischio 6). How exactly the brief lines of Canzone d'aorl-
I
le 4) suggest the bewildering variety of sensations aroused
by the.miracle of Spring!
"Fantasma tu glungl, 
tu parti raistero.
Venlsti, o dl lungl? 
che lega gla 11 pero, 
florlsce 11 cotogno 
lagglu."
1)Tn.»tesae d'Olaysio (g»s rayons et les ombres).
2)Cf. Quel giorno ; II nas sa to (Myrlcae ).
-^/Baudelaire; Maesta et errabunda (Les fleurs du mal).'
4)Cantl dl Caatelvecohlé..
6)Cf. also: Dlalogo and In oammlno (lyclca^
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PaBcoll believed rhythm in poetry to be the purely 
spontaneous expression of the peet's reaction to reality. 
"vecchlBBlmo e 11 mondo che tu vedl nuovamenteÎ'• he tells 
"11 fanciullino" - "4 primitive 11 rltmo...col quale tu,
In oerto modo, lo culll o lo danzlî" 1) As Gallettl 
points out, however, "11 poeta modemo non puo essere un 
prlmltlvo" 2) and Pascoll's poetry, like that of Verlaine, 
oscillates between extreme naivete and a highly self-con­
scious artistry which often draws near to decadence. In 
him Bulferetti notes "I'amor aensuale della parola forte 
come nel d'Annunzlo" 3) - a poet who, despite Pascoll*s 
admiration for him, would seem to be the antithesis of "11 
fanciullino". Therefore, although PaBGo%i, like Maeterlinck, 
is one of the simplest and least sophisticated of the m o d e m  
poets, yet he 1b not entirely the child-llke, unselfconscious 
poet he imagines himself to be. (Another case of a great 
poet's art diverging from his theory!). He fallaciously 
depicts primitive man as fully alive to the delicious effects of 
"le paro&e pur mo nate, legate cot plu sottlll nodi, segnate
1)11 fanciullino, n. 15.
2)Op. cit., p; 202.
3)0p, cit., p.
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con le plù vive lmprente, lavorate coi plù Ingegnosi nlelliî 
Ne vedevano esBl tutti 1 pregl, e 11 peso s il timbre del loro 
métallo, e il suono col qifâle In principle rompevano dalle 
lübbra echludantlal, s quello col quale In fins ronzavano 
nelle orecchie aperte. Or tu, fanclullo, fal corne loro, 
perche sel corne loro," 1) Pascoli, anllk® Mallarme, does 
not strain the logical construction of his poetry in order to 
obtalri\the perfect setting for his key-words, but he shows 
that he is as fully aware ae the French poet of the rich vi­
brations of the words he uses by his carefully-studied sound- 
combinatlons and by his obvious delight in exotic words - he 
shares the French romantic npets' thirst for far-off lands 
like the "nlsterloao Tlmbuctu® 2) and he reproduces the gla­
mour of the East by his lavish use of biblical names in Gog 
e MagQt'j. 3) and of African terms In La sfopiiatura 4)»
"Hell’Agarae, sul mortl che piangete, 
sono moltl anni che si vanga e si ara, 
s 11 roaso tlef si mletc 
pel fltaurari e 1 baraoibara.
Le donne, là. dal dentl come latte, 
cantano anch ease, In cerchlo, au io strame.
Una nel mezzo batte 
Bul oupo negarlt 11 rame.
1)11 fanclull&no, p. 14.
2) In caroialno (iHlSâS,) •
3 ) Poeial convivial 1 .
4)Odi 8 Innl.
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’’Oantano poi la notte lunga^ e 1 fuochi 
accefii dal tuxidapta a G-unaguna,
e 8pari e grila, e ficchi ^
6O0plri al lume della luna;
e 1 Haa che avan,ti I ’ugglollo crudele 
dl lene errant! che fuggian la fiamma, 
beveano l*idromele 
ravvolt! nel purpurel criamma."
HIb eeneuous delight in soundB Is as intense as that of
Keats and Tennyson, and is apparent already in the first
M.yrlc--B - in the wonderful lines of Romap:na;
I
"e'l bu© riimina nel le opache stalle 
la sua laboriosa lupinella."'
In the concentration of "dark" sounds in II nun?.loi in the 
closing lines of Alba festiva, and In II brlvldo t). He 
made-much more lavish use of alliteration than other Italian 
poets, who generally avoid this device, until. In many of 
the Canti di Castelve'cchlo the imitation of bird-cries often 
becomes excessive. He would notice that the English roman­
tic poets, too, used every device of verse-technique in or­
der to oharm the reader into a world of magic beauty, and he 
must have read with delight this passage where Shelley's 
vivid description of sun-lit sea transports us to:
"....the blue Mediterranean, where he lay,
Lulled by the coil of his crystalline streams.
Beside a pumice isle in Balae's bay 
And saw In sleep old palaces and towers.
Quivering within the wavetn Intenser day,
All overgrown with azure moss and flowers 
So sweet, the' sense faints picturing them!" 2)
1)Canti 41 Castelveoehia.
2)Ode to the West Wind.
J9Î ..
In this passage the same apparent spontaneity conceals the
skilful manipulation of long syllables and run-on lines, and 
the sibilants, which reproduce the swish of,the waves, and the 
repeated "l"s, have the same hypnotic effect upon the reader as 
the alliteration of "m" and "n" in Kalla sr.iaggla 1):
\
eopra 11 mare tut to abbonacclato 
11 tremolare quasi d ’una magliaj 
In fondo in fondo un err,iio-colonnato, 
nivee colonne d ’un candor che aDhaglia,
una rovlna bianca e solitaria
la dove azzurra è I ’acqua come I ’aria.
11 mare della calma dell’estate 
ne canta tra le sue larghe Bors&te
V
o bianco templo chc oredel vedere 
nel chiaro giorno, dove sei vanitai
e piano 11 mare scivola alia riva 
e ne soeplra nella oalma estiva,"
In this passage - "in fondo in fondo"..."della oalma del- 
1 'estate"... .’"nella calma estiva"., .there is a hint of the 
subtle and varied use Pascoli was to make of repetition and re­
frain, and he.owes some of his most striking effects to this de­
vice» the portrayal of Destiny in the above passage from L'ulti 
mo viaRaio could not be more forslbly executed than by the con­
tinual recurrence of the couplet»
"E la corrente taclta e soave 
piu aerapre avant! sosplngea la nave." a)
UMnlsm.-
2)See p. 194.
This passage is Impregnated with the same bewitched atmos­
phere as Dalla sniaRRia 1) but Faecoll can obtain many other 
effects by the use of repetition: In the Inno a Ciapin the re­
iterated "quoila vendemmia" excites in the reader a feeling of 
dread and dire foreboding such as that produced by Rossetti in 
Troy torm and Bister Helen: the three-fold cry of the mastman - 
"TERRA " in II ritomo di Colombo burets upon the ear with a 
greater effect of revelation each time it recurs. These tours 
■ie force are usually carried, out with coTU clous artistry and 
Doctor Furkls notes that "Poe’s remarks on the upe of refrain, 
given in his explanation of how he composed The raven are exact­
ly followed in Pascoli’s use of refrains." 2) Pascoll may also 
have read The philosophy of composition where poe writes at 
lenghi on the importance of the refrain.
When a poem contains a number of different themes Pascoli 
shows hie amazing command of technique by,producing a range of 
Contrasting harmonies comparable to those of an orchestral 
symphony. Similar variations in tone are found in Hugo’s 
Tristesse d'Olvnoio 3 ) where the primary subject - memory - 
is accompanied by the two other great lyric themes - nature 
and death. Pascoli was already a master of these tone-coa-
V
binatlona .vhen he wrote II ffAomo del sorti 4) where he hears the
USee p. 208.
2)0p. cit., Introduction, p. 6.
3)Les ra.vons et ,leg ombrés; Cf. alsoj Prière pour tous (Lefe 
feuilles a*autoiane) ; Q'ie a l'Arc de- Triomphe fLes voix In­
térieures) : A Vllleouler (Lee contemplations  ^ IV, X¥).
4)Myrioæ; See p. 50.
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sorrowful volcee of his dead family mingling with
"11 sibllar di questi trucl venti, 
al rombar di quest’aoque,"
and this atmosphere of rushing winds and sobbing waves was to
provide a fitting background for the portontious events of the
Odd e inrii.
By this time Pascoli’s technique is enough to con­
tain hi® every eiood and impression, which he transfers in imag­
ination to the personages.of history and mythology, whose voices 
Bound the whole gamut of the Pascolian music - from the passion­
ate hatred of Le sforliatricl 1} to the majestic serenity of II 
duca vieRli Abruzzi 2) ; from the desolation of Pace 2) to the 
calm contemplation in Verdi 2}. All these differences of tone ' 
show his unique power of concentrating all his technical re­
sources upon the creation of the atmosphere he desires and a 
study of his methods reveals that this perfect harmony between 
form and content is obtained by applying to language devices
which are generally associated only with music. Aa Galletti
>
notes 5) his mystical aspiration towards ideal beauty finds Its 
natural expression, as with Poe and Shelley, in the upward swell 
of anapaestic6 as in the Irini; Al re ITmberto, Manlio. Pa-
1)La Bcof-liatura (Qdi e Inni).
3)0p. cit., p. 236*
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ce, Aile batterie slcillane. Not only does ©very one of these 
poems poseesB Its own individual tone but often there Is a com­
plete contrast of metre in the same poem, and in II ritomo di 
Colombo A Fr&tti. and Antlca madre the rise and fall of 
musical phrases is exactly reproduced by the antithesis between 
anapaestic and dactylic movements, while the jarring elements
- I ;
of II Pone are rendered to perfection by the discord created by 
the rapid uneven sentences of the o-ening verses of each section 
and the ominous beats of each closing verses
"L’acque son rapide e torbide, 
cupo è 11 flume, 11 flume è grosso^
Fu per un ferreo diluvlo 
, per un uragano rosso.
Furono lampi di sciabole, 
sibill di sferze, furia 
secca di grandîne ^  folgori,
come la in Manciuria...,.
Ma non si trovano laceri 
sotto llunghia del cavalli,
1 tuoi nemici, quel piccoli 
tuoi nemici di là, gialli..., 
Srano figli del piccolo 
padre; sono, o Zar, tua cosa!
C*è quaiche cosa di vergine.V.# 
che fa tutto rosa.
Gangue ! Gangue I Gangue I Gangue! 
Tu non puoi passare s e troppoî, 
Quale uragano di sang©#,*
1 tuoi Cosacchidi galoppoi 
E poi fuma, bolle,.- Sciopera 
anche tul nascondîtil 
Non puoi, no! Ma la...quel Pope 
ESli, Bl."
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pauses are used with the greatest dr iffiitic effect, especially In
I
II ritomo di Colombo, (after the two first lines of each 
Btroph),' in Pratti and in Antica mâdre. The difference between 
these odes of Pascoll and the kind of rhetorical compositions 
generally associated with political themes is seen most clearly 
in the way in which the epode usually marks a gradual diminution 
pf tone which resolves the music....niano....Inianiasimo....until 
it dies away into the distance»
\
"Astro del fato, cometa 
ch’erri nell’ombra inquiéta 
cercando la fragile terra, 
astro, I ’arrivl e pur muto, 
eenti che n ’eece I ’acuio 
bramire degli uomini in guerra: -
passi in un attimo, o face 
dell’infinito; sei lunge; 
quando nel ceruli spazi 
ti giunge
I ’ululo d ’odi non sazi: 
poi pace!" i)
In the Odi e inni ^ which bear the significant motto Canamua 
PaBColi. seems to concentrate exclusively upon the exploitation 
of his technical virtuosity, evolving new metres, infusing new
-I: -
life into old ones and constantly amazing us by the variety and 
richness of his music and the ease with which he handles the most 
exacting deelgns. In Le due aoulle /which, although it is
’ )£&£& (iMl).
2Q2
actually ^ included the Nuovi poemetti is really a Hymn - to life- 
the whole poem forms a metrical circle to correspond to the cir­
cle of life which is bounded by birth and death and is always 
beginning and ending. Thus there are seven strophe concluded 
by the final line, the first stronh consisting of one triplet,
the second of two, the third of three and the fourth - the cen-» /
tral one - of five. The number of triplets then diminishes un­
til the last stronh has only one like the first. By this time 
it is clear that music Is gaining increasing ascendency over 
his art. Pietrobono notes of II rltorno 1) that "Le parti 
narrative /..nella intenzione del P. devono ersere interpretate
dell’orchestra," 2) and many sections of the Poemi conviviali
\
take on the semblance of a sung recitative, as in the magnificent
transcription of Sappho’s lyric:
. .%la sede reggendo 
la risonante pectide; ne strinse 
taclta intorno ai collabi le corde; 
tento le corde fremebonde, e disses
i^plende al plenilunio l^orto; il melo 
tréma appena d ’un tremolîo d ’argento..,
Nei lontani monti color di cielo
sibila il vente.^
Mugghia il vente, strepita tra le ferre, 
su le quercie gettasi...il mio non sombra 
che un tremore, ma © l ’amore. e corre
8006sa le membraî
nodi e Inni. '  ^ ^
2)pietrobono, Lulgls Po##le ai Giovanni Paaiwlit Sa ed.. p. 163.
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M ’e lontano dalle ricciute chlome, 
quanto il eoler\ma mi giunge al cuore, 
corne 11 soles bello, ma bello corne - '
Eole che muore.
Dileguare! e^altro non voglios voglio 
farmi chiarità che da lui si effonda s 
Scoglio eetremo délia gran luce, scoglio
su la grande onda,
V *v
dolce e da te.scendere dove e paces 
ôcende il sole nell’infinito mare; 
tréma e scende la chiarita seguac©
crepuBColare.
La Morte e queata! il vecchio eBClamo, Questo,
ella^rispose, e, ospite l ’^ mor©.
Tento ïk c o r f r e m e b o n a e ,  e dieses ^
Togli il pianto. _E colpaî Sei del poeta 
nella casa, tu. uhi dira che^ fui?
Piangi il morto atleta: belta d ’atleta
aiuore con lui." 1)
An ever-reourring theme of the Poemi convlviali and the
Poemi Italici is the power of music over the human soul.
Thus Anticleo 2) almost betrays his companions and completely
forgets all his past life - his wife and horn© - when he,hears
the voice of Helen
che sonava al cuor©  ^
come la voce dolce piu che niuna,
come ad ognuno suona al cuor sol una."
(
and the poet himeelf coraeB to rely almoet entirely upon the 
current of melody to blend together the chaotic web of sym-
11 Solonr Of. also: «jétra di .Achilla (Poemi convlviali).
glPoeml convlviali: Of. also: II cieco di Ohio and p l M i i W
vlaKir lo ( Ibid. ).
V
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bole with their Involved croBB-correspondences. Far from 
deliberately aiming at the combination of auBic and eymbol, 
as he. might have done had he been directly influenced by the 
symboliet théories, he lets the nyeterious essence of all' 
things sink into his being until he feels impelled to mingle 
him voice with the music of the spheres as in the Canto
!&£■?!£ of 0
.guizzo nel clelo azzurro TSd oro 
il puro canto e rlmbalzo rinfranto 
in un immense eingultlo sonoro,
Sfavillo. Si Bpengeva....era gis epento. 
Not riviveva e distendes le blanche 
all nel clelo e palpitava al vento.
A
RiBallva^con palpiti e suasulti 
alto, piu alto, per rlnfrangersi anche 
in un'onda, in un'ansia di eingulti.
Grido. Mor^, Sola is cristalline 
lagriae I'arpa ora stlllavs} quando 
risorse la doleezza Benzs fine,
ripreee 11 canto, alto tra cielo e mare, 
a plorar forte, ad implorare blando, 
speazarai; unlrsi, sosplrare, ansare;
un grldo, e pace. Ecco le goccie d ’oro 
tlnnlr sull'arpa, dalle cords raosse 
di quell'acuta glola di martoro;
e 11 canto slzarsl e 1 palpiti argentin! 
plovers giu, poi rlsalire a Bcosse, 
a Bpirl, a B t r l d a . '
hB in the songs of the Spirits In "Prometheus unbound and 
In the Romances sane narolss__of Verlaine, this passage
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iB almost identical with pure music, for it lays such a 
spell upon the Intellect of the reader that he is charmed 
Into an unquestioning acceptance of the poet's words 
without feeling the least desire to fathom their exact 
meaning. In Pascoll*e poetry, as Gallettl observes,
"11 rltmo e la cadenza secondano la vlsione e creano 
nell'animo I'atmosfera spiritual© che e proplzia al 
taelto e lento florlre del sogno. Questa'b la piu alta 
amblzlone estetlca della poesla slmbollca, che tende, 
com© al proprio vertice e al pronrlo limite, verso I'ih- 
determinezza musicale." 1) Although Pascoli'dCea realise 
the ideals of the symbolists in this respect most critics, 
are agreed that he owes nothing directly either to their 
example or to their theories of art 2), and we know that 
he actually disapproved of the efforts of later symbolist 
poets to flout all the traditional rules of metre, for 
Bulferetti records the following of Pascoll to a referen­
dum of P. T. Marinetti! "Hon so gludicare del vers libre 
presBO 1 franeesi. Essi avevano forse nécessita d'uscire
1)0p. eit. p. 2t8.
2)0f. pp. 42-43.
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dall'etemo allesaandro e dalle sollte rime. Quanto a 
noi un terzo llbero dal mille attegglamenti, capac© col 
Buol accavallamenti delle piu Imprevediblll sornrese 
rltmlche, I'avsvamo g£a un pezzot 11 verso ©ndeoasilla- 
blco BCiolto. Piu in là, con la libeptà, non andrei, 
prima di avere aperlmentato la mlgllaia di metri nuovi 
che noi poasiamo edlflcare aulla base del vecchi nostri 
verfll, piu diligentemente difltintl, piu varlaraente e 
muBicalmente accoppiatl e Intreociatl." f) Thue Paacoll, 
like Coleridge, Keata and Victor Hugo, preferred to enrich 
the metrical patterns already existence with new and subtle 
variations rather than break right away from the established 
rules of prosody.
2Ü?
CONCLUSION
«
The deep spiritual affinities which Pascoli shares with 
many of the French symbolists he shares also with Poe who had 
a great influence on them. As we have seen it was almost cer­
tainly'Poe who first led pascoli into the atmosphere of genuine 
pomanticisra 1), but even if he discovered this kindred spirit 
through the translations of Baudelaire or Mallarmé he would feel 
less attracted towards these poets with their sophisticated way-of 
life and narrow, aristocratic outlook than to the English romantic 
poets in whom he would find his own unaffected sincerity, broad 
humanity, love of nature and sane appreciation of ordinary, home­
ly things. Pascoll lacked the adult detachment to admire poets 
whose views and habits differed too much from his own, but the 
first English and French romantic poets possessed the qualities 
which would arouse the whole-hearted admiration of his simple 
child-like nature while in their poetry he would discover the 
perfect expression of his most precious ideals.
t)Cf. pp. 46-61.
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There 1b , however, one side of Pascoll's temperament 
which is not found in any of these poets: whereas they
J
Boar on the wings of sensatlôn towards the harmony of 
spiritual peace - which is the fruit of a clear and un- 
Bhakeable philosophy of life -Pascoli prefers to hover in 
the BhadowB of mystery rather than make any attempt to pene­
trate to a distinct vision of the dim light which he some­
times senses at the heart of the universe. Lacking both the 
power and the inclination to attain to this happy state, he 
must often have felt how inferior was his mental capacity 
compared with the keen mind of Poe or the philosophical depth 
of Wordsworth or Coleridge, yet poetical genius can still bear 
marvellous fruit even though the mysticiera of the poet be weak 
and his intellect of mediocre calibre, for one of the great­
est poets of all time possessed, side by side with his wonder­
ful Imagery and sublime lyrism, the same puerility and lack 
of judgment 1) which are so conspicuous in Pascoli, and which 
probably retarded his spiritual development until he realised 
that these defects are forgotten in the intoxication produced 
by the magic of rhythm and beautiful images. This is the im­
portant contribution which Victor Hugo may have made to his ar­
tistic formation. It is noticeable also that this uncertain 
philosofhy of life, this obsession with mystery and the unseen
produced In him, as in pascoll, another salient trait which Is 
almost unrepresented In the first English romantic poets- except 
possibly In Coleridge and Scott - and is almost entirely absent, 
from the poetry of the other French romanticsi When Hugo said J
i ' ■ ' j
that Lee fleurs du mal"dotent l'art d'un nouveau frisson" he
* , t
could have said the same of his own poetry, and the same remark
is equally ap|)llcable to that of Pascoll. They, moreover,
: ’ /
needed no artificial stimulants to awaken In them a full reali­
sation of the occult and supernatural aspects of life. As
G-alletti observess "II Coleridge addormentava la cosciensa pen-
)
sante e cercava I ’ipotasi dello spirito © della natura nel fumo 
dell’oppio, e Poe nell’alcool, 1 ’Hoffmann nel vino, 11 Baudelaire 
nella lussuria sottile e perversa; . altri in altrl eccitant^..
Ma Vi sono anime naturalmente disposte a questa intuizione, 
direi, magica e sibelllna della vita. II Pascoli mi pare di 
quest©. " Î) Of such also are Victor Hugo and Maeterlinck, The 
. many deep affinities between Pascoli and the Belgian mystic 
have already been noted 2) and the improbability of Pascoli 
having been acquainted with his work has been dismissed by Valen­
tin 3). Moreover, so far as I know, no reminiscences from Mae­
terlinck have been found in Pascoli *e poetry but it has echoes from
'}0r. cit., p, 200; Cf. alGo pp. 175-176,
2)See pp. 75 7 ,^ 16? etc.
3)Cf. n. 41.
J
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Victor Hugo 1) and Meozzl,^‘who adds other remtnlBcences to those 
already found by VlBchi, Croce, Pietrobono and Zaochetti, goes so '
far as to state that "per quanto, com’® neto, 11 Pascoll fosse 
saplente ©d eccellente traduttore delle lett©rature modéra© non 
si hanno vere © proprie reminiscence se non da Victor Hugo 2), 
and we know that Pascoli was one of his most fervent admirers 
not only because his anthologies contain many passages from his 
works but because he is the only poet to whom he has paid tribute 
in verse:
"Se vedo in alto 11 fiume 
latteo di nebulose V
in due partir© il^cielo;
8© un rio, quaggiu, con plume 
d ’ala e foglie di rose ^
piano urtare un stelo; 
penso, Victor, a te.
Odo un ruggitoî io penso 
a te. iTn vagi to, un pianto: 
io penso a te. Sul lido 
fuma 11 mare, I ’incenso 
Bull’are, un flore © infranto 
Soheepers © ucciso... grldos 
• Victor Hugo dov’e?" 3)
\
According to Pascoli this is the poet who could perfectly express
every mood, every event and every aspect of the universe. In
\
"11 suo fratello spiritual© di Francia"4) he would recognise 
not only the characteristics and ideals which he so much
1)See pp. Ill, 131, 135, 136, 137, 142 and 190; Of, also Meozzi, 
Op. cit., Appendice seconda, 
a)Op. cit., p.lSJT 
p A-,VlC!tQr Hugo (PoesU ygrlB).
4)Arullani, V. A., Op, cit., p. 12.
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admired in the first romantics - especially in the English 
poets - the simple tastes, love of family life and of child­
ren 1); sympathy for the unfortunate combined with a burning 
love of justice 2) which produced Utopian visions founded on 
the brotherhood of mankind 3) and the conception of poetry 
as the spontaneous expression of a divine Inspiration 4), 
but he would perceive also in Hugo his own most dominant 
traits and even his defects, and he would realise that an 
uncertain and contradictory philosophy of life need not im­
pede the poet from the full expression of his genius for any 
lack of consistency in the subject-matter is at once forgotten 
if he can carry the reader sway upon the waves of lyric melody. 
Hugo himself describes how all things are transformed by rhy­
thm and sonority;
"Si ma tête, fournaise ou mon esprit s'allume 
Jette le vers d'airain qui bouillonne et qui fume 
Dans le rhythme profond, moule mystérieux 
D'ou sort la strophe ouvrant ses ailes dans les deux;
C'est que l'amour, la tombe, et la gloire, et la vie,
L'onde qui fuit, par l'onde incessamment suivie,
Tout souffle, tout rayon, ou propice ou fatal,
Pait^reluire et vibrer mon âme de cristal 
Mon ame aux mille voix, que le Dieu que j'adore 
Mit au centre de tout comme un écho sonore! 5)
and Pascoli calls the "fanciulllno musioo,..seno concave
1)Cf. pp. 95-97.
2)Cf. p. 145.
3)Cf. Shelleys Isle of Islam; Hugo; Plein ciel (La le^ende des 
siècles) and pascolis La niada (Nuovi poemetti).
4)Cf. pp., 68-70.
5)Ce siecle avait deux ans (Les feuilles d'automne).
/
da cul rlsonare le voci degll altrl uomlni;” 1)
Barre calls Lamartine, Vigny and Hugo "précurseurs du sym­
bolisme, but Hugo, he says "résume a la foi» Lamartine et Vi­
gny. Comme Lamartine 11 possédé éminemment l ’art de trans- 
former les choses par l ’imagination et de les elever a la hau­
teur du s y m b o l e . . l a  maîtrise d ’exprimer l ’inconnaissable et 
l ’invisible....Lorsque la pensee et l ’image ne suffisent plus a 
l ’expression de cette Inexprimable le poete recourt a la musique 
des mots..,.Vigny et Hugo ont (in common with Pascoll) l ’art de 
penser par 1 ’image unique." Thus lég^end© des siècles like 
the Odi e inni are "épopées symbolistes" . Victor Hugo taught 
the symbolists - and perhaps Pascoll also - that "1*image et le 
mot pouvaient être associes pour traduire par la seule puissance 
de leur virtualités" In Hugo the same consciousness of "les 
forces obscures qui rodent dans 1 ’infini" 2) combined with an - 
infinite capacity for wonder and a stupendous musical virtuosity 
produced also in Pascoli that spontaneous musical symbolism which 
makes Gralletti say "la sua fantasia ha rifatto per proprio conto 
e per uno spontaneo svolgimento interior© 11 cammino percorso 
dalle spirito romantlco da un secolo e mezzo a questa parte e che
:
la sua poesia e un raro snecimen inclividuale in cui si riflette
j
condensate 11 processo vitale di un’età poetica," 3) j
I
1)11 fanclullino, p.7. #,
2)0p. cit., pp. 37-39 '-*‘1
3)0p, cit., pp. 157-158.
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for there - as It were in miniature - we are aware of all the 
successive stages of romanticism, from its initial urge towards 
a broader and freer conception of art up to its final flowering 
into music and symbol. It cannot be overemphasised, however, 
that every aspect of the romantic Ideal which is contained in his 
poetry is touched with the unique Fascollan fragrance, and that 
the moét that Foe, the first romantic poets or even Hugo could 
have done for him was to bring to the surface the qualities al­
ready dormant in his spirit, which, initiated.into its natural
0
atmosphere, would be able to expand sufficiently to reach its
/
fulfilment independently, and whatever Pascoli’s debt to foreign 
literature the individuality of his genius is now generally re­
cognised. He has given expression, as no other Italian poet 
has ever done, to some of the most complex reactions of the human 
soul bfefore the awful mystery of the universe, and there will 
always be some who will listen enthralled to the delicate,
I
haunting music of his verses
"....... non muore il canto che tra il tlntinno
della pectide apre il candor dell'ale. ,
B 11 poeta fin che non muoia I'lnno
Vive immortale," 1)
D Solon (Poemi convlviali)
